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Efforts Made to Capture Him
However Are Fruitless.
Xbt Patutrab Etitnino nu. 14PAGES
TODAY




Pembroke Merchants Ordered Not
to Deal With Hopkinsville and
Clarksville Under Pain of Death
Yesterday Was the Most In- Little South 4711-r1stian Corn iSCHOOL CENSUS
terenting Day of ills Me- Inanity Wrought Up Over




cia.:11.-14'10t111,l <ft Pembroke, in
14otr4h Christian (minty, have received
warnings from night ridera not to
UFIFIti: IA II' Illa VI\ D DIM. 'deal with merchants in Hook insville
tar l'Iarksvifle tinder perta:ty of beint
killed or ht.n.:ng their p:aces of bust-
ne,s bawled. Among the farmers of
WINIKRI.: To FIND 1/.1FIFLESL. that section the night rider spitit is
TOCIVI AND .T4INIGHT. . rampant, wh-li.• Hopkin5011e and
At HD, L. Caney & I'm Itel 0 PAS n ('tarksvi le havt r. uf ivf-i1 a baptism
and III Ill• nt• $154) reward if r01i4lare'd of law and order. and (hire is dangst`r
U. tim store. ,that the night riders will be indi.•ted
"The StIllolte 11411814'.... 1.1 2..2 Ilth`nind- and convicted. I: Is hell* ved that it
00Y. le4,,een 7:313 IIIKI 0,ikl• 01125 .7s iti 'revenge for the I ?forts of the
and a Is.% nf 221: cigars for the re- town peuple to Ming Ito' riders to the plaintItt's .atturneys. Miller it
eerie. 'Justice, that this move 
wo....emadc. -hortage, slid then the iiSfs are vert. the home olmut five ciont.lts..ago. Miler and Duren.%
.41 Ow I r.) ea a I Iffeator lei. Heel& r4 a Ltt• int ( thtt niereliall 1.1 Of t ile 1i1 1:4. 11.'d the,; "iil br Inail''d t" t11.' s1111.",-- . al 11..a, 1.:,::''n1:a11,1,41%.1art.a ,,, ,,,,,/:.1!1,11aal%eihf,f,t,lit1.-s (p iri, ,is :ill,: ikkti. oi.:11...jdu.sitwatliiielansmthuechi
'r.oas-
and 110 p. in. $1:1.'S pained if raplans.;indtaim ;waffle sk.,,aswy art. ntn..a,1), ,nteildent or education. Th.. ntoubc•r !•
4 al the schoui children in the 1 ty• wl: id ill, t '.+..I wt.r ho,.it,ied in tb.• g ii-I • Hvial.-.1 and It may he illittp, v.11! b.. '
, i :a ' 11.. : .11:i1Ali,k' 110.11,114 :.•. %kb...11-1W for Ii execution, it is . supposed
ti).. attorneys asiotd the court for




ma. 012Z reaardi if raptured in the- kas been to deepen the f•e:Ing in
At Illawk Bro.., lallarIil II mid lb P. s. tit thel.• it. pitili.al th,•to. 'rile eff• et It" 81'"'" 
&,I 1.1W.
110 kit .vIr • •ait 1 'tit . 1 - "The Poster of Women" wil be ii.- . tio r .1 the hone-. 
lite Valedictory. ,,.;,.'•,, .. 41 until a rhoiril.. IstnIt.v ,1s4r1:1'.ii. 1,1.1,,lita:il t.10 1‘,11uti. 1.1 1,..tss•iplaihnt:y
1%:sIal tilIt.I.1,1.s,e"t•teld, comm;ttee and the association of to-
il* Steepen drug ettare. Mat lamed- atid taw peCiple 110'.. - ret'iz.• that it Is I b'e snide" of II"'
p lit If Itto It 1 11. Ili,' r., els
taledictor) of t1.1, .....t; di ili.ct:tut thr...telo.:tt Cl,. t.'til Nilgat,to or tx,,cul,, sarorat..tten band ibacco growers of this county."
Judge Weils did not .reflect on the
its,. arta..es. a mid 10 tomight. eie.a nt't 4•1,4arl 10 ihOrre0ghly ,oulup out ,tear. S it.:1''•S of the High t.ehool. Mfss %..:11 :1: 111I• Th 1 r•I a :ail ;i4.1t.t itinqiitl . for am, „i.
as-ociation: but he repeatedly eal: led1 the di-W.111i T. 
ialdte 'Smith. 111.. vsl. di, toliatt, has .1; the 1,..*1!.. of Ittet,:i It .mg,.. Mt' j. .r• 
nerd if captured in Ii... stare. 
Unat r th, law Ow property of anynallTl'itlatalt. I - - -
more, anal *let !reward will he Wild !, LAST DAY IS BUSY
MAJ. J. BOWMAN 'Judge Evans Directs Capias to be
DIES OF OLD AGE Issued For Each Male Defendant in
AT PEWEE VALLEY
Rallitrd County Veteran, Who
Led His Regiment When
Commander Fell.
James W. Huzlies, Former
Hollowell Case as Soon as Asked
Execution Airainst
and Process to Hold Person'
Until Judgment is Paid is!
What it Means.
Property SWAN INCIDENT





tao.no and Capture hint and
m t $1410 reward.
Baffles will visit the ball game Sun-
day tretaran :I and 5 $ir; reward
If captured at the game.
Watch the Ford srationtribile run.
•nbaut Raffles says they are the best.
• • vi r.
hapset photo can be seen at Nile-
.1-taid-ca's studio', the beat in toast
Baffles drooped into Valley's t es-
Isadore li• s •• r tald capitalist, GOLDEN POND SCENE OF OUTRAGES FOR -
H4.1041.
:744. 1tt: airdIte.:11.11CIP-7i1"4%tlf;11'401-allre iteCaL111-1'4 1 - -W71.'llii;tr:nr.. 1- moll& suiTs;,. •....,,,to Inlay, and on InquIrv found Oat , died La! n:.•111 at i.11:3.1 o'clock on the1.1 W11.1 11 Ior the 4 11 '
ithsadt yaw). were opening goods 10 Ma 'lima: ander ilie If le, stela b !ihilaN at Ilo• how,
If OA re la $7.71.7.41.1 for Kentioick The BE BROUGHT FOR of h:s daughter-I,. Mrs L. Will and• • for their bat sales lie madetali ha Wind to Vildt thiS sal.'. ‘"_.1 Paducah 101114.0 hoist*. apptoprialiont F,o1 i)! :.f11,-. 1:•11 :")
"Iii""•r there bet W"11 14 and Iu• 1°2" atie hieasuri, 1/ l'ust- Mr. Hesse had It. a ill for ant. time
1.2,111 r. tthi.h Cottel.ss-t RIDERS' VICTIMS and his di a'h rcsaited from ',tartan'a $125 reward 
will- be paid If he is lei3,0. _
tiptured. , it:. is of told it•• fie had res;•1..1Malt .1101411 tirg.d entfitifit:•e
Paducah daughter's for the
While I did not make my vlsi: Laa nit 0:,•1 has alw.1%s n
Gray's paid roomr. 11,5 1 tiffloonose.ifl. i*
W55 mils due to the crowd. awl iii• GUILTY OF MURDER 15.--Judge George Tut:Oral and burl :1 *ill take p'a..c. Sun
a. quiet and tindssuming man. Th.
IDuRelle. one of the attoinevs for the day alteration Louisville. his oldiv in which 
they witire franiiiin up to
catch me I did visit the plata. today. v I plaintiff in the Hollowell (Lase in the htan a.
011e of the best ptml room% I hrve FOR KILLING GIRL frd"A: c."" at P"ii".."h. ha or ib'opinion that the verdict will havi• a Prance. and ..tamc to the United▪ hire. seta 
and must nay Mr. Crtav has ' lir. tire-c tat- barn in Alsaee,
c%er flailed, and mast be tilting a I far-reaching moral. effect in heiping Stat. s 'n manhaod, landing at
profitable business. WITH AUTOMOBILE 'Ming from the ots•iations of night wan, spanii Lorisville. altere 11.• • F-
1,, rid the rtate of the lawlessness re-; Naw Orli ans. m at of his net v. life
"Raffles" had more fun yest• rday - rid. • tablished a dry gord.s eompany•
than he has had yet. li•• was billed The 110Ilowell verilitt is being tz,n- that prost,.r.11 :1 retired a w.althY
S...altle. Wash.. MM) 011Y 
arrally discussed a oog these Bites. it Wan. and 1,1 Paghl..lth 10 11 v..to appear - al. Wilson's. 
Guthrie's.
Gray's pool room. Thy Crystal and c•, being the sentintent of al who talk with his unit erthtere. Politica and
ClIfliert's drug store, and ar,"..h snai l
"a wt,tath, iiim byr.man, was 01` it that it ai I lend to discouritae Imitate life v- r aired Mr. (base, anti
to ifli'il.1•1"fliirguiktiYili::!.: e"Ilis°•nulleditt'agrtjeahrint,I.Irt: from bible imp'icated in_kflich raids.' was not a nuana r of orders. lie
P•ace a great throng was, ready any per..ons of meaus or prominence!outsith• of Jcw, h orgaMRations he
pout, 0 upon him. Ile ;tot away- wi h
his visas in true "enyeterfous" lahor. dati-Ner: by lantana her it is expected that Frank, Nitwits Ilona-es one broth., in Europe.
,as *al estdeN•ya from aia awn down Iti Iiis automobile. The pen- and Mr. Norsaarthy. of Calloway •wa. a staiii•ch memlar of Tem-a
Mot, below. Tonight. tomorrow. to- 11 1. one 10 twainly years. sith $5,- eounty, and rakers. aim have been t ali. Israel. ana-ads a Pe long member
morrow night and Sunday he eon- ono tine. driven front their stiles by such lof the order or a'. Goora,•. as %volt as
thanes his rambles. so it. is up to the raids, wl".I now seek residence in the Ja wisii aril.. of "II'llr'th " A
wise s'eutha of Paducah to effect his --Mrs. Edward L. Atkins. of Enid. lather states and bring damage actions short funeral :.. be held Sat-
rapture If they would get that $100, Oklahoma. forint r primary stIParin In the federal roarts against their tiraay 4,V4 71' ‘• o'clock at the res.
Remember the conditions of the tiatdent of the le.rat Baptist church.. assaitanas, at nee hy v, Laytteh.
contest: You milt have the latest will be at tlin-liturch 811111111 and • labial of T. ini• Israel. and early
edition of The livening Sun with you. wishes to see a:: the children of her Probably the flirt snits filed wIll Sunday morna the burly will he tak-e:ass. be those of collared families. who en ti temisvall• The foilowingand appreachIng Rattles. you must
say: Are you th• Mysterious Mr. were driven out of Marshall and Me- bettrers a,...mpany the laxly to
Raffles of The Paducah Bun." the train: II. LI alletatein. S. F01S.
The mysterious Mr. Raffles had a John W. r. Louis Rub-'l, eharltai
lively time nellterday. I started my anti .Lir• Livingaton. The (ant-
afternoon adventure by paying Wil- 
ilY and a few intimate friends will ac-
0011.11 book More- a short call. As I company the hale to Louisville.
entered the store I noticed a young The funeral a.11 take place Sundayman. behind the sodsifountain very ;afternoon at i; o'clock at the r.‘st-
imp 
 Fri
(001itlt tied os page 1111.140.) 
atittnz.osii:121:;s: Maurds.
Rev. It G. Eni•loar. formerly rabbi of
Temple Israel, will officiate. The
-burial will be in the Jtwish oemettay.
The pailhearei• wail be: IL Blitz, B.
for hit. tainguer there bet %%tell 2 awl fit. ,





given her subject in l'Ior. W• Ii. 8112.tg ti:.w man lei Ids rogitii.'n: WIWI' II"' .....:(1111/•1.1,111:11 i'.. lilt 11:t• for the debts of
evening. Miss Smith is a 1-13111.1010g atm:idol .1c-. in ht• '0.1, (hi . command
for the progranis of Ionitnenetquoit trianitookr, col. alligator:an,
tar; r, an I I, ..ta‘t it tot-5 this year ,\ M.11 1,•1.., 1 littltoVtlill W.T1t. kill..d. 114 -
WaS loll. Iti,ti%, at parties may go to kill the stapd taken' by Chairmatl Usher.1 11 11:1;.; :1:111 Il.1.t, 111,0.1 tat de tor'a
.
of Graves county, had quieted that
on J. B. Swan. the county chairman.
to denounce niglit riding. saying that
prninisrs' in be arenanaay alteresting. lades 1,1,3 wife 'Mr. liaWMall .,b11.),k1r- county, and Swan refused. C'hair-Stuties randy wad nada water mare!i Wrishi'Sg.to;. NI.0 I; The last \lira, Marmite' It, Schaal), thi• sal urn- viva ri I...1 a a•on and daughter_ 'I P.. man Swan .la representative from the1..istern 3 wild ill n• ma "I"'"' $1154116 (fa x', ,...:sion of Ow tout a;a! 1,4:011 l'....s tartan. itti not marctad-n i r subject. 1...aly w".1 te sent to !ti, fwitier bout. county and was reported to have used
far burial. -- D.SLE! TODOCIORS- '
did not discourage night riding. The
the recant fur hat catgut!. eontreenee. ar she white .11huiwo %vat: .. • sch."'Noi,.I 
' 
.1 words on the floor of the house thatit.'i p.. "A" A "L" ,1"1",,_."1"_,Arld It..' I'll'i'll'f nit'llihg• .E•m'h g''''' run --Mn F:-. .1V- Whirteniiire addressed10 II. no. $1341 relearn tar 10" cos"u  had a. pet thenta-.. • r.-_____. New y 0 , k.  may I5.-D•y. aatatata committee at the meeting when*s.a.e. tn 113!":"''. .1!?..1311. students of the high school this . . J:Ir lIte.4 IN. li UAW*.
• these reK011111008 were drawn dfd.not
__,.iKolw:r. at 4:•••••oaalewn UltiN"ts,l• .d '6- I rnnr"a{na. at (hi, opes;•bitc tiss,retsys 00 tairt,...... ".. liagt,..., • .,.., ytat.is wa. Geer; of ' chloroform 'theory fame.,F'. N. Gorditer Cu., reelsallsce laum ..,....44,1 itneroted water si nV sa anything antagonistic to nightus Thiril 111,11.11. leaner./ II end 4 SI"' , floc.. t. ;t gave a in an 
pats,, 'sits. 1"Heal Eriate." Mr. %%1i:trillion, InrIV" 01., 14 I!;. best ani.an men in ill.: has written the homeopaths, who are riding.assalay afternoau. Ilan reware for ' 
do tog 'a .hor,t Ivistor% ef r..iii estate.. atol do r,,,,,t.„. 0 ,,i, an:s. •ta,tI u.:,g of abress hea• in convention. that he considers  L
tia• afain ttttt i to 1 1.• 11.•!.•icattl,
voted Jaime tine. to the on in or ,,; ,1,,.
Al NOMIII'M Ark from a i . a 1 '  I. l'i i-1.1. lit Itniraaelt made a . rine-allies. This li:eture closed a t,,,,a l4.3 ., ,..;. ;:ii irl::r ant. 1,1,1,14.' 1 it-irtlilseist,ih. Ni.lattrn Ictaitenpilarti.,riaiii•iksnisit,tdd4,risitinehledditoienteo.rs 
have
T. M. Bel:GRAN BETTER
his rawer.- therein. 
.
. ,iihg sp. .., h, fh Kb', h fie defined hfil lof talks by Masi!), SK Moll of the citY AND WILL urn:lax 111.'NE 1.tem enernetion. *DM ri•%%ar.l. • -(and on slates and federal rightalfor the week.• or'filughLs .5 :t rearc..1 .it itliocrnee stu- ,41 4% .'Ilk".. tr""' 3 I" " I.' I"' I - Ile said t... did net care eioae,r the Miss May Ellis, tearher or 
the, 1141. la.li 11:141 1'4,:itl. '1 : Padacalt for Master Car Builder T. M. Baughan.
11 learatier a 14.kee. trout 4; to It .
. as tte:' t•nro,,...1 tai tate ,t..sc orlleranklin . building. was oao today ,1,14.m.i ,.ii. I;,1,. ii 4 
' ALL FOR TAFI
. •
me,rn.V1. $12.3 moan!. taelve y. .it- Ile • ..i• ilf as county jot the Illinois Central shops, who Is
;
, ra.ioic; sta. I lithnnt• ,ta long' its tilleY bolding . an anemia:Abet 1..... Ilona), .;„ i i . s I .1, . ,..ftgli); 
jr
4"k. it "Ti.a. f... It •earfl. •„ 1/ hat. t • 1 .1 . .or .,. ,.vr'7111. rriefs-•-• 1e.-Every laipeirt94natelen, ?ifs wr;ltliP9•13rtabning sfr'clamr rilineI ik..r.• / talus../ • .1 tor thc geed of •the,teaclatre al lame Oak_ 411,s, Cara ..-q. ,,,,,,,, ,,,i,,, Sacramento. Cal.. May'mow, 
I,' .1ks. h.111 1 .,,. :.%,.., 1,, , : 
, "1, ',., - - I '1,1,1_:.•1:1. will ,,, I shops that he is improving rapidiy
. . . ,W.11S1011, or the C911•
V1.11 1 V1.11 %% &Harr park oences.,...n, 
liraltrg” nf het- room.
I,/ \,.., 0. ,..! . a /win, at trrafte national ermvention.fs instruet-i
. Republican deiegate front California,
land expects to regurn home June 1.
Where In II- tad Rallike. steed% _
IP:" .... ",-.- ';(1.11 tl3i„.1."t RI 
de state con-
Gardners ire putting flowers in the
•I r. N!' ,-. T coton: 
Unbolt Marlon Gardena.
..!11'., ... ,iit-
N‘1 r:.. lail'Ii i.e.;1-tiisi to' II:filiol:h•cil ilsrai o:Iftnti::ts. 4 Hday. The work has been greatly
hilirTmneh, as did six• beds at the park at the Vninn station
ileil:tg".:'. a'‘ : t- a , ! and Frank. l ast wrther. L. P. Branton, who
I , • • reau st lemon:mph'', ree.0't ,!' I 
- delayed this season on account of the
.• .1:::',. a. to tesia. It !... figur. I
..thquaare of tamslair•itide :II' tl• l!tial.- k‘ . ‘, 'i i 1,..`'W ii 4̀" the.: Ft. Worthl..**:17; 717.3---. Taft will 
be 
leaves for the park, expects to have
. :Ind I • ; . man of education.
'a ,a, in Cetitral An, •ca or :n th • I' • .mr II.,; .a ...telt the St refim 
k,Itlaillreirs4i:tdmiI.i?n' titohne •aliyu.blicans In th the prettiest arrangement on the
today.fie ocean. 11aoulsvilte divisiou this season.sehoo1 In the t ov ,:y until February.




County Superintendent An or.l. r Was r.-i. .tad from Judge
Indications Sr.. that the city -014)014 
1-:%:tlis Ir., Fiql.sta 1 titiork Puryvar this
Murray. KY.. May 15.-In a set of
will lie 200 . hilain it shoit hit the irtornizig, authorizing him to is:tte an resolutions prepar.4 at a recent meet,
school, according to the euumelators, I. liEsee: lava putesaa • .awav fa:tem/ion and cap:as for the 27 male lug the Calloway committee of the
who tiara- been digging iito th.• al- tii-fiatlai,t4 in the Fiv;It..w4.11 cas... Kant. rs' Protective association said:
(Tease. Tonight the i'inahlt•rat..r, P:il 077111114 V.Ilunt a r rilict was rezet‘red "It conies to this lately that his
meat with C. Kelly. sveit•tary ' for ;37, in favor of Itialsat Ho!- honor, Connty Judge Wells, stated to
the school board. and 'the tiLtiles will lata•-‘ille. May ---411ai. J. 11. lovvea. Exeeittion is granted against Ithe chairman of this committee that
he 4-0171puti.l. When the riaticas 1 1'1;%1111i1. F4•17.411 1 '..-1 11 1.• )*.arS. Illt..jAro,e-rty MT.... 'lb.' blood of the men irulirted in this
enurnetatorar ceased their soak tha farm. r :Thant or 1.0%.-lut-tAl;t., one of the d,renilantl-. but under the county :tsars it ton hilly.' that the un-
shortaee was over 51,41, but by hard Darata! 4',111411 y, and a 1,..ierai. 4.1 law a Wolllalt caw:4a be held personal- friendly' Influence to -the association
Iv. Judge III making the oak r.has mist upon this statement to do
31111 careful work the twilit," has call mar, al of the infirmities of
teen team ,'ti 11/ about .2,1,1. The aoi at the (*mut damn- Houle at
school QM lab.; \VP'''. granted two uee 'after an iitness of about
week. env,. To ti.- a.-,ks. Mat. Douai:Kt entered
F. W. winvEmirow. WEL• L.
HONORED AT CONCLAVE.
Mr. E. W. Whitti•more, emite•nt
commander of the Knight.
Templar will represent the lodge at
the state meeting sit Lebanon next
Wednesday and Thorsday. Toiay
Mr. Whitteittore received lioffr, that
he has been appointed one of the
Mounted aides to the ,grand coin-
niander. William R. Johnson; In the
parade. Mr. WhItteMon• will be The
only Knight Temelar attending Rain
Paducah.
Revenue Collector ft D




rracken counties. Numbers of them
have already taken up their laetrile-
neat residence In southern Wino*,
Just across the Ohio river, where ther
kept in touch with the Hollowell trial
It, is tipped that three or four men,
supposed to be connected with the
raid es Ileantn‘liamif Marshall
last Jantsary.,were in Paduesh
Ibis week conaultIng attorne•ada re-
gard to the affair.
Now Js Fish listralnerm.
Hickman. Ky.. May 15.-The Hick-
man Parking company, which has
bees handling fish and game bete
for • number of years., have, after a
two weeks' suaperaion. tesumed busi-
ness. The tamp:any was notified by
the night riders not to buy and
handrd any more fish and gnme under
the penkitt of death. It Is rnmored
left the naming (at the time the execu-linjury to the organization and, plaee
Jon a1111 taptas rbould be issued with atfpfnitshoatacias•in,hautniiiiinliautpz tohisfhevonultmemit:
be r. hereof and harmful to the asso•
ciaticn's Interests. Therefore - be it
-Resolved, That finder the facts
now presented • that Judge Wells
should rettaet such statement and re_
move the stigma placed upon this
WHICH ARRESTS ARE MADE IN TRIGG CO.
astablished in Trigg county, and it Is
Camps of Soldiers Announeedprobable that soldiers will rentals in
the. egiinty for some time. Major IC.
In Cadiz Paper-Details of B. Bassett. of HopkinsvIlle. and Lieu-
tenant Wilburn, of Middlesboro, with
Story.
on Bob elollinis' patee across Cum-
berland river from Rock Castle,
Captain Givens, of Middlesboro, withThe Card.: Reenrd says:
about the same number of men. areD Cosset. of near Golden Pond.
•camped at Golden Pond. The equip-and t'autie Colston. of 'near 
Irontons,!nient for their camp was shipped Intoand son of the late 111th Colston.'
.Cadts last week and was taken toramis 'lam Cali IL aa upon affidavits;
made by them. warrants were issued 
Golden Pvnd Saturday.
We understand the men occupyfor that'arra& of ten Trial; county
iitlzens and six 1.) on county eitizensitheir time riding througa the country
upon the (Marge of banding and con-in squads.
fed/a:fling for_the purpose of alarm-, "General Williams spent several
l 
Ing, iutinildatIng and injuring others, days in the county this week. coming
Cosizey and Colston were accompa-; to Cadiz Monday and remaining until
flied to Cadiz by (Ion. Roger W:I-Iyerterday. He and several of hie
IlantA and a detail of 141X soldiers. Imen left yesterday afternoon, going
The men charged In the amdaytt i toward Hopkinsville."
of rossey are Hugh and Roy Wallace,
enwr:es pollard. T. and Jap Leneave.
Lee and Rogeoe Ferguson. W. Tb DEPUTY ORDEREDCrass anti Tom Crisp. Cossey charged
that there men with others unknown
to him visited his home six weeks
ago, and after firing Into his house.
talted him to come out. and threat-
ened to burn it if he did not. ,Ha
went out and was taken some dis-
tance and whipped. He said they
told him he had ttm much land. and
be must rent R as they said. He a'so
t/ItS that one of his chUdren In the:
Augusta, Ky.. May 15.-Lewishouse was struck by a shot from one
Kinney. of Bracken connty, wasof the guna fired into his house, whipped by night raters and sworeSalton Ingram and Tandy Colston. out warrants fOr James W. Devaughnencl.' of Clande, and six Lyon county aud Prank High. charging them withcitizens. whose names the officials
being members of the party that &s-eamed not make public foe the reason smutted him. The county judge gavethe; the man had not been arrested, 
the warrants to a. deputy sheriff andwere the men charged by Colston,
ordered him not to ask assistance ofliernhelm. Abe Roseheum, I. W. lie says they visited his home about ithe l.militiv.
Bernheim. II II. sa,' Sidney Kaufmen, the firat of March and took hint ()MI
It was Mr. liesse'a request that no and whipped him. charging that he
Rowers be sent at his funeral. ! had mistreated his wife.
Mr. Sol Dreyfus, is in Doston'on a Deputt Sheriff W. L. Dante left
hpsinees trip. but he has been notified Cattle Tnesday morning to *sprite,
anti will return home Saturday. the warrapts on those living in Trigg
roontY. Information from Golden




that there has been comPlomlne be- Oskaloosa. loan, may l&,-Iowa' all had been nrreeted anti gave bond
tweet) the stn dealers and night only- disii114-1). Hoover's, suffered. a in tile r11 1111 of $5000 1:41,11, although
IJh!4t,sa.--a,ad by shirt agreement, thew el ra.uo0 flie lose today, when lh Mt. Beek had not returned to Cadiz
ater_ILeed sl'owea te toetinue their warehouse burned. One buteeed and leg night.itspi,s. or . pm,. tomiulii ,iii,I ...w......,t. Iliali- tvit;intios. both at l'iliee City :14.4 thirty thousand ; gal;olla of aahlakif afilltary ('asap,


















B. Y. P. W. IS ORGANIZED • •
• Hot Springs, Ark,.. May 15.-Bea
tore an audience that crowded to the
limit the large convention hall of the
Eastman hall, and which extended to
an'overflowing gathering in the adja-
tent payLion. composed altogether of
about 1,500 delegates and more than
7.4100 enthusiasts of the denomina-
tional work, the fifty-third annual
session of the Southern Baptist con-
vention was calied to oral.
Joshua lAyrring was elected, the
secretary being instructed to east the
vote of the 1.084 delegates enroljea
for him,
The following vice-presidents were
elected: J. A. Scott. of Oklahoma;
W. E. Atkinsan. Arkansas: 'Father
Buckner, of Texas. and Henry R. Pol-
!alai, of Virginia. -
Dr. Lansing Burrows. of NaahvIlle,
Tenn.. and Oliver Fuller Gregory. of
Staunton. Va., were elected seert
taries to succeed themselves.
The Mutual sermon of the conven-
tion' was delivered by Hied/ea. H. W.
Battle, of j5Ingston, N. C.
Foods 'Raised Oar Miat4ons,
The WoMan's Missionary Union,
an auxiliary of the Southern Baptist
convention, held its annual meeting.
The feature of the session was a
"gurvey of the year" by the 'presi-
dent, Mrs. Fannie S. Heck, In which
she said:
"The bands Increased much more'
rapidly last y-ear, adding 504I to their
(14, 11,-tatikLeLuuto._..Luir --
increjairM00. bringing their total
to over $12.000.
"For both home and tdreign mis-
sions. South Carolina gave $19.800.
Georgia has exceeded' her foreigft
mission apportionment by $4604, Ten-
nessee her home mission apportion-
ment by $140 and Alabama her home
mission appOttiotament by nearly'
$100. I .
"Virginia has made a total mon-
eyed increase of $7,000: Georgia.
$6,500: South Carolina. $6,500; Ten-
nessee. $4,700; Kentacky. the most
liberal contributor to the training .
school. $4.500; Alabama, nearly $3,-
0410; MIssIssTptil. 4 fen dediarilisisT
than $2,000: Missouri. nearly $1,600.
and other states in varying degrees.
"The largest percentage of increase
goes to Oklahoma, which nearly
doubled In the year. Arkansas stand-
ing next with nearly 60 per cent In-
crease.
"The total value of boxes as (sport-
ed to the union Is $24,543.46: The
total cash contributions for the twee..
Beth year is $186.198.58-or Includ-
ing the gift of the Suittlay schoOlt---;•-••*:
board. $61.000 In advance of ths
amounts reported last year. ne,
union. exclusly,e 9f this gift, has bier '
creased $41.000. The total gift
money and boxes Is $210.742.04."
B. V. P. W. Pieces.
Hot Springs, Ark., May 15.-Hold-
ing an annual election of officers au/
giving attention to addresses by mien
prominently identified with the work,
occupied the two sessions of the Bap-
tist Young People's Linton. W. W.
Hamilton, of Atlanta, was elected
president of the organization; 0.
Russell, of Missouri. and 'James Gore
and J. T. Watts. of North Carolhia.
vice-presidents, T. P. Leaven. of Ox-
ford, Miss., was elected secretary,
Executive Committee-B. A. Dawes
L. W. Doolan. M. P. Hunt, H. A. Por-
ter, J. R. Sampwe, B. B Bailey. E. S.
Alderman, J. N. Prestldge, L. T. Wil-
SOD.
Will Go with N., St. L.
1. A Lawless, Inspector for the
Paducah Traction company has se-
afford his position effective next Mon
day, to take a similar portitain with
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis railroad on the Jackson and
Memphis
ALL COLORED
Joliet. Ill . May l5.-----A jury of ne-
groes, thejlrat in tfte ittate, today held
I.ulu Gibson, a negro to the 'trend
Jury tor the murder of Marwhall TaY-
lor, a negro. AU the witnesses were
itegreett
IDENTIFIES BORES
64% 65% foeorte. lad . May 1.5.-Dr. I._.;
46% 47% Norton. who did Mrs. Cintums• dealal
13.35 13.10 work, today 'deathbed Iholliiitman
11.35 it.e• • ream feral la the, hems . Spa
S
PitGi I WO
*'4a - ..0 •*-•miseese-oannegIC
GINA
CRIMTIERSTO N, A ND.BOYS
yuo will be just $125 ahead ifyou catch The Sun's Mys-
terious Mr. Raffles here tonight
or tomorrow night, from 8 to 10.
You will be way ahead if you attend
our great sale of two famous wholesalers
stocks of new seasonable suits at half
price. Here are the offerings---all cash:
LOT A-Men's $12'5() and $15.00 values, stylish




$1$,00 and $20.00 values irr new




140T  C-Men's 125.00 and $30 00 values, in Eug-




PLANS ARE HtTURING. THOUGH
PROGRAM IS NOT OUT.
Al Committee* Have, Week Well is
Head far SOM/111.
Chautauqua plans are maturing
though the program has not reached
the stage where it can be definitely
announced. As the season this year
will be in Stay. thirty days later than
the chautauqua of last year. It is
still early to make permanent en-
gagements, though the program com-
mittee bare prepared and wil; soon
Admit to Manager J. H. Shaw, a
program much stronger and. more va-
ried than that of last year.Other com-
mittees have their work well in hand.
Hans Christian Ant/Preen.
The house at Odense in which Hans
Christian Andersen, the; great writer
of fairy stories. was born. has been
turned into an Andersen museum.
late this little building of ale rooms
a great many relics of Andersen al-
ready have been placed. and, as from
time to time the other relies shall
be obtained, they will be cared for in
the museum.
A large number of documents re-
lating to the various stages of An-
dersen's life are- shown in °lie of the
rooms. In this eoleetion ire to be
found papers -relating to the great
man's childhood, his school life, his
experiences on the stage, and his
work as a-writer.
In other rooms are dist:rayed sev-
eral articles of furniture which were
used by Andersen and many articles
of wearing apparer Pathetic inter-
est attaches to a skin bag that Is
carefully preserved under glass. This
bag Andersen wore on his breast, and
it was found there after his death
It contained at that time a letter from
the :only woman Andersen loved; but
the letter does not exile today, having
been destroyedeas directed in the au-
thor's instructions to his evertors.
-Milwaukee Free Press.
Wife of the distinguished artist (to
departing visitor on Show Sunday.
who has been tea-ing sumptu
ously
for the last half hour) -Good-lee.
go nice of you to have rum.- 1 hap.'
you liked the pictures?"
Visitor-'Pectures7 There! 1
%WM there was something I'd for-
sotto. t "-Punch. 
1
ainall lamer was deeply interested
la an Illustrated book o
f anatomy.
"Meantlati." he said pointing to °se
of the colored.plitear- -ethrs show
s
where a man's liver-isr but where's
• kb lisoos?"-atleago 
News.
LIVINGSTON
I 01 NT1 %TES NUMBER 53
THIS YEAR.
Increase of Two Over Laid Year's
Clas•--learmeree Isalltate at
Hampton.
Smithland, Ky., May 15.-Fifty-
live cotenty pupils have been gradu-
ated from the common schools this
year. Twenty-one passed the exam
leation last Saturday. They are •
Fred Garrott, Opal Lee Kennedy.
ClYde Tyner, Leonard McElmurry,
Emma Clark, Nellie • lildth gutter,
liark N. -ToLy, well T. Hardin. Paul
Goseage, Laura Rictiardeon,
Rose, Crit Heath. Jim Jolly, Kate
!iolloway, Luther Yancey, Carrie
Richardson, Phura Fulke. Viva Jewell.
(brine Alley. Leuley' Parker. e
Barnes. Nine. of the graduates Vit-P•
pupile of Pro: M. C. Wright, at Lola;
nine were 'pupils of Prof. W. T. Jew-
ill, at Grant Rivers and three were
pupils of Prof. Chas. Huse of Salem,
The following were the graduates
n January: •
Jearly Ringetaff, Leonard Ralph.
Duley Jones, David Ifolder. Flys- San-
den,. Nellie Morris, Mayne- Bridges,
Homer Trimble, Henry Adam«.
Charhee Earle*. hoick- Crawford. Har-
ry Brewer, Mlle Cux, Lemma Threl-
le Id, Nene) Miller, Clarence' Chaudee
Gotland Chaudet. Nellie Miller, Gor-
ein Tbrelkeld, Myrtle Myek, Mayme
leerguson. Gus Weight. PhiLp Meek.
Corbett Slay-den. Willis Toll), Earl
Ferguson, Math,' Powell, Matte. Wil-
son, D. le Jamerson. Troy Seams,
Denman !then, Verpie Park, !lure-toe
Durham. H. Matthews,
Farmers' Institute.
The secretary of agre.ulture, M C.
Rankin, hate divided the state into
four divisions: la-ginning In the- 4-et:t-
ern part. levingeteen count) Is in ate
fourth division. The dates for all
the county Institutes have Iteen set.
The lone in this county will be held
at Hampton. August 4-5. The Verne
, ex' !esthete* are held under the di-
reethen of the se'cre'tar ccl agriculture
at Frankfort.
•
T11E 1'11)1 ( TT \ \ I (
SPORT PROVISO
AT TWO DAY MEET
Paducah Matinee Club Will
Repeat Success
July 3 and 4 p.p. ill Flee Some/Fast
Ones at Fair Ground 'free% for
Eight Et enta.
HULEB GOVERNING THE MEET.
Excellint sport is promised by tit,.
Paducaii Matinee club Jelly 3 and 4.
The program is complete as follows:
First Day-July 3.
2.20 Class trot, 3 in 5 1200
2:25 Class pace. 3 in 5 
Halt Mile Dash-Running  75
Three-quarter mile • daah- 
Running 100
Second t1.p--.1ttly 4.
2:3,0 Class Trot, 3 in_ek. $2fie
Free-for-All Pewee 3 in,   2:16
half Mile Dash --Running  75
'I late-quart. r Mite Dash  -
Running 
•
The rule's and conditions governine
ihe, speed ring.
Harness Rsees--Entries close &it -
1,rday. June 27, 12 in. Records mail'
after June Itit, no bar. Entrance 1,-
5 per cent, and 5 per-cent additional
deducted from winners of each mortee.
Mile heats, 3 in 5, no race to Ie.
over five heats, except. If at the eon-
( iu-sion. of the fifth heat two or more
horses are tied, the sixth heat will be
raced off by the tied horses only, te
deride the winner: All races will
governed by the rules of the Ameri-
can Trotting association vice's:. 3,
otherwise- provided) of whit% thi-
club is a member. Five to enter.
three to start; money divided 65, 27.
and lei per Cent. Horse distancine
the field is entitled to first moue)
only.
-Two hurtles may be entered in an'
open class by the came party. hy tow-
ing eee per cent on each horse %%4,,
entered, and be held only for the ad-
ditional fee. :tie per seen of tee bore,
that lolls. No conditional entre.
will Ilte accepted..
Two horses miy enter' and stet;
from the same staetes, %apples me
barred.
The association reserves' the rate
to reject any entrve.to change ordet
of program; to postpone of) &vial,
off tiny race on aecoust of trestle-.
condnious or other unavoidapte eii-
carnet:inv.-a, or to rubstRute °lb.::
classes.
• Running Races---Metney divided ee,
end 4.4 per cent; no entrance I...-
Entries Mow at 6 p. in. night. befor•
race.
All entrance money must be paid
to the siecretary or clerk of the yours.
by 10 o'clock a. m. on day of race.
• 
Malaria Causes Loam of Appetite.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TArrTf:-
LESS CHILL TONIC. drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. Foe
grown people and Children 50c.
MS
NATIONAL 1.5:AGUE.
• W. L. Pet.
Chicago 11 6 .651
Pittsbejrg .632
New Tork  
,, 
..12 7







St. Louis  
9 11 .450
9 '15 .37:i
Hrook:yn  ii 16 .333
At Pittsburg.
Pittsburg and New,York. postponed
owing to rain.
a At Chicago.
Chicago and Philadelphia, post-
poned owing to wet grounds.
At Si. Loafs.
St. Loui#. Ma) 15.-- Errors in the
fourth gave the locals 'three winning
rues:
Score: R H
St. Louis  5 9 2
Brooltly n 4 4
Batteries; Beebe and Ludwig.




Score; K, II F.
Cincinnati    2 7
Boston .   0 4 0
BatterlewesEelng and WWI; Fer
guson, Youfil and Bowerman.
AMERICAN LICA(117IL
'W. le Pct.
New York  .15 8 .652
Cleveland    12 in .545
St. Louis  13 -11 .520
Philadelphia
Chicago 
"Yes, your play pleases me. I Detroit 
veil produce it; but 1 don't Intend lle washington
run any risks of a misundereanding.'Boston
Please. sign this paper authorizing ntc
. 
to rewrite the, dialogue. Introduce
another set of characters and chenge
th• - T,e lure.
The ay. rage man hasn't , iiiitigh
«wog-, to applatpl until some other
fellow etarts It
No wonder leve Is blind When















  to 3 2
and Schee., k
At Row Task.
the PCOre • '
New 'Pork
Washington
St. Louis  






FRIBA I , el IN
Our Gigantic
Special-Purchase Sale a Winner
BRIGHT and early this morning our store was thronged with dollar-wise menviho know what a bargain-offering means, coming from Weille's. They
came, they saw and were conquered, for these 350 semi-custom suits are as fresh
and snappy a lot as a man ever clapped eyes on. Our enlarged force of saleirn.en
were kept busy every minute of the day and we are counting on the few days
while these suits last to be about the liveliest in our history.
It was ready cash which turned the trick and enables us to offer values
which will be cited and referred to for years to come. The masterful selling re-
sources of the House of Weille enable us to do so where others could not.
Come in tonight or tomorrow and get yours, while the picking is good.
Staying away is the only thing you'll ever have cause to regret. And bear this
in mind: The suits offered are not our regular stock at cut prices; they were
-bought especially for this sale by our Mr. Ben Weille while in New York from
the famous J. Peavey & Bros.
•
•
Entire purcbase divided into two lots and to be sold at these little
prices, in which the makers' loss is your gait!.




In This Gigantic Pur-
chase Sale for
$15.00
All Soils of This season's
Models aid Makes
See Our Window Display




In This Gigantic Pur-
chase Sale for
$12.50
All Slits of This Seasoa's
Models aid tilts _
See Our Window Display
There's no man or young man in Paducah who can afford to miss this marvel-
ous cash-in-the-poCket opportunity. It will pay any man to select these suits for
future wear, for everything quoted here is true to the dot. We desire the public
to know this is no cut sale nor a sale of odds and ends, but is confined exclu-
sively to the 350 Suits closed out to us by J Peavy & Bros.
The Mysterious Mr. Rafflc§ Will Visit Our Store
Tomorrow Between the Hours of 3 and 8 p. m.
$125 Reward if Caught in the. Store
These Suits Are for .
Cash Only
C eveland   I 
9 2
Batteries Cho-thro and Klelnow ,
Thiefman, Berger and N. Clark and
Bemis.
At Waellinito••
Score; • R H F.
  4 8 I










11 F. At Waco*.





These Suits Are for
Cash Only
  1i PANIC-All-PARIS .
Al Iowa lly.
4
Iowa   1
• Al. St. feeake.
Washington University  8
Nebraska   f;
riataing Boer is Gauss VIrlitn,
San Francisco. May 15. Joe Gans.
lightweight champion. and Rudolph
Unhols. the "Fighting Boer." met
last night In a scheduled 20-round
boxing eonteett for the world's light-
weight ch•mpionship.
The light went only ten rounds.
Gans easily wInning.e
GOOD SPORT IS l'114)MIKED AT
LE %GUI.: PARK SU le D
(*rack Team From Tennessee Will
Meet Holland's tiara on Lore1
Desmond.
Saterday and Sunday the Paducah
team and the crack team from Paris,
Tenn., will cross bate at the neeerva-
Hon The Plidurah bone will try
A married man In always figuring hard to scalp the pale faces from
On the money he coull save if he Tennessee, but the fun promises 
to




hand artlaf, will throw the teeter.
for Saturday's game, while Runyan
will oMelate in Sunday's gam*. Hart
toe returned from Vicksburg reeentle
and he Ix in fine fettle. Thi,- Paris
tearn.has several well known (Wire.,
Players in Its lineup. Paducah wil
lineup Saturday: Newman e;
p; llesslSn. lb; Coopf`r. 2h; Robin-
son, see Barrieman, 3%; Hug,. If;
wietame, ef; Goodman, rf
The Paris line-up be Stewart, e
Webb, p.; Parkhill, lb.; Bete net-, 211.
Turner. sw ; Brinell, lb.; Jottneon
If . Burton. cf.-. Mande, rf. Ruseel.
will be on the slab for Paris Sundey.
Ben Bernet', a former Paelteenh boy,
Is the nianager for the Paris team.
'luta of women eomplain because,
they have nothing to complain of.






















Mysteri ous Mr. Raffles
Will vi it our store Friday and
Saturday nights
$150 Reward if You
Catch Him in Our Store
Attend Our Extraordinary
Suit Sale Now Going On
GENE ORBS
SoMINITED FOR PRESIDENT ON
I 114sT
KIM billed, Biwa Itoseievele and Take a
Fall out if W. II. Taft and W.
J. 11r/a11.
Chicago. May 15 -Eugene V.
Debts, of- "ftellitta. was nominated
early this tnornieg for presid7nt of
the United States, by the Socialist
Rational. ronvention on the first bal-





!loiters Outgo-iterated and lessee titer-
1111110.01 OH 110110 of il'oriven-
tern-Tribute to Gievernor.
IN MARKED WITH ENTHUSIASM
Si. Paul. May 15.-Dernocrats of
SI inue sota fin many endorsed (lov-
ernor Johnson as the presidentlel
candidate and at the same time, by a
vote of 772 to 1666, refused to de-
clare in favor of Bryan as second
choke.
Followers of Bryan did not carry
Out their threat to bolt and hold a
rump convention if their contests
I were defeated before the committee
on credentials, or if they were not
able to secure a partial endorsement
of their leader.
The convention was a nattering
ibtrute to Governor Johnson. The"most despicable coward the world
has ever- known." lie denounced Taft 
1enthuataaw for him was unbounded
and sinfere. The final adoption offor having drenk the health of the
egar of Russia lie also cast asper- 
the platform formally endorsed him
alone at Bryan. John .
mi-i and instructing Minnesota to fight forSpargo 
him at Denver was followed by aYotk, seconded the nomination of
demonstration of enthusiastic loyalty.Delo.
Benjamin ilowerd, of New York,
was nominated for vice-president.
•
DEAL'S DItt'HENTHA
Will Play Itemineeseensent Musk Thu-
ear.
Prof William Deal and his orchig-
tra will play the commencement music
for several t01-hould this year. May
27 he will play at the commencement
of the Metropolis High school., and
May 2x-29-30 the orchestra 'will be at
Ma Kenzie. Tenn.. where musk. Will he
Chkogo., was the only oiler present. furnished for all of the aesisi &Bales
ej before the convention_ et StZlryieire inmitute during the clew-
After a long debate which occupied leg et the 'School term. lirofilssor
. the fore. part of the night when the Deal has played at the schools for the'
-delegate! engaged in much aerimoni- oast four pare. On'his return here '41- 1.°11IN  
V
one discussion, ia platform was the Comm. neement of the High school M
t. ertmn
alloOt. d. eel be arranged for. ". P
aducah  
. . ,
The platform irgetere. !tie known • - Believing that the rise in the
.6 
e






Cairo . ..... 43.8 0.4
Chattanooga  5.9 0.4
Cincinnati  37.5 2.3
Evansville  37.'d 0.4
Floreuue  5.3 0.4
lohntionellle- Missing.
Louieville  ' 15.7 LK
Mt. Carmel  24:5 0.2
Naelevfl  14.2 -41.2



















If you are looking.., for action,
something of the marvelous, ex-
citement and mystery, you will
sager no disappointment in read-
ing "The Vanishing Fleets." It
pulsates and vibrates with life,
and is a quickener of patriotism.
Americans are credulous and
Mr. Norton has the genius to
tell a wonderful story and to 
keep readers in a delightful state






  C, c0/11. •r s.....••••00s.ss,oreft
•
When you are gifted with an
imagination-turn it loose; don't
hamper it; let it cavort. The
results may be astonishing-even
paralyiing to the normal concep-
tion-but there will be some-
thing doing. One concludes that
- this 'policy of emancipation was
ed by the author of "The
vanishing Fleets." If this story 
is any indication of Mr. Norton's
future. he Will go far.
This Charming Story Commences
in The Evening Sun Tomorrow.







.• One demand is for abolition of the





















The story is full of dramatic in-
cidents and ingenious surprises,
not too dramatic or too ingenious
or too surprising to win the quali-
fied belief that one accords to well-
imagined and plausible fiction.
Salt Lake City Tribune
This is a novel with a purpose,
and the story is one of the most
ingenious that we have seen for
along time. It is full of tine
liveliest sort of imagination. It
is altogether a great story, and
when the things it describes
come to pass we shall all get
over our belligerent notions.
Seattle Po.rt-Intelligencor
Mr. Norton's romance of a war
with Japan is enough to sends
tquiver of excitement through the
er. The romance is born DI
winner. -
*
river men are looking hopefully to ticko; manager of the Marine En.gl- rose .9 .1n the list 
•1 emirs and every
better business. Barring more rains, !were' Beneficial association. left for luch,now Is inconvi.nlencing some in-
'. Ow fall .-111 he rapid. The stage this fit. Lout:: today after spending the ti relit- piaterially . 
Th. be riscis prole giiatly surprised when the statistics
d. nt. •
:
,uice. dirty hands." said the •stinall. 
li
b.oei3:9.morning showed a rise of 0.5 in the
t 24 hours, bringing the stage to (ion members. Captain Vosburgh reservations, NV experts testify .that ear were computed last week. In-
c.
:
  it v unit ion proceeded to ballot for Pow'. 
week in Paducah among the associa- ably cannot be d.er. aeed by for. et . for the first three months of the
It SAS after midnight when the who observed things.-Detrolt Free las
I fcnd Captain Elasch's work well in greater- uncertainty will- prevail in the . sti ad of the cabin passenger traffic
pi se.1.1. et. Phil Cagary . I Missouri.1 sest- 
, 
With the close of this month. the baud and reports a flourishing condi-, valleys ill the rnountailts conliec e-,-7. .iptward having deeroitsed by thou-
pieeented the name of ..- Debs in ail "Pa. what is a'.monologuer ifinal page in the book used to keep a lion frenn New Orleans .to Pittsburg the water 
,
eheds, continue to be Veil.- sands, as many-persons had supposed,
&leech assailing President Roosevelt!. 'A momplogue, my son. is a con- record of !leer observations at this front an organization viewpoint., lied of their tither,
point. all be finished. This book has though busleies In common. with all 
the figures showed a decrease. of -only
for his "undesirable citizen", remarks, lion with the only child of ose's
and di-, la.. .I Iii.eresideut to to' lb. I...11 pit r. nts."- LIppleeptra. . . 
ORIclal Forecastm. 3115.frent last year in the first cabins. year.
been used since October, 1897, or for lines is soOtutive. A rousing/meet- The Ohio at Evansville. will con -
a peflod of 11 years, and contains • ing of the Icca: association was heidltinue falling dur'ng the next several
wealth of information about the idays. At Mt. N'ernon will begin fall-,in the hall. 118 Broadway.
river here. In it are shown the stage. The Saltillo persed -up from SITing tonight. At Paducah will con*
the change in 24 hours. rainfall. Louis hist night for the Termessee
snowfall, direction of. the wind and river.
i weather conditions for every day dur-I The John Hopkins arrived at I
i o'ng that lime. Captain C. A. Pell was
river observer front '1897 to 1903 
clock last night from Evansville
i when S. A. Fowler succeeded 
him..;:t:dt . left - immediately on the return
Captain Frank Mentz will store this 
ip The Joe Fowler will leave Ev-
ansville' 
away at the end of the month. Passenger 
next Tuesday for Paducah.
along .-Irth others which show similar, 
business on the .Dick
Fowler for Cairo this morning Was
'records ever' since observations were ,
attempted in Paducah. River men 
(unusually good, 
 a 
ear ineductor when you grow up. my
boy ?" asked the minister.
'lie, ause they always have aucli
-••••••••
J. P. Sleeth's Drug Store
SUN'S
MYSTERIOUS M. RAFFLES
Will pay me a visit sometime
between 8 and 10 tonight,
and offers
$125 REWARD
For His Capture Here
Specials
Before the fine steamer S. S. Brown
Wben the W.-41. Duncan is finished
ago.
ran come to Paducah front Cairo the
at the ways she will take up the
liver must fall cOneldefably to allow
transfer business of the Illinois Cen- 
passage under the, bridges Tligi Brown
tral here. and the Dekoven will go to 
is going to Cincinnati.
Helena. Ark., where the company has 
The towboat Barrett is bringing
another ferry system. The Jolla Bur-
the Beaver to the ways at Mound
tram is now at Helena and will come
City far repairs. The Beaver lost her
here to lay up until one of the other 
wheel. The Barrett has two barges
two boats drops out for repairs or 
of logs for upper river points,
other reasons. Captain Phillips is in 
The James Lee is of the w'a's at
charge of the W. B. Duncan. In- 
Mound ('it
Work
specter Green yesterday found little 
on the Starlight at the dry
to do-on the Duncan.
docge Is going ahead rapidly.
Many hearts were gladdened this When tbe people of the river valley*
morning by the sound of the calliope
on the excursion steamer J. S., which
run two excursions out of Paducah
this afternoon and tonight. The. J. II
had a successful day at Cairo yester-
day:
I The ,J. B. Williams passed up for
- with empty cool bargee
last night.
I The Pittsburg, with a big towcoal. pawed down at daylight this
for Sat urday 'morning for New Orleans. Mother
big boat went, down just ahead of the
At Our 
Pittsburg. but did not stop here.
An improvement on the Paducah
Ideal Meat market and Fancy Groce
The Russell Lord did not clear for
'with good memories have used this
the White river after ties for the big
book frequently to verify their state i
Ayer-Lord T... elompany until today.
ments about river conditions years•
wharfboat that has delighted eve'.
river clerk who has yet seen it, is the.ry new lighting system installed this
week.. It is a gasoline system and
4510.813 IBronnwity the are Lights on the whartboat make
that roomy place 'as light as day.
Formelly clerks had to carry lanterns
at night to see their freight, bur now
this bothersome equipment has been
abandoned. Three packets were in
last sight and all the clerks seat their
lanterns beak tu their boats. The
whartboat will be whitewathe4• in-
side So that it Will be even brighter
at night than atpreload. -
The Auteuil'', arrived last night
from the Tellessee river and Is un-
loading at Brotkport today. The
Kentuoky will clear for the Tennes-
see river Saturday evening.
Warm weather is givinr a great
boost to the passenger trade of the
packets People Ilice the roril breezec
of the decks of the steamers and the
I ncenerS. on all the rivers just now isgorgeous. When the river gets a IT-
,tle lower anll vacations really come.
Dila department gill he bigger than
ithe freight business for mitny boats.
I Ca•tala Charles-N. Vosbarati. thlrd
national vice-president and river bidi
Swansdown Flour. sack . 85c
%Visodeork Flour, sack s5c
Omega tektite elvek .... 45c
Quaker Roiled Oats, per
peke .... . ..... Sc
Pure Lard. per lb   10e
5o lb can Lard  116.00
.1rnic or star Hams, per lb 16e.
Cenintry Cured Ham, per
. ......... 16e
Extra latrge Olives, full
pint temles . 25c
ni ran Tornatte*  10c
r2 th n Tomatoes  7c
Rallins. 3 pkgs  1,5c
()Praline. 3 pkgs for  
t'orn, per can 10e •
Corn, 2 cans for ,  
Pea,p I cans for  211c
Peso. 2 cans for  1k
17 lbeGree. Sugar .... 21.00
r.171011111 •1111 10110t OP- • ; • AP&
Fresh Potato Chips. per
' package 10c
Mellhaney's Toltec/co Aimee 45c
Paragrn Vinegar, per quart
bottle  25c
TvTt varieties of Cheese.
Bre-seed Turkeys
Dressed Belgian Squabs. '
Dressed Sp r ingers.
Dressed lions.
Roasting Ear Corn.
Fancy Tomatoes, per bask et
Bell Pepper', per basket or
dosen.
Egg Plant. fancy  10c
Lemons, 1-0c per do)on.
?alley. Bananas, 12Sec per
(Iowa.
s llb pkgs. Spaghetti for 25e
Apples, !Be per peek.
Piseapples. as long as they
• art, 1 tar ..•  He
ilium rising 24 to 36 hours. At
Cairo. will rise slowly during the next
36 hours. reaching nearly 44.0 feet.
The .Tennessee front Florence to
below Johnsonville, will continue fall-
ing during the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi front Chester to
slightly above Cairo, will continue
falling during the next 24sto 34
hours. 
.
The, Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
fall for an indefinite period.
SOLDIEltS IN ttorrowN.
thnensistoo Detail ' Arrive.. After a
Stay in Paducah.
Hopkinsvi:le. Ky.. May 15 -About
ten of the Oirenaboro company which
has been on duty at Paducah arrived
here. They came unheralded, the first
known of their presence. being when
they marched up to the quarters on
Sixth street. The soldiers profess to
know nothing of the reason which
brought them here or for how long
they w1:1 remain.
realise. that it is against just such Big ocean Travel.
conditions 111 the Ohio river as now ex- r The Ne w York correspondent of the
Ise the gym irnment k fightiqg in ad- Philadelphia j.edger writes: "An-
vacating foiest reservations me the other recOrd-breaking year for ocean
Allegheny mentalities, a livelier Baer..
en( will be taken la the adininistra-
times rtconinievyttioss Thu giver
L • _AL
travel is possible 'if present prospects
at the beginning of the year were
citil,if) II S of the ostloOk...their
to I durrUg the last Few weeks has
thutigi feed themselves were
while the number of second cabin
passengers traveling in that direc-
tion was 5.229 greater than last year.
The travel fur the week ending last
Friday was a record-breaker for this
time of Hie' year. Incoming liners
up to April 3 brought in 645 more
first cabin passengers than they tiki
during the first three /21011tbs of last
The Mysterious Mr. Raffles
Will Visit The Noah's Ark Store
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
IRTWEElt TNE NOUNS OF 3 aid 5
$125 Reward if Captured in Our Store
THREE BIG SPECIALS
Silk Taffeta Ribbon, all widths and 1 Oc
colors, yard_ -
Ladies' Thin Gauze Lisle hose', regu-
lar 35c value, sair 23c
Ladies' Bleached Vests, taped neck
and arms, good quality 80
Sc
1.50
• REWARD • And Another Big Reward in Satisfaction if Get One of
9=Inch Press Cut Glass Berry Bowls 7c
Saturday Afternoon
Between 1 and 4 P. M.
If, While tie Iin our Store, You Capture
THE MYSTERIOUS MR. RAFFLES 
The
This special is a large 9.inch bowl, in various fancy shapes, splendid imitation of cut glass. Its a regular 25c
value and we offer it at theitry low price of 7c only that you may have a chance at a real !ive bargain while
wailing for Riffles. He will call at our store between the, hours mentioned.








THE PADUCAH BVENIM. SUN.
FRIDAY. MAY 15.
tat Vaibuaib Sun.
• arrnmanoon AND WZRKLY.
!UR INT1 PUBLISHING) COMPANY.
11210oaroarkrico.
V. M. 11111BnIt. Presiacial.
III A PAXTON. General Msaagar.
Illaaarea at the postoinee at Padlusah.
lax. as wooed dams matter. .
111111110111PTION KATY/
• AM DAILY SIM
Carrier. soy week E
me& per month, in advassablig s
I. inper year. admen .....
trien wieseKLY sum
War year. by math postage paid ..$1.06
. Address TA BUN Paducah, Xy...
Dees 116 South Tab& Phone lit-
.




1111111 NUN can be found at Use tallow-
Ing plains.










Ire t ..s• .
April—I908,
1 4083 16 4134
I • 4115 17 4109
3  .,;.4139 18 4106
4 1.4126 20 4088
i 4122 21 4080
T  ..4125 22 4083
6 ..4128 23 4055
6 4105 24 4085
10 4221 25 4081
11 4223 27 4057
12 4078 28 4034
14 . 4087 29 4031
IS 4094 30 4097
r
• 106,646
Average for April. 1908 4102
Average for April, 1907 3971
Increase 131
Porsonally appeared befbre me this
May 2, 1908, R. D. MacMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
that the above statement of the circu-
lation of The Sun for the month of
April 1908, is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.






"Conduct ie simply character vital-
ised."
THE CITY TREASURER.
Injustice in more ways than one
was done City Treasurer J. J. Dorian
in as article in a local paper, whieh
said he was appointed by Mayor
James P. Smith. Mr. Dorian was not
appointed, but elected by the people
at Paducah by a good round majority
and he is holding by virtue of the will
at the people expressed at the polls.
Unquestionably if his right of tenure
Is questioned he will insist pn'his
lest. He has possession #1 the office
tad the good will of the people, kW()
robed for him. 
.t
It would be an unfortunate thing
I a fiscal office should be dragged
:nto the court, after the people have
lo ernpbatically endorsed the conduct
4 the incumbent. If there was •
suestIon raised about the election an. 1
he expression of the choice of the
wople. that would be a different 1
natter: but the suggestion of a coo- 1
est means simply that somebody.
rho desires the emoluments of the
Abe, intends to resort to a techni-
ants to defeat the will of the people
•xprcescsi 1,, the ballot, and oust
:he man, sho has served thetn well
tad whom they chose of their own
free will. Changes in the fiscal offices
ithays result In more or less con-
fusion. while the new official is be-
sming acquainted, unless it happens
that the retiring official was incom-
petent. Since the penpie have so de
elded!y _ indoried me. Dorian's con-
Fact, it would bectrnestrous as well as
inju*t to carry thetnatter into court,
rite attorney general .has set the seal
A his *approval on Mr. Dorian's Piet.-
lion, ratifying what the people did
art November.
4 - ABOUT "LEAGFES."
There is an anti-Taft "league " it
asitne. That is about all thare is of
Importance in the precis bureau manu-
factured informatkm that the"league '
will Institute an investigation Into an
illeged deal between Taft and Wa:i
street. 'Pile "league- will demand
hat the matter be invsstistated. The
options on whom the demand is made
will not know hoiOto proceed to In
reetigate something that doesn't ex-
it. Bad thou the •Icagus'is" pr-es hu-
reat!'will declare it. cannot' sernra an
,toreptInatioo. and the acti-adnOnatra-
:lop ores* will t. ion w.cti innuendo
'hat Taft' mon we at: aici to. ins-esti-
rate.
We have AIK4,1111/ F41 aecustomed to
he era of IlYsileir-04,..as a eellective
roue. that we infer • deal on behalf
1
Moen Taft and Jeffirsen street or
11. -fteitled"-
 as possible. ',Nisi
 -- -- '
the "Waffiestrerist" roma to weenie,
an opposition to loin That acetlute
011 for the fight &gables Taft for th
nomination and the cohesive to heds
his vette ablaut with favorite cons
revent compliarnatary instruction,
from his neighbors. NO doubt th,
interest. bruised by the "Hug Stick
would have been pleabed to nothinate
• reactionary candidate for the presi-
dency, not knowing the popular feel-
ing on the subject, And they were
ready toeaeOnrage anysseherne that.
froanissel success. Rryan's backers
hoped for the saMe thing. It was a
strange freak of fane!'y on the part et
men. whose national platform tie
twelve years has been venomously
lmatila.....1g_the moneyed interests ot
the country, to beTIfee litett-momer
backing would be sure to elect their
candidate. Col. Watterson has re-
peatedly taken the view in the Cour-
ier-Journal that Bryan stande for a
shfair ow to wile, because "Wel.
!emelt" is hostile to the adminietra-
t
Financial interests in the east, 1111•
must renlentrber, are just as much do
pendent on the sound condition of the
country as are the rest of us. and
iicy are not apt to ruin themselves
to spite the president. They know
that the administration's mare. to
right and will prove correct in the
tong rim, and they are now clamoring
for the antis to get off the track to
save the business interests of the
Country. That is the deal between
Taft and Wall street. He has whip-
ped them, that is all.
A NOTABLE GATHERING.
Economistl. publicists. labor lead-
ers and statesmen, Inem whose atten-
tion to public affairs costs them sionie-
thing In time and money, Instead of
remunerating them in cast, are meet-
ing with President Roosevelt to dis-
cerns the conservation of our nature;
resources. 14 is something unique in
American politics for men to take an
interest in the affairs of their country,
except for pay. The Men, who arc
discussing the national problems, are
leaders of thought. and men who have
succeisfuJiy accomplished their life's
work. There are no private interests
in the gathering, there is
no one in the group seeking an ed-
1'artage for %simmer or what he rep-
resents. It is•pure patriotism that
actuates the prominent men at the
hite house meeting. .
A number of governors from vari-
ous restos are in attendance. Bryan
is down for a speech today. raIth
oneummate tact President Roosevelt
named various governors toproside
from day to 'day. If any of those
governors have heretofore been self-
eeeking politicians, they will leava
that, notable company better and wlser
men, encouraged by knowing that
men can be honest and sincere and
succeed.
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
' Honesty Is being better than you
have to.
He who does not doubt at all Is
dour:ems damned.
The men who has mach starch in
is neck is •likely to have none in
is backbone.
Church—"This stock market re-
inds me of the tide."
Gotham--"Because it rises and
alls, I 
sutsuppose"Church—"Yes, and because there







of the whole sweet "Miss Sharpe r—arera." he
we might ss well.yposk of a deal Ire- tammered, "you must know why
're been calling here so much. wh3
sit here in the parlor with you night
theIs . s after night—
Is shoat ad definite as . the word
"league." Whenever anybody wish's
to start something and lkinregs ProPIP.
he guy• ggatinn pry( with some port of
'segue letter head On it. and the im-
agination of the reeeiver of the letter A little pecuniary transaction had
provides the. meothership ot the taken plats. between Jimmie and his
"league" grandfather. •
The eetgas of the jury about a deal "Yon might just as well give me
Is. obvious. A clique of politicians the other nickel," Jimmie said.
%us. i n the hennersr and tonics method "AtinnielV Only waste it..' She puts
of reform adopted by Preeidenl Koolso kelf-Jeftfor 
in the beak right away
ky to edge into the i0,44*Ittses with mitte."-16uth'svolt an
and &et smite of Companion
"I sifapoirt; Mr. KineerminS• the
girl interrupted, "it's IlhealpPr to do
that than take me (lilt any witere."
-Cathrslic Standard and Times.
Le
MYSTERY
• By Stewart Edward While
/tad Samuel Hopkiss Adults
Oopyrietti.. ISM, by 3doC1orii, Ptillilp•  Ow
(Continued from last Immas.)
"The glow came again that night, and
the next day we picked up Slade," said
Remelt
el_01_ know what The Slaw- umlaut or
your companions," said Darrow.
"Rot the ship! The Laughing Lass.
man: She's vanished. No one has
seen her since."
"Ton are wrolle there," said Darrow.
"I have been her."
In a comn l  impulse tbe little circle
leaned to him 
"Tee, I bare seen her. I wish I had
not. Let me bring my story back to
the rave on the island. After the vnl.
mule gases had driven me to the ref-
uge I sat near the mouth of the cave.
looking out into the darkness. That
was the night tsf the 7th. the night you
ode' the last glow. It was very dark,
oxcept for occasional Minas of ere
from the crater. Judge of my iii-
oreduliviie ninazement when in an m-
ese of this Illumination 1 saw plainly
a IRCIMisfICT hardly a nine offshore, com-
ing In under.bare poles."
'Dicier- bare poles?" cried Slade.
"The lecilliards must have dislute-
tareted faun some slow °Mob of the
neiesitlurn. It could be destructive, ter-
rifically shestructive. You shall judge.
taws was the iscatemer, inikeslam your
liana. Ns:silly I might have thought it
intlisciMition but for what crime aft-
.r. Iswitire fell rigniti. 1 tolitlatraal
Men - nal Gandy Solemoses crew
were wetrieiest ca. mismanaging- the
lAterrther Liss without the aid of their
leiliter. %lion. I bad satisfactorily bur-
led. I hoped they i•Onle ashore
an the rocks. Yes. I was vengeful then.
-Of a smitten there sprang from the
darkness 31 shill of light. You have all
eau these great electric effects at ex-
oosithins. Sone. one touches a butein,
von Fe ay. It was like that, only that
!hi. piercingly wonder
of a ship was set lu the tuldst of a
swirl of variesilored reliance ueh as I
can't begin to desicrilie. You saw it
from a distance. Int:11rue what it was.
[seeing dilre lasin you that way. sleet
en, out of the uight-a living glory, a
living terror."
His voice sank. lVith a shaking
tutnil by fumbled amid his cigarette
!it MUM,* loll. A human figure, glow-
ing like a dinmend ablaze, leaped out
(min it; another shot down from the
The little emit clissolreri la a
foremast. I don't know how many I
sass go. It Was like a theatric effect.
unreal. uneouvinclug. Incredible. The
end tilted it."
Darrow's; rosier It fell upon a
quaintly modeled 'chip hung above the
door. •
"What's that?" cried.
"Emil thing Punic Mailay gave me."
gruuthil Trendies "Pretended to be
grateful because 1 cet his foot off. No
goteL. t;o on with the story."
"No good.? You don't eisrerwhat hap-
pens to It?"
"Meant to heave it overboard before
now." growled hit' other.
Some one handed it down to Darrow.
"If I hail something to hold enough
water," twittered he. "I'd like to fiost
It I'd like ttiaies. for myself how it
worked out. I'd film to see that devil
work in action."
Be spoke feverishly.
"Boy, fill the portable rubber tub id
Mr. Forsythe's cabin and bring It
here," ordered the entomb..
"That will do," said Darrow, Weir-
bring himself. •
He floated the model in the tub.
"Now, I don't know bow this will
come out," be said. "Nor do I know
why the Laughing Lass rnet tier fate
ender Ives and McGuire and not Ise-
fore. Perhaps the chest lay open Ion-
per-long enough, anyway. We'll try
It."
From his pocket he took a curious
small vial.
"Is that what Dr. Schennerhorn
five you?" asked Blade.
"Yes," said Isarros. lie eetlilt care-
fully ineicie the little model and slip-
ped a lever. Slade quietly turned
down the light.
A faint glow shot up. It grew bright
sett eddied in lovely variant MOM.
As If set to a powder train. It ran
through the 'ship. The pale faces o6
tbe spectators shone ghastly in its On
"AS 11 point of Interest." gruutisi
Treuilon. ss
Every one looked at his outstreti•ired
hand. A little pocket compass lay la
the palm. The neeills. spun madly.
projecting blue, vivid sprirkliugs.
"My God!" cried Blade ad covered
his eye* for a morneut.
lie snatched away his hands as a
suppressed cry went up trout the oth
era.
"As I expected," NM Darrow quietly.
The little craft opeueci out. It dis
integrated. AU that rmi iance dissolved.
and with its going the substance upon
which It shaped itself lauisthed. The
last glow showed a formless pulp,
spreading upon the water.
"So passed the Laughing  Laite-alaid
Darrow solemnly.
"And the chest is at the bottom of
the sea," said Barnett.
"Good place for it," muttered Tree
"lu all probability It closed is the
ship dissolved around it." said 'sorrow.
"Otherwise we should see the effects
in the water."
"It might he ressierea." cried Slade
excitedly. "Could you chart it, Dru-
mm.? Think of the possibilithei"- Nig4
"Let it lie," said the caper's. "Ilas
it not met enough? Let it IW."
The water in the tub fumed aud
sparkled faiutly and was still. Dark-
ness fell except where iterrow's cig
melte point glowed and fueled.
TItyt LSO.
YOU DON'T NAVE Ti) WAIT
every doe* inane@ rie lavlbei., Ir.
seeps your whole 1.11455 right Sold on




W. sK. Buck Appointed Great talent
of the Wigwam of Kentucks
Paducah representatiteroof the Red
Men returned from Frankfort this
meriting, where they attended the
-late meeting of the Red Men. In-
1.- party were: J. J. Freundlich, W
F'. Buck, L L. Belshut and Judge I)
V Craw. The ineethig was a grand
succors, and the citizens of the capi-
tol eity extended every courtesy to
the visiting tribe.' Mr.'flehout was re-
rieeted great revresentative to the
great council of the United States.
anti Mr. Buck- wass appointed great
guard of the wigwam of the great
council of Kentucky. Judge Cross'
trrm did not extant this year as a
womb, r of the greet 'wawa of ale
wale of the great counsil of Ki n-
(why.
Wednesday's Kentiesky State jour-
nal. of Frankfort. hontalned a guod
half tone of Mr. L. L. Benoit, of this
city. Mr. Reboot was a -gofer rc.prii-
sentative of the Red 'Men. who not
in the capita'. cite. this sear, and is
one of the most prominent Red Men
In the state.
$35,000 HAUL
BANDITS ROB STATION SAFE INk
MAKE Eta 'APE.
l'irm.c L. l'ursuing Them Over Moun-
tains Along Sante Itoad.
•
El Paso, Tex., May 15.—Pursued
by men and bloodhounds three ban-
dits with $35.000 in %heir possession
ore fleeing through the ruggetl_moull-
trial passes north of French, on the
Sante Fe railroad. in an effort to es-
cape the pursuing officers.
At French tiles broke down rhe
doors of the depot, bound and gagged
tie station agent and special guard,
hew open the safe, took the triOnstel
and rode away, leaving their victlius
helpless.
At the Crystal.
The amateur performance at the
Crystal theater last night was one of
the best ever given at the pay
house and a large crowd eitleysd, the
efforts of local talent. John and
Harry Berry captured Arst prize In
doing an acrobatic turn, Little Miss
Pearl Riley second prise, and May-
nard and Rock third. Amateur per-
formances are given every Friday
night.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
Do Not Jeopardize Your Future
Startling Proof of ills Strange Powers, He Mysti•
lies His Callers. The World's Greatest












011•T ASKING A %INGLE
QUESTION, TELLS NAME.
AGE AND OCCEPATUSN
IW Ea'rlitY CALLEIL SO
CAN THE EUTURE BE
TOLD.
ARE l'IR' IN TROUBLE OF
ANY KIND?
Discontented,' unhappy, or
not satisfied in life? Have
you any domestic or past trou-
bles that annoy you? But no
matter what sour troubles
may be, sou will be told of
them and receive the proper
advice.
HOW TO OVERCOME ALL
TROURLEN.
ur Mire future. and
Your past your present life
and so 
everithihg can be told by con-
sulting this world eminent
clairvoyant and Spirit Medium
who is the greatest master of
or•n't science and psychic
forces the world has ever
known. His prediction. are
minas' correct, and never fail







mation regardrng all kinds of
business, law sults. Claims,
colleetloss. Investments, srwr-
u:stions. changes whis, pen-
Fiona, insurance, deeds. mort-
gages. patents. Inventions and
all financial difficulties. •
HE WILI, TELb YOU WM ciT
YOU CALLED FOR—ANY-
THING IOU WANT Ti)





In all love affairs, troehles,
marriages, family ditileisitiell
and divorce. Settles lovrs'
quarrels, gives name of the
One on Will marry and date
of marriage, how to win the
man or woman you love. etc.
HOW TO CONTROL %ND
tTE A N 0 N E
101U 1.40I1h: AND ADMIRE.
No matter what sour lib.
has been I will start you right
again. I will tell you how to
control friends and enemies.
Thousands have beconi* happy
by takthg my advice. With-
out your asking one question
will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom and
when sou will marry. Call
and I will send you away hap-
pier, wiser and Mader than
before; the sad and broken-





9 a. m. to 9 p. in.
DAILY .
AND SUNDAY




earehougs sold 11 finds. burley at
Irish Beauty.
When the late Augustus St. (lau
duns started to remake seems of our
coin designs it was experted that he
would severe as models female t) p. s
that are t who!) Amerran. Ti! •rei
was a great eal of unfavorable cone
$11 to $15, and 17 hhds. dark at merit over the fact that an English
$1 65 to 118.71. girl has served as a model for Liberty
Ninth street warehouse sold he
than. dark at 16.40 to $9 648.
People's wart homer *old 27 Inds.
burly at $9.64) to $16 75, and 6
Mute dark at $4.60 to $4.90.
Dark.. warehouse cold 21 Wide
dark at $5 95 to $10.75.
on one of our erring and that a irtie
sehool girl had posed as an Indian to
adorn the back of the copper, cent.
Now we were to have ,1rnericau types
that should be perfectly reasonable in
all respects
We Ido not suppose that American
girls are lacking In beauty.'or that
Murray Kelm. they have not profiles as classic and
Murray. Ky.. May 15- Salesman
 contours as delectable. but It torte
Hood, of the local association market out that, after all, St. Gamlen); chose'
has maid 170 haPlheadi. Of the total the pretty face of a charming soung
Groves, Woodmen Circie, will take number 130 were leaf at $10 to $12.1 waltrese who was born in Ireland, and
part In the services. All other mem- and 01 hogsheads lima at $8 to 
$111 i she now adorns the coins which are
berg of the Woodnien of the World A total et about 650 hogsheads 
have
Isoon to be issued. A protest was
ant Woodmen Circle era' requested to been sold here up to this date. Th"
attend and ambit in the services. Itito warehouses have received abou
t
S B. PRIOR. • - 12,700 hogsheads. leaving in storage
J. A. CALLOWAY, 
iiInow a few in excess 0f 2.000 hogs-
elide. This market will receive( 
their wrath as best they canR C. WALLACE.
We see no occaslonto pa excited
I A. C. SHIOLTON, Committee 'about 
4,000 hoinsheads this year,I
/ ;.... 
.. . Name oses riser "hp *beet cm, were.0Vot Snell a Mall matter as this.
Woodmen of the World.
rse (tamp, No Padueak. KY,
will have IhMI R11111141 deCOTIWOR and
memorial services at Oak Grove cem-
etery Sunda). May 17, 1908, at 2:30
p. m. Will leave Jersey camp bait.
Thrill and Elisabeth streets, at i:210
p. m. Evergreen and Manchester
filed with the department. but it vise
overruled. , The Irish beauty wins
and the American *iris twist suppress
I
I to the girl sial no shame to these
airy Jean in Ainer ca. . Arid,l
atter all, lis this time wtbs. sing lads
in question 1* doubtless a good Amer.
and will dimhtiess soon have e-IRuud American h nk• band .—Ultiladel•
phia inquirer.
•
SERGEANT N. E. BRANDON ,
, GI1Faci TO HENDERsON. El'.
- — -
' Sergeant N. E. Hrandon. who has
. to en assistant to , Sergeant C. A.
'Blake, of the local reeruiting station
fin the N. w Rici uonond hose, left to-
das for Henderson. Ky., where he
Will own a permanent reerultinn Slit.
tion. An order reeelved from Wash-
ington hs aergeaat --Make says that
the new pay Neale for the army will
erg into effect from (ay 11 and riot
at the briginniag of the fiscal year in
July. Five men are being held on
, probation here now.
I -.)City suhsciabers to , The Daily
!Mtn who wish the delivery of their
I
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direet
to The Sun office. No attention will
he paid to soich orders wisen given
dbace• Fr 
 souls' (101? l'araa a pad' •ITe-- - DO you believe all this abode geld 
here. 6 'Art knows no red lines on the map. to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
deo assn. man bAng dr...ended from a monkey? 
IBeauty IS not national except AS to
"Them Is not enough for dangers" eies.--You surely hateful the face to The 
family tree of an elephant Is certain types. if an Irish girl stilted









When • man hot tea lip his wrath
tremble heel% rig
•








favorite and populor piano elayers.
THE LOCAL NEWS 
rare now connected with the Kozy the-
-,•-llr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4(10%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few mouths, and I have ac-
quired an 'merest In his business and
shall look after it fur how Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if )04 ...Will call up The Sun






Stern Mothrot "So you wish to mar y my son, do your
Young Woman: "Vim m•'ar..."
•1 Stern Moth•r: "Ars you abl• to support lum ii thst condition of Wiens*.
••• which h• has alwnys boon accustomisdf"
ater. )tr. Collins will sing the elute
tweed songs at nigtit performances
only. from 7 to 10:341. •ffilsa Irene
McKinney will .in. illustrated songs
during .afternoon performanceb, and
also sing a ppecerity during the inter-
nees/ipso at night. Patrons of this
popular theater are assured the very
Islet In sorige-and music. and by home
taleiet. Mr Loole Ferrell never over-
leek, be opportunity to give the best
and always isiironize home otalent.
F:very emploeie belongs anti- live* in
Paducah.
--We beg to Male that we will
purchase your life Insurance policy
• - -We cap give you the, finest car- 'end - Siee 
on a. higherprice for it
triages in the city for. 'bedding. 
bu:i than your yeoman). -Thousands of
Punr-
v holders have saved money
and theater exile. Our prli es are low through tie. No policy too large for
er than those rharg.•41 for like service
Us to handle. See me at Hotel Delve-
in any city its America. Our sets ice
Is second to near., and the best in 
thibrdere J. M. Camp & Co.
_ rh,
ii,ven teachers are being
. 
city. Palmer Transfer Company• ream:tied for elleinty school certifi-
- If you want a nice lawn sow, • al. s b. Saiperintendent Billineton
Brunson e lawn it: 11,16 red. Flower :mil the beard of ceninte vie/tele*"
treed that grow. Br unbenes Flower onlay, The examination is being rein-
Shop i'.•29 Itroadway. chit te,i In the county court room,
--Cameras. Cameras, framers., and
kotiak supplies ("Call kinds at R. D.
Clements & Co,
Straw and Patient* haieirleanod.
Itu.araneed, New Vor.k,Shil Parlor,
405% lit14111% a).
For %muse numbers, do dir Oates.
brass Sio,Pel:S, braes and aluminum
theck• of all li nds.. rulther type signs.
.markers See The Diamond Stamp
Works. TIe Plaiuth Third Phone Vete
. A 2e. box of aor el:terminator veil
rid %our home of tint*, iti.-am rryieh.s.
mice pr ride Your mete.. back if it
(ha, I the groete.
The 'hoard of public, works his
repr:tr•it Win kris fir tbii improvement
and enamor of Clerk f  Tenth
si ri. t to Nib ...nth street and Goo k.
ayenue (root clerk street hi Broneen
'as. AA, MC* 1/4t Invites furuiahld






DOA on sac at Gilbert's drug store.
day .a twiree-yrie-r;ii'd Durham. "weigh-
ton brought to Padticab and sold to-
hi years. fie was nt!iied in Graves
i.-atri and. the Paris. Tenn,. nine are
ing Lees" pelmet. ' probaby the
large.' animal of that age sold here
- Plaee your orders for wedding
I( T Reee and W. W. Coving-
will find anyanb re, at prices
much lower than you. will have to
pay OPP% here
- The . laid a s Aid soviet. of Ken-
tucky A erenue - Prettily lei Ian church
will have a cake sale at Ogiivie's to-_ .
morrow a
- Tbe Ramsey weevily sill Nave a
cake eats' at Rudy & Sons tomorrow.
. --Mr Harry (num, • of Patti - '
fah 's, most popular singer , and Mr 1







In the mind of the *tempu-
ras tratmewite. spring clean-
ing nod hug exterminators are
indissolubly linked - a n d
rightly so. Bug extermitia-
• him., inet et powders and moth
balls are as neeessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have the hest line of
them that ran be bought. We
handle the Diamond Brand of
pure Definition Insect Powder






4th & (frail% sy lo:h hen
FIRE ESCAPE
WILL RE ERECTED AT RIVER-
SIDE WITIlotT 1•1:1.%V.
bossi•ollite concern evaanied Contract
for soiral-Pert .4 Material
Iterc.
Th. Kirk-ftentkr conipany. of tem-
ieville. has been awards d the con-
tiact to instali a spiral fire escape at
Riverside hospital and have already
thipped a part of the equipment here.
The escape will erne Vim and an-
ether probalte. will be .stalled dur-
ieig 19oe. The cowpony expects to
ha., the escape ready for use within
sale weeks. -
Ouly a Penny.
After she hai got through her shop
Ifilig the little woman discovered that
she was down to five cents in pennies.
She also discovered that the last car
tteket was gone. It was up to her to
hold on to the flee rpennies if she
wanted to ride borne. She was glad
It was 11.e pennies instead of four.
She got on the ear. As she saw the
conductor -coming& she got out her pen-
nies. Just as she reached down into
it remote corner of her purse for tile
lust pommy a fat woMan, who was get-
ting off, bumped into her and knocked
inc penny out of her hand. The little
'Armen leened over excitedly to search
for it. The man beside her she her
sink of sudden anxiety and also the
se low flash of the coin as it dropped.
'Woman dropped a $S gold piece,"
voliititeerM to the conductor when the
faretaker came up. The woman Was
ashamed to Fay then that It was only
e penny AP a- matter of fact, It was
woi th a $5 gold piece. she thought. If
eh.. deliet find it she would be put off
Ole car!
By this :eve three or four men were
aiding in the sr-arch. _Finally the
,,)nductor NNW( picked up the Mat
coin.
-Huh!" he grunted. contemptuous-
I., "It's on') a penny."'
The little vitamin., dropped her sues
with a thud as she handed him the
other four pennies.--Cleiveland Plain
Dealer.
DRAGGING LAKE 1Tiiö1AL CIRCLES
---e----"e. Louisville. %vie perforn) the cerempny.1




Mr. C. G. Kelly, secretary of the
Sheriff Expects to Find More
Bodies at Laporte.
echoed board, who is ill of malaria, is
A ploawint surprise party was given much improved toddle.
IMr. Edwin Randle last night by his Mr. and Wm. lentis Mulsey, of Si.
'laps mates at his home, eBriarbrae," Jarrett street, are the parents Of a
near Maxon -Mills. Thy senor class girl baby born yesterday.
made the trip in a large wagon, and' Dr. I. B. Howell returned at noon
returned last night after beveral l today from Birmingham, Ala., w
here
pleasant hours. me. erandle is spade he attended tile annual convention lli
bearer for the senior Chas of the
Evidence in (ewe Continue% to High school, and one of the most pop-
mubste, Hal Mystery Still Envel- Liar students. Miss Adult L. Brame-
ellen KOAPP of Horrors, ton, of the High school 
faculty, chap-
atoned the students. In the party
%%ere: Misses Eunice Robertson, Sal-
lee Smith, -Bess lAene),-- 3iaegnertre
IT Schwate Adah L. Braselton, and
Messrs. Will Rock and Gua
LAMPHERE'S INTEREST IN
14weeS4.14•4 Gitaffinaltai._
Laporte, Ind.. May 15.-Sheriff elles Lucile Du Val Perrynian. of
teinutzer will drag Filar Trap lake, Knoxville, Tenn.. tnd daughter of-'the
near the Gunnt•ss home: Mrs. Green- . • ••
lug. mother sit Emil Greening, of graduated f rom Georgettow n or' lege
Oklahonia City, the sweetheart of next June. suss pereeman formerly
Jennie Olson, having notified Smutzer eyed In this city and went through
that she Is sure their bodies are In
the lake.
More Evidence,
Laporte, Ind.. May le.-- Portions of
the sophomore year in the. Paducah
High school. tier father was, pastor
of the First Baptist church Mr several
yeare before accepting the postorate
human jaw bones and bits of ekes of a eloirch at lieboxville. Miss Pere
were found in the cellar of the Gun-
on whet there are traces of NO- ,,)mati has visited' here often since
removing to Knoxville and is remem-
sess fern' house, 'are considered by bored as a girl of many accomplish-
the authoritlee as evidence of another
victim In the growing and grewsorne men"'
lint of dark tragedies alleged to haat. Miss -Eloise Bradshaw, daugtater of
been rotund-tied by the mysterious
Mrs, Guineas. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Fe Bradshaw, 152o
Broadway, will be graduated front
The diseov; res. according to the ;
detertives'and prowcueng officials of :le' eet 
next
county, are the' most v-aluabie 
';"'. 
nesee'Ve. 
Meg earee V. Bradeliew
and W. Fe Bradshaw, Jr.. sill letteel
since the noted farm murder myster-_ tomorrow to attend the commence-
lea have been under probe. went. Miss Krarlehaw is ono of Pa-
It is certain that the pierce of bones
are there of a itnnau. but as ygt the
euthorities have Is nabie to d
/ermine the inter (lithe skin and
hair. -
The Wei-Ging denouments
County Prosecutior Smith intimated
were op the eve of being sprung. de-
tailing the as yet mysterkeib crimes,
are ertill retained. but, it is wed, to-
day's diseovery affords seen further
wensational e.Idence to that aheads
iii porweeelon of Ito- officials and con-
stabulary.
Wiruld,Hang Lamphere.
The county prosecutor d•clared to-
day that he noted hang Rey Lam-
ehere. elf nut for the murder of Mere
Gunnarrie for the murder .of Andrew
K. ittigelein."
It was denit•d that the Rev. E. A
Fitell. pastor of .the First Methodist
church here, to whom Lamphere is
alleged to have made a confess:on.
elaysed detaelivr in , order at) obtain
further teetimony from the man.
141uipbere's attorneys vigorously•
deny that be ever made any confe,.
sicn to the minister.
Tbe vietthis of the wiles ad tie Mys-
terious firs' thrlitte•a Who are said to
have Iveen murdered and tb. ir bodies
buried on the farm are compiled as
follows):
Andrew K. Ha•igelein, AMirdeen. S.
Ole Budsberg. Iola, Wis.; Olaf
lembolt. Cii:eago; bee l'orter. FAin-
burg, ; John Moo, Elbow Lake,
Minn.; George Berry. Tule-Dia, Ill.;
Henry ()whole Scandleavia.
(leaf Jensen. Christ lane. Nerway ;
Emil Tell. (wage City, Kas.; Charles
F.dnian. New Carlisle. Ind.: Herman
Konitxer. Chicago; Aug. Gunderson.
Green bake, Wle.; Ole 01.-son. Battle
Creek, Mich.: Lindner Nikkelwm, Hu-
ron, S. D.; Andrew Anderson. Law-
rence. KAP., and Johann- Sorensen, St.
Joseph, -Mn.
Threaten Prows-aloe.
Morblilly inclined females con timer
to flood County Prosecutor Smith with
threatening lettere, many of them de-
claring that Lamphere is "an innocent
man." weer others. say that "Mrs.
Gunners Pr still alive and kicking."
Louis Schulz, the miner who I.
sluicing the aches from the cellar of
the Gunnees home, brie found a num-
ber of bits of metal which he has
turned over to Seatiriff Sniutzer. Thies'
are believed to be hits of geld. The
miner has also found small pieces of
Evidence From Ranks
It hap been decked by the officials
of the county to have those hank.-
ehere Mrs. Gunners kept .her depos-
its furnish a list of them toroeher
with a list of the checks paid out. Ile,
banks as yet have Imparte% no infor-
mation along this line and the evi-
dence they are expected to furnish is
believed to be of much importance.
fiENTRI"S SHOWS
-
Have Creditable Paned! and Show-
Rig timed in Attenasnee.
The Gentry Brothers show is here
today for two performances this
iafternoon and tonight. They ggve a
!creditable parer% this morning and
this afternoon are playltor to nearly
the capacity of their, tent. The Gen-
try shows improve each year, and the
one this year is doing the best nosi-
ness in its career.
1
.‘ Boy By Alr.
A novel experiment to demonstrate
the practienbilit. of a pneumatic par.
/el carrier was recently tried la ('hi-
('ago, The "parcel" shot through a
•hort length of sample tube was a
IS-tear old boy. He traveled at the
rate of sixteen miles an hour. and
was in no way the worse for the
Journey. J Masten, superintend-
ent of the railway mall service, and
Postmaster Campbell, of Chicago.
witrisssed the experiment as repre-
sentatives of the posloilice departe
ment, which Is looking into the de-
•lets. The inventor.' Aleciares that
with a tube between New York and
Chicago mall can be Jabot from one
city to the other in seven hours.
Citizen (clitiously1-Can wornee
where you mine from make their
will?
Stranger (gadly)-They don't Have
to. They've'got It ready made.-St.
Louis Repoli*.
Tee the Ann for Job Work,
Tim Moody May Me.
A son of Tim Moody and a son of
Levi Roberts. boys shout /4 and 10
years of age. were thrown from a
mete last Sunday near their home in
the goethwetit 'part of the eminty and
Quite seriously hurt. The Moody boy
sustained a fractured skull and his
recovery is very doubtful. The Rol,-
vets boy suffered a broken jaw and
was otherwise hruived up consider-
ably.-Marray 1,pri ger
Mr T. I,, Roeder. dome. cil.
who ohot himself through the
Iright breast 'accidentally. 04 IMPrOV-
Ing steadll.. and is resting well at
Reverside hospital. It has been de-
rided not to move him to his home.
gill Norte TWelf`b street. for several
' '
will have lo sfinal meeting for this NEWS OF COURTS
Naomion Soluiday norerning at 1•0 
 1•
o'clock at the Woman's club house. ..........newwwwwww.......
...........w..........."...
The preferant to be riaturid is: In Circuit Court.
Palma Vecchio- - Mrs. John J. for, Judge Reed will not attempt to
rian.
Tintoretnee Mrs, Sydney Loeb,
Castracrio- Mere Belle Cave.
Paul Veroneee-- Niles Dow Hus-
tut Min.
II. S, H. Chapter to Hold Called
Meet ing Saturday.
Paducah chapter. Daughters of the
esmerican Revolution will meet In
celled session tomorrow afternoon at
2 o'clock with Dr. Delia Caldwell. 735
Broadway. Pictures of the Memorial
Fountain that have been Rent by Mr
Taft. the sculptor who is makiniethe
designe tor the fountain. will be in-
spected. It its urged that every mem-
ber be present as the opinion of each
Is desired.
flee-
t'. D. C. Committee Reeding.
The executive and poet-ram com-
mittees of the Padm•ah chapter.
l'nited Daughters of the Confederacy,
will meet this afternoon at 4.o'clock
elth the chapter president, Mrs. Jame,
hoger. 305 -Searth Seventh street. The
eleiret of the meeting is to arra
nge
for the final meeting of the chapter
for this seseon in 'June, which Is &l-
eap; made more of a social OeraslOn.
Thc meeting will not be on the regq-
tar first Tuesday of the month, 
as
that is June 2. and the State Federa-
tion of Woman's clubs e II be In FP/4-
*ton here then, but probably the fol-
iar* in g week.
lenjoyahle Evening.
M:ss Mary White ntert*Ined a
naillthVr of her friends. on Wednesday
evening at her home. at Twenty-third
and Monroe streets. Galilee and music
v !qt. the features of the s veninx dur-
ing which refreshments were 
w.rved,
Th-we present were: Misses Net
tie
Thempeon.. Entail McIntire, B-ssie
Thompeon, Irene Wane s. 
Welder,
fluehenan, Nennie Weeklies, Kitty
Woodard, Gladys Stewart. M
ary
White. Ethel WOK, Whi
te,
Gladys Sams: Messrs 
_Polk Graves.
Emmett Marris, Rob-rt McInt
ire.
!antler Neely. Harry 
Forest
!McIntire. Harry Watkins Waldo 
Haw
iley, James Lukens and Albert 
White.
Dr. Jamie T. (filbert to Marry 
Mew
Stamper, of Owenton.
The News-Herald. Osenton Si .
May 14, makes the following 
;an-
nouncement which Is of especial 
Int" r-
eel here:
-Mrs ('has At stamper a
nnounces
the marriage of her daughtt.r. 
eola
DIanche, to Ds. James Thom
as Gil-
bnrt, Al Paducah, Ky , 
Thursday, May
2$. 19011."
Dr, Gilbert Is a teem nen( 
young
osteopath Of this eily lie has l
ived
in ',adored about -fiber ,seare, (-timing
here from Russellville Sy., a
nd has
established a wide practice as wel
l Mt
made a large circle of Meads,
contractor. Prompt attention to lob-
bing. Phones 16113.
FOR MOVING. tiaullog, packing or
picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones.
Georke Rock.
chanicsburg. while 'the foundry has a -STEEPLE-JACK and elevate'. min
prior en on the machinery. • John Buell and Ben Smith, foot of
J. W. Hastert. C. C. Carrington and Monroe. street sand office.
George W. Grelf„ were excused from
further jury service and R. E. Par-
rish. J. D. Smith and J. W. Bryan
an
The Evansville Brewing associating
was given Judgment against .1. A.
Bloodworth, etc., for $129 and the
law firm of Coleman & Linn at Mur-
ray judgment against Bloodworth for
$150,
k verdict tee Vele de
eeem Gue le•eari e ale net
cat Home Telephone pan;.
hiause was a liae a at I fell Irvin
a le at N:nth :
Lad broke his ree- 'or 25,
"Ito.
FOR SALE-Four-room 'louse and
ilgit in Mechanicsburg. A bargain at
Address "Bargain," care Sen.
J. E. MORGAN horse shoeing,
general repairing, rubber this, tor
South Third.
WANTED-Lady solicitor of neat
altpearance. Apply Credit Tailors,
1Is 1-2 South Third street.
- CEMETERY WORK Oven prom*
attention. Joseph Mattison, Jr.. at
the cenietery.
CARPENTER contractor. Prompt
attention to repairing. Call E. K.
Moore. New phone 528..
FURNITURE EXCifANGE-Pays
A Judgment and order of sale was best price for furniture and Stoves.
entered In the stilt of M. D. Subiette
against F. G. Rudolph. administrator 1'- --
205 South Third. New phone 901-s.
The suit of A..0. Owsley easiest 
Gaeollne lauFarnch !4-ille22. feet long. IIof the estate of M. C. Vinghan.
horse-power. 10 miles an hour. Phoae
the Globe Bank & Trust company
was-called this morning, but con-
tinued until afternoon to allow the' 
STRAW HATS called for, cleaned
sheriff an opportunity to aerate
 &rd.. delivered. South Side Pressing
qualified men for jury service. the 
club. mot. phones.
panel having been exhausted. ()waled BICYCLE 
REPAIR-Se-lehone 1016
is suing for $2,000, which he claimed new phon
e, and we will call for and
to have pineal on deposit in the bank deliver work 
promptly. Weikert &
and it is alleged was misappropriated Hugg. 126 
North Fifth. .
by W. B. Sinith. whfie president ofie-F-ASTVRAGE--Two hundred a
cres
the institution. The bank denies lia !good, shady, plenty water and 
mere
Wily on the ground that it was a grass Than 1100 horses can eat. Apply
personal transaction berw,een Smith John W. Roof. Phones 745.
A verclict,for the defendant waslaad have it cleaned and pressed by
iiid Owsley. oirr OUT that old snit ofe l-Wrir
ondered in the $10,4041 demote rhilt James Duffy', South NinIk near Broad-
er Aestin C Morrison against the Co- way, and it will look like new.' .
lumina Manufacturing company. FOR SALE=One new and one sec
Marriage Livelier... SPECIALS
Robert LI:ley and Della 
Chestnut. 
-
ond-hand fireproof combination safe.
Paduesh Printing and Book, Binding
Palle, Judike Cross returned this 
FOR RENT-Ten-nrinin-diAling, -
In Pollee Court. ..
Ineludieg water. April)" M. J. Med-
1219-1221 Trimble street, only $16,
morning and oceupled the chair of man 128 small Third.
justice in the police eourt room. The _
Judge had a 'food docket to occupy 
Fort RENT --Two oce
his HttPTIttnit. The docket read: 
rooms, between Fifth and Sixth 011
Point" -Joe Conti. $1 and costs. 
Eiroadway. elk) be vseint May 27. H.
c 1 imolai assault-Frank Blote. col- 
. Slngleton. Phone 119.
orrfl. eontinued until tomorrow. WANTI:D=Yo
nng ladies of neat
()tunic and disorderly -.Poise I aopeareivee 
• cam make $2 to $5 Per
peace-Torn Moore and Sidney 1Pa/1a
•"). and
FOR SA L----O 14-hter-se-P-owr-a;
Walter Logan. colored. Ivey fined $h. day. Apply tie Mr
s. C. W. Nicbol.
Logan $20 and the cost was divided, 433 Clark stre
et. at 1 11. M.
Pay Hurt. $5 and costs. Breach of.-
I • Franklin.Salt.
„,,, both colored. $20 and meta; Rom
Mtn WIMP" la a Idol" 'if Dr- ar" sergeent and Herbert Whitnell. con- 
aide ft r gasoline boat. Newly oval--
bridge 0.,. Stamper, of the Stamper tinned until 
.
;I Monday. Malicious shoot 
Ruled Will soli at a bargale. Ad-
Ask for Mr. Bonrquin.
--L;KWN -1113TrIe1lf 7-iffitirpened -and
adjusted at John Greif'. .318 Wash-
ington street.
-WANTED-A good colored cook
at once. Apply at Folz's. 213 Broad-
way.
ARTS & MASON successors to Mt.
J- W. Agnew. Shop 709 South Fifth
street. All kinds of fixture and other
carpenter work. •
-SALESMAN WANTED-Sell retail
trade, your locality: $65 per month
and expenses to start, or commission.
Experience unneeemary, Herming-
sen Cigar Co., Toledo, 0.
-FOR SALE-Typewriter: Reming-
ton No. 7. and typewriter desk, both
good as neo,,,. Will sell cheap. R. S.
Van Loon, coehrau Apartments. Old
phone 1336.
W. 0. W. MentoriaL
Jersey camp W. 0. W. and Man-
chester Grove. W. C.. have arranged
to hold memorial cerAmonies at Oak
Grove Sunday afternoon. The camp
members will assemble at the hall at
Third and Elizabeth streets and
march to the cemetery, while the
ladies will go to the cemetery on the
street cars. A. C. Shelton, Jack Cal-
loway, R. C. Wallace and S. B. Pryor
compose the etommittee on arrange-
nernits.
Mare/will Hardy.
Mr. Marshall tenns, a t r 'ter of
Mrs. Jennie Robi'aire of Pathical,
died at Jordan, F:: cementy, 'rester-
day of blood po‘wei.ne; tetesed front
a eut received wale AtilleirMg
kitife On a grindateee •Mr. Hardy
was 37 'years old ail tele t a m Ober.
three sisters and 11.-e broths r.
TADUCIAH 1234,7890 1234
\eine.
All members of Manchester Grove
No. 241. are urged to bee present at
Jersey camp hall. Third and Elizabeth
streets. Sunday. May 17, at 1 P. m
sharp to midst- the camp la Memorial
service and decorating at Oak Grove
at 2:30 p. m.
A. L. ISEMAN, W. 0.
NORA JORDAN, Clerk.
No woman Is satisfied until she Is
able to shop in tin automobile.
d VIK
Bros. Dental and Medical institute
 of .Ink-Boss Sergeant. continued until 
dneah's briftitest girls, and she will
Ir. at-Au/tied with the degree of It: A-.
She wae a etudent in the High school
for three yearb before entering Bel-
mont college.
Former Paducahan 'Married in
Mistmonel.
Mr. and Mrs. M. T, Finley. of the
Benton road, have received the an-
rouncement of tee marriage (if their
eon. Mr (1!-ay Finley. of Leayenwor
th.
Ken.. to Mies Anna Boldrwk, of St.
Joseph. Mo.. on April 201h. Mr. Fin-
ley. %tale in Paducah wee vonneeted
with the Rehkopf Harness eompany,
but is now in the government service
at Leavenworth.
the southern branch of the National
Dental! association.
Judge eel:tomes P. Cook was here to-
day en route to Murray from Eddy-
yule, where he has ben holding court
Mr. George Downs and Clifton per-
goon, or Sturray, ..e-4n--Use oils.-
Attorney Charles H. Wilson, of
Smithland, attended court today.
Mr. W. D. Hendricks, of Hazel. Is
he  glyen of his sister-In-law. Mrs. A.
I. Sexton, 335 North, Sixteenth street.
Miss Aline Bagby returned last
night from a visit to Cincinnati and
Louisville.
Mrs. John W. Chenault, of -Arling-
ton, has gone to Paducah to visit a
few days before returning home. She
has been the guest of J. W. Hocker
and W. S. Mason.-Mayfield Messen-
ger.
manager A. L. Joynes, of the C' tim-
berland Telephone company, returned
this morning from a business trip to
Clinton.
Hon. J. C. Speight, of Mayfield, is
in thecity.
Co l.-.S. H. Crossland. of Mayfield.
was here this morning en route to
Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Washam. of
Benton. are the guests of Mrs. Bettie
Jones, 503 Washington street.
Mr. Murray Cabell. of Chicago, Is
here to attend court as a witness.
Miss Claribel Rieke. 528 Kentucky
avenue, returned last evening from
an extended vleit to her sister, Mrs.
Charles Trueheart, In Louisville.
Mr. George Langstaff returned thi,
morning from a southern business
trip.
Miss Sallie Grassham. ?f Salem, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. E. Pur
ceile,512 Clark street.
Mr. Frank Boone, who suffered a
stoke of paralysis yesterday, Is un-
improved today ance..it will be several
days yet before a definite turn either
way. can be reported.
Mrs. S. B. Moore. wife of the pas-
tor of the First Christian church, and
her brother. Mr. Levi Thomas, are
visiting their old home at Marietta,
%et twoartme Pnt ri'vent attractive Ohio.
Program tor l'inel Nieeting.
Tht, Art d„.1,,,1 lomat or Ito. M -




Now Look! Any 3 of the
articles mentioned below are
yours for 25c Saturday, 16th:
25c Package Lightning Silver
Dip




















• 6 and 8 ring Muffin Pans
50 foot Wire Clothes Li.
Toilet Paper





2 quart Coffee Pots
1 quart Milk Cans
Milk Strainers
2 quart Cups
4 quart Covered Buckets
Bridle Bits
4 quart Stone Crocks
10 quart Flaring Pails
3 for Twenty-Five Cents




• COOK WANTED-Old phone 2123.
FOR RENT-3 rooms:, furnished or
unfurnished. Ring 2255.
FURNSHED rooms for house-
keeping; 313 Madison.
WANTED-Two solicitors ef neat
subscribe,. usserting want ads in appearance. Apply 518 Broadway.
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to he paid for when
the ad is Inserted. the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR heating and sto•ewood rtaa
437. F. Levin.
WANTED-Two furnished rooms
downstairs. Ring 955, new phone.
-FOR RENT-Four room house on
hold court again' at this session antiCal street near 16th. Hank Bros,
left this morning for Dawson Springs1--OVIMRSTREET, the punter. Wei
foe-an indefinite stay. Special Judg" phone 2159.
Hendrick will sit in all cases, except
ing those in which he is interested. 
FOR RENT-Three room house.
Ii. Fbair.
Judgment was entered this morn- 16305 Monroe street' F. 
ing giving the Massillon Engine and PRANK HOG-ARTY. 
piastering
Machinery company $427 and the
Jackson Foundry and Machine com-
pany $161 against W. W. English.
The niaehinery.company is adjudged
to have a prior lien on a lot in Me-
.._
this city, and is an .attractire yo
ung Monday. Wilful trespasa-Arthur' FOR SALE-At
 a bargain, seven-
lady, who will be a 
pleasant itequisi- Trice, colored, held to. answer lad mem slate riaof neit brick ho
use.
tion to Paducah social life. . • bond fixed at $100. Jumping ea aad 
Lot G51165. on Illatatath street be-
The marriage will tithe place 
in off Moving treln WI" Tohn.lon, rol- t•ee
n NI,,nro• rind MedIflon. Ries
C.Inelfinati. Tile Re.. It .1 \ 




White Flour?, a, bag  lee
Swana.Down, a bag  Bec
4 X-fleffes., a package  15c
MS, Soda Crackers  !Sc
3 loaves Bread  lee
I bags Salt  lec
3 boxes Searchlight Matches   lac
Karam's! remit, • package 10c
Grand Ma's Washing Powder, 2
packages    Sc
Dorn Starch, a package  Sc
Lemons. a dozen   12 Inc
Braes King Washboards  25c
We have three kinds, of ehicken
feed, for old and little ebicks.
Basket and half pound of tea 25c
Royal Baking Powder, INN- lb ... 40c
Half lb Royal Baking Powder.. 241c
Barley, a pound  Sc
Potato Chips, fresh and nice, 3
 11.
Nice lirtakeatt Bacon, per lb  iCe














Says he wouldn't think of going away
from Paducah without coming in to
see the handsomest store in this sec-
tion of Kentucky. He will call here
Saturday Afternoon Between 2 audi.
45 125 REWARD
If you capture him in the store.
L. Wolff
Jeweler
was at that time inactive. This cal-
-ciliation was based on the average
rest of a car at $1,000, the number bank. The divers then jump in three
In the Idle class being 770,000. A at a time. Remaining down about
eon-apneas line Made up of theee,cars twenty seconds. •
would be about 2,846 miles long. In They 
Sneaking of this condition C. It ekes long and fishhooks with cord,*
t carry gaffs about eighteen le-
anings, Superintendent of Freight attached. .When they strike a fish
Transportation of the New York c- they let go the gaff and the fish Is
tral system, said that since the report hauled up in the boat. A big are is
had beeh issued -business had In- lightedon the bank and the mai warm
creased, and was now growing. Th---E!ithemselves before It when not de-
Illentral system has 25,000 ears nall1hig.-Rangoon Gazette.
idle, due, to'st large extent, to the
stagnation in coal and ore transport Mrs. Jones-You- seem te have Int-
(Mien., Despite this depression, bur pleit confidence In your husband.
isms .is growing, which is shown byl Mrs. Smith-7-0f course I bare. He
the fact that there had been 35,050!nevee turns pale when I tell bins he
cars Idle. If the Central's Idle Cars, Talked in his elev.-Chicago News.
were coupled they - would make al
Idle Cars. othei at the stem punting the boat
The statement issued by the Amer- along. They stretch a rope made of
ican Rai:way Association a few days bamboos and plaited grabs about a
ago giving the number of Idle ears In hundred yards long and weighted
the country shows that $375.770,000 1 about every ten yards with big stones.
This they let down into the water, and
the ash are frightened -torwad the
train 189 miles long reaching fromII "I cannot live but a week longer
the Grand Centr Station to Albany.iwizont you!" "Really, Duke?. Ncw.
and thenettpaet enectede and Am-,how can y te, „poreeefengee
sterdsun and tw
da.-New York
mi." heYeed Fee- of time?" "Ze....land-ktrd -fix - on it,
ribttne.--- Miss; not - I."-Louisville Courier-
Journal.
Diving for Fish. e
A unique method of fishing is em- Many a man who joins in the anvil
plcyed by natives along the Pena- chorus wolld be ashamed to play sec-
hung River. mid addle.
two dugout boat, are employed
secret thirty feet long, with two men
wills long poles, tire is thø bee. the
Don't wait until tomorrow to nee
jeet thole, .(41 should negleett today
200,000 PLANTS
Its assortment of noes and planes et • the city, also
25.4ti4P !dents at less-than 3 cruel, 173,000 other plants to select






At our store today (Thursday.) Re will patronize our
fountain some time between 2 and 6 o'clock p. w. You
surely get the $125.00 if you recognize him and address
him correctly.
D. E. WILSON
the Book, Music and Soda Fountain Man.
$150
REWARD -
Come and have some Ice Cream with
RAFFLES when he Visits our
up-to-date Ice iti.ccam Par-
lar Saturday, May l6.
We call your attention to or hne line
Chocolate, and Ben&I Bow.
Remember, the $150is yours if you cap-







Tila FOS/ NEP OW SEE
Smiling Round the World
By
MARSHALL P. WILDER
(riaht, by Joe..p U. Bowies.)
The native womeu of Manila still
wear gay skirts, with a separate Piece
of dark goods folded over them like
pallier*, or; long wide apron of satin,
richly embroidered.
At first I thought wide-striped skirts
were worn in tmitation of the Ameri-
can flag, until told that it was a fash-
ion that had prevailed for many years.
The women of the poorer class go
barefoot, and their skirts are abbrevi-
ated in every way, their waists gen-
era/1y slipping from one shoulder, and
their hair untidy when it is not hese-
Mg altogether loose, in thick, black
masses. The women of all classes are
constantly smoking cigars or elg-
arettee They carry the children
astride on one hip, instead of on the
back as in Japes and some earth 011
China
One it the funniest sights I ever
saw was a 'scantily clothed Filipino
woman carrylag a boy about three
year* old astride of her hip. He wore
a tiny green ...shirt, his Gaily gareteut;
on his head an old derby hat was
jammed down to his ears: *ad, to
complete the picture, his mother took
a cigar about eight inches long from
her mouth, while she chaffered with
a sboPnian, and put it in the boy's
mouth for fe-keeping.
The men are taking to foreign cus-
toms more rapidly, and numbers of
them wear regular shoes and put a
gauze undershirt beneath their outside
airy one of One Some of these ex-
quisite jug' shirts are so line they are
a mere thought, and must cenaisly be
warn for ornament only, for they serve
neither as a protection or meeting. So
delicate is the thread that, in weav-
ing, it is protected by gause-from the
gentlest breeze.
*Tile Chinese are the only Industri-
e
one porekei of the population. ais  ea sma wheill! stricken down like dogs and her other
practically ceetrol the retail trade' in them, all they believed,e. son escapes death only, by a mirae
some fea 'among the natives. Many of them are r aed respect. They have n•
fear of corporal reproof from the 
and they say. "She was not wound-
married to Filipino women, who make
Americans, consequently are lazy, ei". 
How otherwise could ehe be
them good C beatholics fore thy
e
e cod! -
saucy and worthless to the laat dw 
r.ounded? On the contrary. It is
sent to marry them. A native woman
who gets a Chibese husband very 
thro•gh not beteg 'mantle( that
lucky, for she will then' be assured of 
she is wounded moat. And If heaven
a living, as be will work Mr her and 
had granted her the favor to Jail
his children, something a Filipino can-
not always be depended upon to do.Is
Water carriers are constantly going
about the streets, and the most of
them carry the water in the ubiquitous
Standard 011 cans, penes from a barn-
bond yoke laid across the shoulders
In every part of the orient, beginning
at Honolulu, through Japan, in far
Cathay, not stopping at India's coral
strand, but all the WIN' around to
ggypt-the traveler will find the
Standard Oil can used for every eon-
oeivable purpose. The Kaaakia boys
VACATIONS
LIhI GRANTED AIX FEDER.ALI
leMPIASVEN HI tIONCilitleetti. 4




intere*4141La g Mil *Mob palmed the
senate yesterday, giving to all in the
stry!ce 31) days annual leave. The
II must pass the house beforeet be-
comes • law, bet no notarial appeal-
(Log ts anticipated tbrre—All the goy-,
eminent clerks In Washington hay.
both 30 days leave bud 3.0 days sick
leave and this btli extends the eastern
to government employee all over the
country. •Another bill of listened to
the. postoMee is one.allowing St a.
day to retinae' mail Clerks for Ince
deka I ex pe noses. Heretofore they
have bed to pay their expense* for
lunches.'etc., %hen away from theti
tt rminals.
ENVIAT OR ISE1Ntii A gutatx.
Chinese In Demand as Husbands.
be Honolulu ball out their canoes
with them, they are water cans every-
where, lanterns are mante him them
In Japan, utensils in China, est up for
ornaments In other phiees,l and in
Egypt used to pack dates Is' Hun-
dreds of thousands of these cans are
tont east-Stied with Standard oll-
truly, the light of Asia"
Filtpino men seem to Incline towarl
the bohtblack trade, there being more
stands than there is seemingly a de-
mand for The opportunities 'between
customers for rest In the charm is the
attraction that coinmeods this trade
to the ease-loving Filipinos.
Their greatest pleasure in life is
cock-fighting, and there Is no nom
shark without its petted and pain
pitted rooster, tied by the lag and ten-
derly watched and cared ter. If the
family goes out for a Mile leant, or
an hpur's recreation, the Immo; may
sea to the children the best she Pale
while the than goes tenderly along,
nursing the precious fowl In his arms.
If the house catches fire a. native
will first save his rooster, before he
even thinks of his family. 0% ovary
harbor 'boat, where families live, the
rooster, the most Important memher
of the family, may be seen tied to the
mast, and at sunrise Manila Is a verr
pandernonlom of crowing
metwyone gets up early, fOr sleep Is
impeasibls
The pante. are passionately feed ef
music and their ear is saasvelously
true. 7 here am 164) native hands ta
Manila not more thaw a half doyen
members out of the Whole letatIler tne
lug able to read a note o mole. Thor
Play by ear entirely, like our negrom
of the Southern states, yet their he
struments are always In perfect tune
sad timer playing is harmonious and
beautiful.
We had been told such alarming
things about Manila, and wsrurd as
earnestly ;Against indulging lit various
edibles, that we entered the city in
tear and tretebling, but we found the
drinking water delicious, the little Ray
View hotel comfortable and the table
quite good, considering the limita-
tions. At least there WIN good butter
and delirious bread, two things that
are not aleeys found is plates more
pretentious.
Mosquitoes were troubles )me at
night, het canopies over the beds
were ample protecticia. While the trade
Wilda* constant the year aroun&
preyed the assertioe of the hieglilaps
that nowhere do people enjoy more
sound or refreahieg sleep.
la the houses which have slang
screens Instead of windows little liz-
ards take' up their homes, flitting
"Mg aPIwalli SSW CS/nag ti) egCli
other with a papi)tar Mediated cry.
Constantly Smoking Cigar*.
They are harniless little creatures and
no one seems to mind them in the
least.
Honsekeet ing Is rather bard for
tenericans for the senants are both
in( ompetent and lazy. Marketing has
to he done by the head of the house-
held and ever)eking chagered over
has to be taken Mese afterward, for
nothing is delivered. This, together
with the 'teen of being collestantlY on
the watch against thieving, Is trying
Ito the nerves of the newcomer.
l The Spaniards used to soundly whip—
Beate' as to Amenaldos treatment by
the government The opinion was al-
treat uatversai that a man who had
cost the United states so meek in
lives and money should have been ea.
twitted, or at least punished severely.
I When one sees the Filipino people
and hears the opinion of wise old real-
dent. it Is apparent that the govern.
ment could Imo* done no better and
had handled the matter with the most
far-sighted diplomacy Had he been
; executed, in aceordanee with the ery
I of numerous hot-headed stay-at-homes
who demanded it, he would have 1111.
mediately assumed the proportions of
• martyr in the eyes of the people;
his blood, like dragon 11 teeth, from
Which -weld& have strung arras and
wit% and a 'struggle indefinitely Pro-
longed The emotional. Irrational peo-
ple would have gone crater with Patti-
otic zeal, their blood fired by the hero-
ic death of a martyr, and the comse.
eitences would have beep tee far-
reeehing to be counted.
But the commonplace, humdrum
farmer at Cavite does not appeal to
them in the least, for rare little of •
hero, according to their ideas, can be
made of a man who ends his theatrical
career so Ingloriously.
Shorn of all attraction Agninaillo Is
gradually losisig his admirers, If he
has not al ready done so, and e the
whole matter seems quietly dyieg out.
The policy of the groveremerit was
stoat wise, and though elesely watched
there need be no teas, for his wings
are slipped sad be will war Oct more
as • hero in the eyes of the people og
the Philippines.
Celman---egu ought to know some-
thing about flora and that sort- of
thing. Tell me what Is a "foteret-
me-not?" Sububs-Why, it's a piece
ot string that your wife ties around
your angir When you ise In town on
311 errand.-Philedelphla Press.
I "Papa. what are spirit raprines,"
"spirit wrappings. eon, M t144%
e;011, is the angels n-ear -Hous
grew.
An American who has fairly good
servants,. whom be has had from four
to scree years, was asked hoar he
managed it, snit he said he resorted to
the old custom of whipping them,
with the result that instead of the con-
tempt most servants have for their In-
dulgent American employers he has
their reetiect and affection, and noth-
ing could dohs) them from his satidor.
Some reforpres moat throw up their
hands and Indulge in protest against
this, but the Filipino tread seems to
work on those lines, believe:es it more
comfortable to adapt oneeelf to exist-
ing circumstances.
Native life in the suburbs of Manila
Is the most unreal and fantastic I have
er seen It looks aAltoymertblog
were arranged for exhibition and noth-
ing real or permanent. The little Mee
houses, smothered in groves of butane
trees. seem merely temporary Ottill.
merits The women leasing from their
windows, cigarettes in mouth, looli-ais
if potting for theft pictures. and all
the sights and sounds ere so theatrical
and brilliant that it seems as if there
should be a sign up reeding, "For thee
Sod bids of the Peels Mgt Goys With




The flowers of queens do not smell
like other flowers. Almost always
they exhale a perfume of suffering
and death. When MI empress buries
her lipe and her eyes In a bunch of
roses, make no mistake it is that *he
may better weep. The lowers of roy-
al gardens are the confidantes of
crowned heads, end they receive and
keep faithfully the secrete whispered
to them by these lonely great vitoMen
who are never alone.
Yes! Queens, all queens. are in-
finitely to be pitied'. Even those
who have least ben stricken know
not happiness; but what shall
thipk of those Who, like Queen Amel-'
ie. are at once living, healthy and se-
cure and a thousand times more
heart pierced and tortured than the
victims who have succumbed to the
fury of assassins?
The queen was not wounded."
cried the first dispatch which carried
the dreadful news. Not wounded'
;What Shakespearean irony in the
'words! Before her very eyes her
....hastiand- and one- of her-somr-sre
dead. then only would she not bare
been wounded. For consider what feaadt' liabal" alrrelY an ele-
vated railroad reduced to Its lowestsince that day must be that royal Mel
--which anyway had never eves 
beforeterms. Chicago Tribune.
$150 Reward
Positively the last day to catch Raffles. He will
go to the ball game at Wallace Park
SUNDAY, MAY 17
If caught at the gime $50
extra Rewarc, making
TOTAL $150.00
We invite ever )one to cotne to the ball game




"One 11iOntent, Ella Be aerate,
not to let ally more suspicion fall on
)06, whether you are -innocent this
time or not." 
"Oh. Judge." said the girl. "Ah
nevah dote It berth. am to' de Lord
Aim nefer will again." •
The jury looked messed.
"That's one on you, gentlemen." ,speedtne automobiles slow up. Grace
remarked the Judge. and all the 'Church come into possession of the
courtroom" laughed. ---Now yore :and In later years and in gratitude
• ilhe Mathias/en are preeervitig the ce.d
Ire to cominehiomte lireitort's mew-- ; nt.- -Sew York Correspondent.
r MOW IT grffliktOk FOok.
Wi.'CLittv.k1;‘,4(.i1(.*PiV.tansi
"tete... I bet (let f. sr tem ter wear.
his fiolar's (argon clothes: '
suppose." reflected the pro ,
It been silk-lined. 1
Trying on black (Hermes, taking off 'Stage 
Manager The girl that
Jewels, which are festal souvenirs of t*kes the pert of the sleeplug 
beauty
the past; praying, hurrielly. -by In the show can t so. on tonight "
dragged ay from-God s. aiwna nieltmlro; every. 
for
in- 'arabmeilllt r .1.11aa reer abbitenoet; 
she
 r'
mite, beesuse she must keep her eyes cAll't 61ceP'. Vaallera Stilt-rata"
and her wag about her and keep her 
,
ehead when everyone else bas lost it, Appl Tire on fleositwar-
!brushing away' her tears or gulping One of the few reeraining sionu
them down to give an order, giving mental tree of New. York stands ,In I
herself up to Portugal. to the anon- Orace Church yard. at 'Eroadwar and!
grohy.--rather-than TO her dead. who -TIMIV It. eui Old common
from the immediate and earthly pellet eetautry apple tree. but It keeps green f
of view have. already only • secondary the memory of one Myalier firewood
Interest; receiving ministers, reading Dutchman are farmer. Nearly a
dispatches. questioning 'oitarelials. re- buiderd years sae the Illrevoort acres
eelving confideaces. listening to re-isbeese out whoa" the church now
ports. editing proclamatleme presid - tstando When New York began to
In; in (he great portrait gallery over stretch out the city plaMsed a straight
councils at which men now speek 1 theroiare and named -it Broadway.
low and now !amid and pound the Thet surstours got as far as Tenth
oceasion only!'' 'table; showing herself calm. erectstreet, shire their progress *Lei
Much criticism has been rife la the and brave In the face of riots; pre- stopped hs the Brevoort gate "Keep
Renting a smiling Insolence to the peo- eg us) lad" rdrouted old Brevoort
pie and i.e the hictioas-smiling for In most (melte.. Dutcb, confronting
the glory of the eation: forgiving, them with a dog and a stick. The
lavishing eessassee,--eeederieg geed'stere.eers ieeeed that feace and,
for evil, life for death . If, - 
I in this somber bu•tie there is' some
instants of respite and re. reation.
rushing tato biding, to spend them
there in the chapellm ardente, whets
lie, watched over by ouns. two -loved
ones whose unwilling ivanosbiety
eruehes her, pfoetrates her. and. in
spite of all. onsItting nothing. going
forward erect eves to the end oral
funeral march, remounting again the
State carriage from which sow two
are missing, and when at last. at
.set, all is over, after the dirge and
the salute. Ilse last words of the arch-
bishop., the requiem aeternam, the
Incense, the holy water-all In done
and all Is over-to lied herself alone
with • pale, tired child, whose brow
she kisses before he goes to sleep.
and to whom she teaches the duty of
soweteiges and rulers of empires
These are the pWvileges. this the
lot. of Queen Antelle. 'mina and
heautifel. a widow and mother
mourn ng still' Where it there. In
an. and, a regpicker or a Peasant
woman washing clothes in the
river in December who at such a
price would change pieces with
her?
joke on She Joey.
When Ella Van Dross. a young
eolored girl, was tried before fudge
Roselsky In General Seselons Yester-
day on the charge that. when Joseph
)(layette a white man from Yonkers,
asked her In the hall of 249 Mecontil
avenue whether the Jonses lived on
the floor above, she stealthily re-
movel a pocketbook containing 1110
from his pocket. the jury deliberated
Oily a few mimeos and then peturned
I with their verdict.Tim girl, much disturbed. was led
to- the bar. ISO fetellian retie. "We
find the_defendant not aridity." he
sail As the late prisoner Was turn- i






Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Does all kinds of printing
We have the men who know
how to do yonr wort ityit as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you lust what you want.
Lit us figure with you the
neat time you need goy print-
ing-probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satiafactetv
work, and give it to you
promptly.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great *OW cheaper to place annual eubscreptione to Sev-
eral meg,szlnes at the 1111M0 time and order thous ill together from
us, than It is to buy the same Magazioas singly or eubsseribe to them
separately. Combinalloe club offers are new made by witieh sub-
'cheers to several magazines an secure bargain price, sometimes
getting three or fuer magar!nee.for tee price of one or two. Sub-
scriptions may be stet to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with any month. Let nfl keew what liagesines you are tak-
Tag now or what tehgazInive you went to take next year, and we will
















or A I nalee's
or Smart Set
$11 ell
Roth Ins $8.09. Half Pries





marched of through the next triall'e
Sold to the left. The result was that
the plaits for • straight nrain thor-
oughfare mere natiuds' by old lime-
moon's threatentha stick au 4 tongue_
That is why there Is a bend in the
street at this meet and iihy a man
is kept therenreasIng the Holies slot.












and Fernier .. .31 00
McCsil's Mat-Rene .. 60
(with pattern)
Home Magazine . I 00
L In




Reader Magazine .. 1 00
14 50
MI for Mine
- - - - - - 
•
Complete Riabectiption eutelegue, with treeuttful Hardison Fisher
eeeeer, moans all macaninea singly end In clubs at levee rates, sent
fon free on receipt of. postal card request.
22.60
Seib ter SIAS
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Secure Today One of Our
New 'Panic Policies
Convertible I elm, Low Rates,
Participating.
Compare Rates Wit h Other Companies
Mutual Benefit
Age 40
One year term $11.30 Elm







One yea' term $15.22
Five year term $15.76
•
in 20 }ears $4s.20 $42.79
Oilier aims and classes of policies iu ptoportion. This com-
pany leads, others follow; THIS company has always been
an economieally managed company. Others have been forced
to it by eompetition and state.• laws. Se the uni)inigued.




litnctrto topta-A 10/4•Prast.ornity tilt] ye.
PAM ‘,..;,%1-11. KV.
Waste.h t lilts 'space tomorrow. ,
Specials for Saturday
, -AT THE
Great Padfic Tea & Coffee Co.
206 SUADVIAY NEW MINE 1176OLD PHONE 1110-A,
4 4- --‘
7 the sugar 
010 2 ilte4ace pelite.r !liege,.
4 Itt.4. Navy. Dratla  25c
S lb. Kidney living
4 lbs. lirolten Rho  
ibe Ittitter Iteans
plop Soda 
3 boos Matches  •f ..: ,10c
3 sacks Salt  :St ii.: gee
I It. 60.• Tea . e ..... -
:: pees corn Fetkee ....
3 liii Clumped Hominy ...1 ile
'", 2,11los 2Se 4'.•ffee ... , . 41:5"4:
2 n... :: -III" c'off... 
. 3 lb. eoe
'... nos I 7,.. 11.(dr.••  40,
I "!1,. bottle Flavoring ,  254.
1 ne-i'lelak el liern.ny   Iile
le too, l4Iundr1 goat,  3Se
i en VI ,
45c ean (Lena  10c
2 Itis Kiraly Apples ...- 23e
3 Ihs IC•ne. Peaehes 50c
35c. 1 We hew.. Cocoanut 25c
the. Light Brown Sugar 25e
"Sr 12 the. lc . Cream Salt  lee
1O( !I the Loa"( Sugar  25t-
:1 Ito. Powdered Sugar !Sc
3 liken. Maoaroul  2 ee
3 bars Somalia  tf5c
tens Peas  2Se
3 cans Corn  • T•4'
I Situ can Tonutto..s ..., lee
carra Raked Beans 2Sic
I bottle Ketchup   2'ir
" Ms. Mixed Nuts 
1 1.-tit Broom  25..
'-ti.• Itroom 
Ilroosu  35c
!“,•I 31) ,./ Mop  3.or
BACK UP YOUR  COUPON BONDORAY MATTER WITH
One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as the day they
were received if they are written on
C©UP@GT1=3©MB
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  Yon cannot hasten the Throeeen of paper
making aod get RR good a paper RP by the old slow method. You
have to guild a aheet of paper. That is wily a blind man meld
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in A ream of other papers
The "leer' would tell him the character of the paper. It,
Ansi& and surface would tell the story of slow, careful menu-
feeture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters Het have. to connt. Try it for
ve itself Make an experiment. (let a monbt.'s supply of
Coupon Bond frien your printer and cheek up results.
The SUN Job Office
Both Phones 358.
liKetieNtIliD KY SPEAKER AT
CLARKS‘'ILLE 1111eKTJNG.




Tenn., May 15 -The
nark Tobacco Growers' associatket
niet here. led Webb, of Trenton. KY..
.rkattd a sensation by his attack on
('eseirrreefie, and Gcrr. -Patterson, of
Tennessee, and Gov. Willstin, of Ken-
oicity, for offleial acts, he claimed
Against the association. He was bit-
er in his remarks. Among other
neaten Mr. Webb said: "Over In Ken-
'lucky last year we had two men up
for governOr, one a known frieed to
'he farmer and the other a trust at-
torney, who was elected. Immediately
utter election Governor Willson rush-
over to Lottieville and organised a
Law and Order Leaser, a contempti-
ble organization, organised for the
purpose of blame:teeing tobareo
r.eowers of the "Black Patch" and
that alone. The oath demanded that
eacff member be furnished with a re-
Pealing ride that %vitt kill a man al-
most twat miles.. Th14 was done to
(race the formers 'to gin up their
light. %Alio are the men that own-
prise the Law and Order, Leaguer
They are not farmers The member-
tiro, Is confined to the (-Mee. The
taw and Order League requested
troops to be seut to the tobecou ape-
eon. Kr. Joel B. Fort eras prevent-
ed from speaking at Hopkinsville in
th• intereet of the association. and
I hey reale step you from meeting here
after a yr h Me. Tb rough the influence
0. the Auierlead Tobacco combine
twelitY-elght Meet"Of Caldwell county
were arrested dud carried to Paducah
where every man proved an alibi.
He referred in strong terms against
the opposition to the saeociation at
NarksvIlle. De said a similar occur-
rence as the Hollowell case In Keo-
foray had taken piece In this county
Id1412 arined men went from Clarks-
vele is -response to telephone melt-
eaglet, to a point about ten intlea in
the country and lay In watt andtinur-
ifered a boy without knowing he was
wilily of anything. He said: "Admit-
ting that these boys were gOilif of
whipping a man. What had tobacco
io do with it Who went to Nash-
line to back up the men who were
indicted for murder ht the first de-
oree in this case! A large number
of el-lite:or from Montgomery and
Robertson counties west over and
bailed them out."
He referred in caustic termer to
,on-. Patterson's visit to Clarksville
to titake'en Investigatios of the (inu-
tile here following the killing of
oung Wu:telt and to the Law and
Order Lrague of Clarksynte, *filch
1"claims is organised to fight the to-
encco association.
DO YOE OWN A HOME!
How long have enit been paying
out, and do mot own a picket, or
-hingle on the roof! Own your
home. $6.00 or 2elic a day will start
you, and, after the loan Is granted- It
pill east you only $7.50 per =oath
tin path $1.000 borrowed with 10%
l
'ears to par back. We have bought
and built 3iel homes at $1.400 eac.h
i for peopk. In the state in the hot two
.are. ('all on Standard True( ('o..
elate Manager W. K. Mathews, for a
f. -w dros at 316 South Third street,




RV TRU kliKeRTS OF COLI.7111111:13
WERE TWO PADUCAH HUN.
John T. flonevan Deputy Supreme
knight and lyeorge Weikel is
Vi soden.
PoV. John T. Donovan. George
Wellae and Fred H. P1aaelgium have
returned from houinvIlle. where they
attended the meeting of the state
°until for the Knights of Ottfumbus.
or Kentucky. Cbi. Donovan was hon-
ored by being, elected state deputy
-iiprerne knight. Mr. Weikel was re-
.. rioted to the position of state war-
den. The state council was attended
Jarge and representative delega-
tions from over the state, and a pleas-




Th.. Board of Public Works and
Pngineer will -ro‘reive bids on
'I- molar, May 19th 1908, et 3 o'clock
I in , at therr office to the city hall,
For grading and gravellng West Clark
street and Gould avenue from Tenth
f ire,-t to Brunson avenue, ae per
inns and specifleations on file In the
city !engineer's office, under the or-
dinance authorizing same.
BOARD OF PUBLIC W•ORKEI.
By L. F. Kolb, Serwetan
I. ). Wavoldneeoci, City lenjeneer
"Well, what's on the bill-of-fare
today!" inquired the genial drum
1111.T.
"Beg garden. Rah- Ah guess dey'e
ti•-speeks Ahil glt to' anteider.
oth."-o-Judge
The first governor of 4nnsy1vaula
ender the constitution of 1700 was
Thomas Mifflin.
ELEt 011.1.'111MS AT ORRAT
tvOl'NelL Or RENTECIIT.
%dote Iteterlutariss te I v,luil,laquor
Dealers mad Gawk!. r.
Order.
Frankfort, Ky., May 15 -Kentucky
Red Men adopted a reeolusion revis-
ing the by-laws so that In the future
to pervon 'who derives any revenae
nom the sale of whisky &a&Maisie
a member of the organisation. This
was discussed by the greet council end
must be adopted by each state. The
resolution aleo excludes gamblers.
The following oaken' were elected:
Great Sachem. J. H. Kemper, Mt.
Sterling; senior magamore. W. H. Ifc-.
Donald. Sarboarville, junior saga
more. Homer W. Northeut. Coring-
toe,: prophet, Robert L. Page, the re-
tiring great escheats: keeper of -records
and mots, Frank L. Smith, of Lellteg-
ton.
The representatives to the national
eouncil elected are: R. L. Page aad
Gusteve A., ffilleckamp, of Louisville,
and henry W. Ray of itayeville. Lex-




4 WRNS 1110011111AF NICHITI WITH
RUTH filitrlf AS ATT 4(TION.
fi
. -
m*0 Mktg. as, Minted for "The
larvae's's Personage."
„
Ruth Gray, that maysierkous person-
age, called the "ingletal marvel." will
appear al the CIRO° theater, Wallace
park, for one week beginning Monday,
May lg.
Ake*, blindfolded and in silence,
this lady, it is claimed, calls names of
scores of thane in bar audience, whom
she cannot possibly know. Site an-
swers questions tbgt have never left
their hands nor been breathed by
them. fffie detalls* pertoonal matters
with a charming tact that are palpa-
bly impossible for her to gain knowl-
edge of by any material means. Then
she tears aside the veil of mystery
that stiroude the future and talks of
comingleeventa as a fa,thful eye-wit-
liege might testify , regarding past
events. These are some of tbe things
she is reputed to do day. after day.
Miss Grey will pOsetetet • one per-
formance Millet her eugagement for
!Wiest only, • matinee Thursday after-
anon. Ne gentlemen or 9hildren will
he admitted for thi, cue entertain-
inent.
$20 AND COST
IIKVED TO %IRO BUMS FOH
VIRY‘ti %AVANT MOCHA&
Had Brandy and Whisky With Whir',
to QUe11.11 Tidee Duriag Their
Stu).
Tom Moore and Sidney LeW1S, both
whored, who were found ls home. No.
I on Huntingdon Raw yesterdge
morning by Patrolmen Smith. of the
Illinois' Central force. wTere fitted lee
end costs this morning for breach of
peace. When Patrelniaa Smith ar-
tested theta they had a bottle of
',randy and a bottle of wider(' to
quioeb their thirst, sold ft is ettspect-
ed that Hie pair are guilty of brFak-
Mg Into some saloon. They gave no
excuse for occupying rafleoad {woe-
erly as a bathe without paying rent
WhUe they are serving out their tine
the case Will be investigated. .1,ewis
and Wore say that Cairo is theft
home.
1 tedium Worth 111111.11M.
Thomas F. ii'alsh, the g Colorado
mining man, made the prediction be-
fore the house committee on, mines
aud mining today that radium worth
billions of dollar. would ultimately
be disolvered in the United States.
lie based this predietion on re-
searches alread• made.' With proper
inqui.fies directed tic the government.
he said, million, of dollars would he
added to the eou'th of the govern-
ment by heeosits of radium thet now
lay uadiscover...1 in many states or
tbe West.
llr. Walsh appeared before the
house cornmittr In support of a bili
providing for the creation of a to,
rem' of mines. lie said retch a bu-
reau should employ eltierts who
woual travel arouse the country In
art effort to collect data whch might
he used in evolving improved meth-
eda of mining and protases whirl,
wonid take mineral wealth from
Ilona of tons of ore -that now go - to
wrote Washington dispatch to thi.
New York Sun.
"Do you believe In ghosts" asked
man who resents all superstition.
"No, stih." answered VD Igrastus
Pinkler "An' &ri I's is die
dem ghoe'es will tontine stay dat way
'arid o' romlie armee tryhe to con
vines me."-Wasklagten Star,
The lawn at ate posionee is use et
the prettiest in 'As. city since the
dower beds have hi-en arraugodaud
flowers planted This year therk
are the large flower beds, which is
au Inprease of one over laid. year. .111
of tee flowers are well arradged, slid
taw lawn is an eye regt 1or doers lit
the nuttiness district. Mr. Harry
eugineer at the postonce., &-
sighed the arrangement of the lawn
this year.
"Water swells wood?"
"It must. I've often noticed that
a novelist will wreck a skiff and then
float enough timber on to the desert
Isle to band a -1•111.-=Leuisvflte
Courier-Journal.
e_
How a girl Hates to have all




(Oetaelneed frost begs wee.)
For Saturday, May 16
Barrel Pansy Flour .. 65 95
lei barrel Pansy Flour  $3.15
114 lb bag Pen.y Flour  75c
12 lb. bag Pansy Flour  40c
24 1b bag Who.- r root Flour .
V lbs. Soda Crackers 
2 The Ginger Snaps 
2 lbs. Wafer Crackers 
Navy Beans. perffie 
Lit lb can Pure tiog Lard... •
le lib pail Pure Hog Lard .er
-Mtge Arm * Hemmer








busy, who wore *a light tan-striped
kabitt and tan tie. Several ladies were
sitting at tables, being served with
lee cream sodas. Otte of the ladies
said, "I believe that is Rallies," but
did not have the courage to approach
me. Do you remember, ladies!
noticed in particular a complete line
of books. But as My time was limit-
ed, I did not have time to examine
or tatryttriy length of tette. I found
this store to be neatly arranged and
think that the publie can be suited
In any book or inagastue that trey
may wan, to read.
After leaving Wilson's I went down
the street. crossed over and made my
tali on Guthrie's' dry geode store.
As t etttered that attire several gen-
tleseen Were standing hi the doorWay•
perehesed a pair of socks from a
gentleman who wore a dark gees,
suit, with a striped blue shirt, white
four-In-hand tie and wore nose glasses
The check was No. 24, clerk No. 7.
This is indeed a nice store and reason-
able prices. They have a swell line
of the new up-to-date ginehants for
suits. While I was waiting for him
to wrap my purchase tie a lady came
In With e baby aid called for some
goods with a red dot in R. The lady
clerk vote trS'ing very hard to please
her. She was dressed In black and
was rather stout. ,
I came out of Guthrie's dry goods
store sad thought I would drop in
and take in .the show a few minutes
at the Crystal. No one paid any at-
te,I20U ill we there. A couple_ of
ladles sat in front of ffle and one lady
said to her friend. "Sit over a seat so,
the gentleman behind you can see."
"Thank yon!" Presently a state.-
man came in and saseklag to the
ladies, came over and sit dowa beside
them. One lady ssild to him. ':14ello,
where have you been keeping your-
self!" I. by that time, felt rested,
so had to hurry, as felt sure I would
be captured. But nevertheless I said.
"Here goes.'' I crossed the street
aad stopped to look in the Famous
Windows. I stepped In the entrance
to look in the case. I noticed a
beach of clerks who were atuueing
each other by measuring each other's
heads, with a tape line, from the ebin
to the back of the neck. They were
also talking about catching .Raffies.
So near, yet so Par. I went on down
.a little -farther until I came to Gil-
bert's,drug store. although I was not
Powder.
A dotted tie. and I noticed on his
OW the monogram C. M. I re-
turned later when the crowd was Abe
thickest, and a gentleman stepped up
to we as I was entering and said:
"You are the Mysterious -" They
all commenced to give him the laugh
and he did not finish the sentence, so
I skidooed. I walked down the street
a couple of blocks and returned later
and made a very difficult entrance,
for I was bound to make an entrance.
I noticed a sign on the window ad-
vertising Liquozone Soap. I got to
the cigar counter and made a pur-





















pkgs. Ferndell Coffee 
pkgs. Jell°, any gavot' 
boaes -Jag, Wyse Sono
cakes Coral Soap  
Pkgs. Relied Oats  
Pigs. 410th Flakes  
Pkgs. Currants 
lbs. Layer Raisins  
3Ib cans Lemon (ling Peaches
21b cans Yellow Peach
•
es ....
2Ib cans Chunk Pineapple 25c
2 free cans Peeled Asparagus sk
cells Virgin Corn 
4 loc cans Potted Ham 
Sc cans Potted Ham  ille
2 20e cans Potted Chicken 15c
10c cans Lunch Sausage 
J.' boxes Old Dutch Oleanaer   15c
Sugar Cured Hauls, a lb  1 2 le e
Creamery nutter, a lb  35c
1 lIb tans Chipped Dried Beef  50c
laIL-11Leeti_Beans It, ell1013.... 2.5c
New Green Peas, a gallon - 21
New _Web Potatoes, a gallon 25c
Fancy Green Corn, a dosen 5(k.
Fancy Green Cucumbers 3 for  10t.
5-cakes White Mamie Soso?  2k
3 3Ib cans Tomatoes 25c
2Ib cans Youth Corn   2k
Speuish Cieloas  lie
2 dozen Lemons  2k
2 cakes Sweet Chocolate  16c
k fresh socommta    10c
3 lbs. Heinz Mince Meat  25e




. u a gentleman wattle*
felt in need of a cigar, so I stepped a blue suit, o le button of the nun
iu to purchase one. I was waited on buttoned. He was stylish add Woes
to a young gentleman very neatlyIa back derby bat. I nqticed a came
dressed. He wore gray trousers and Inear the cigar counter ailed with a
was in his shirt sleeves, with a copy floe disreay of pipes. I will say this
of The Sun in his bip pocket, just!drug store, appealed to me to be a
ready to catch Raffles: He had on 'well arranged, up-to-date store *Ad
seemed to be well patronised. I left
this store and returned to my place of
residence.
I attempted to enter Gray's Pool
room during the evening and could
not make an entrance on account of
noticing that every one "who went in
was tapped and I did not care be
walk into a trap set lo the many
amateur sleuths. I do not claim to
do the impossible, for I am not in-
visible. Air' ask for is a chance and
a very slim one at that.
The man behind the plow also




It you captu:e him while in our store Saturday be-
tween the hours of 7 and 10
lie is coming in sometime between those hours
because he wants to sec our splendid line of
American Gentleman Shoes and also to see our
complete line of ladies shoes.
Lendler 4 Lydon Shoe Store
30'lkesiway
•
Very leit /wpm apptettate the
great value of the small want
ads in the newspapers
Some of the Things The
• Sun's Have Done
Very few of the people, when reeding the want ads which
probably 86 per cent of the readers do, ever realize Just what
splendid opportunities a three or four :Ins notice will do.
• few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had just Instal-
led klmself In a flat. purchased new furniture for the entire
establishment, had to leave the city, due to a change is his
Whine's.. "What shall I do with this outfit," he tlyoughL
Then be remembered the Sun want ads, put four lines in for a
few Jays and sold all the furniture, at splendid prices, in a few
days.
This Is but one of the many Inciden.s of a Mutilate nature,
You may not have an outfit of farnIture to sell, hut, yott
mer have something around the house some one may want •
an old carpet, or range, some musical Instrument. or bit of
furniture. A want ad, is a fascinating thefts, for nearly every
one ̂ eada teem.
Try a want ad for yourself, and test its merits. The cost
is one cent a word for one Insertion or three rents a word for a
week, cash with oeler.
THE SUN PHONES 358
•
•-•
loo•••••• Ter the lhan le/It* Wel&
• -* -•••••••••••••••••••••••• 'Oa • ' 4•10,41'-'
isAtTP. PIDTIT






CHANCE OF A LIFETIME to buy jewelry at your own price. This will be one of the greatest jewelry sales ever held in Paducah.
Commencing Saturday, May 16, we will have three sales daily, at
10 a. m., 2:30 p. m. and 7:30 p.
We have been in Paducah for three years and during that time the quality of our goods has spoken for itself. Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, we carry nothing but
the hest arid every piece bought at our sale carries with it our gearantee. Terms are cash. Everything sold during this sale is guaranteed as represented or your
money back. Mr Lee Maxey, of St. Louis, will conduct the sale for us. Watch the papers for next announcement.
POLLOCK, The Jeweler,
WEIRD EXHIBITION
.1..itest. anti. mothers east their babes, Of course there will always be dl.-IRELEASED
the arms of fiery M tkroloch. hoping be Thomases" in,
agony of soul aod with brains hypnotism and mind reading, and ,
AT THE KENTUCKY
ii.:71eottity)d  ot awfulitte.f:atrh.etliatit otby; etuo_cahrtaeotsf tnhoetrheinwgil
regarding the 7hosst. bjkeerwinirl
A Three Night Exploitation of
Strange Hypeotie Power.
l'ir.f. t'. E. %terve. of Netierial
noun will Cie.. Den ..... s.tra-
bions,
.% 111.%ItE DE%ii. %1 To DRIVE.
Hypnotism, mesmerism; all poent
arid myserious mental 'phenomena
has Men the source of sOntucli good'
and esil sin:ohs diecovery in the
seventeenth century by Dr. Mesmer,
knawn first by the name of its dis-,
cev, ire r, next as "elect r o-bia logy . ' •
then again as -"animal magnetiem.",
*en next as "human magnetism." an-
al now everyone gives it a name to.
suit themselves, ranging from "psy-
eholo " to "Chriw,ian Science"
Ever s:nce the dawn of civilization'
man has felt that then, exists a elate
of ilhertornena that traverses all laws
that sets at defiance time aroi epac
the laws of gravity and •the laws of -
thought.
In the infancy of the human rave!
neon fell. upon his face in f,'ar and 1
called it "etnonology," "aureery
"witchcraft" and "the work of the!
powers of darkness."
To prat:Attlee. this—to him—dread
power, man offered up his beet and
lor the moral arid physical good of
the human rime, its uses under the
I Ile of "lugger:Ow. hypnosis' Ineng a
eowerful remedy employs d by ad-
.arrod m dical practitioners of the
but not least. Is the employ-
I ntent of this subtle mental power in
la channel designed to afford a vast
amount of harnetss amusernent in
theat, rs and prate isktiors dl the
homes of the wealthy.
, of this class of 'purveyors of amuse_,
ripetit,P to the public belongs Prof. C.
E. Marquis, billed to appear at The:
Kentucky theater -for three nights.1
commencing Monday. May IS.
Prof. Marquis has a rotten:11 repu-
tation as a hypnotist and his. per-
fornianeel. 'listing two house and a'
half. are said to afford as much genu-:
Me innocent amusement as a. colus- 1
sal vaudevile show. aside from sci-
entific treatise, divested of the tech-:
reque of the subject matter, that he ;
gives all through the 42 numbeza1
that compose his Program, this aP- 1
pealing very strongly as an lestruzei
tive feature to the professional, asl
well as the laity.
On Tuesday afte.rnoon at 4 eel-tack!
Prof: Mar_qUis_WilLiVe Martelaksi
exhibition of mind reading. drtivlag! •
while blindfolded an automobile .
through the crowded' thoroughfares
of PadriCah, in search of a pin hidden
previously by some gentleman of tee;
impeachable Integrity. /culminating'
in Prof. Marquis finding and replac-
ing the pin where It was originally.
taken by the gimtleman hiding It. '
qnknown but terrible horror, bu, cry "Fakel"but it will require Only my‘
it Ibis -nlightrned age it is better one extern/atter at the performances of
. potplpr,:oosi anti utilized in purposes Prof. Marquis to convince the most!
skeptical that he can and will do as'
.
in connection with his perform- Hardwick. Who Was in Hippkinaville
antes. Prof. Marquis will only eat-; jail for safe keeping. Furnlralsed
Ploy local 4esetile. developing his sitb-1 Inktuto Rail.
Aped, from emong them each night.1
Ibis being contrary to the usual cus-1
toms of hypnotists who carry their
subjects with them over the eountry,I Central City. K'. May 15 --The
application for hat: of J. It. Megan,
J. L. Jenkins and W. E. Hardwick.
charged with participation in the re-
pent street battle in Central City.'
which resulted in he deaths of J. D..
and John Wood, came up before••
Judge W. P. Sand!dge. at Greenville.'
Hardwick, It wIF be -rep-al:ed, wan,
brought to Hcpkiiisville for safekeep-
ing insmedlately af.er the shooting.
Commonwealth's Attorney R.
Thomas. County Attorney geleb.;r1_
and Attorneys Rogers and Wilkins
appeared for the state' and J. C.
Simms. of Bowling Green. and Mere-
dith and Sparks for the applicants!
The hearing tasted all day. Over
a hundred witnesses were preeent!
this saviug thr hard mental labor re-
quired to develop new material In
each city.
Marnma—Now. Tommr, how often
do yilu want me to speak to. you about
!Our misbehavior!
Tommy-----! ain't particular. ma.
Suit yourself.—St. Louis Repub:Jc.
 1





WILL REGIN NEXT SIATURDAT.
Y3eilyecTicp
I F you will take yaur little
chap out of dresses and
put him in one of our smart
Russian or Sailor Suits, you
will be tickled at the meta-
morphosis.
We never saw such beau-
tiful colors in our lives
never such tasty trimmings
such trimness and dainti-
ness.
Is he 2, 3 or 4 years old? Well,
it doesn't matter. We have every
size in every line. Prices
$3.50 to $10.00
Wet (ik, Oa 4.J.
?41E.413 kr" 813;fATSA°8411%:51;8144°Wilr-/ P868
troseeseesmeey
ON BOND' MYSTERIOUS BAND
or NIGHT PlioNVI.Elte A11144)%11)
IN HENISEIteoN out \TV.
he was an adding machine salesman
and wished to talk business with
him.
"I thought he looked like, the pic-
ture I had seen of Raffles." said Mr.
Rhode-s. in telling the sttirg. "and
thought I wou:d get that $100 he
was offering for his capture. I knew
I had to have a copy of The Sun to
approach him richt reel wondered
ereete i'esomeespatien in 111w Neigh- bow ilboifd one. rinell!•
tewhoed—Eired 011 Hy Preacher conceived the ides of getting him
—A (Ise. my 'Mite. where'll knew wax a pep>,
s by a 1-onvrruattott that now app at,,
vt ry rklieul•us I eat hail tulip tato
the office. end put him through sew-
Oweerboro, Ky , may 15 -ConsId- eral pates to *stabltsh his identity In
erable expiteneent has been caused in my mind. You ran imanitio mythe neighboehood of Carlintserg, steek when he convineed ine he was
Hrnderson county, which is a short a duly aeereditee eddies; tesetb.i..
distance from the Davies. minty salesman. The treats 'were on me
;me hy the appearance of a hand of and me got them."
men prowling about at night: The, •— -----
mea are known as "The Mysterious 1.,ttio wino:. 
say,
 pa. what
Band_" They do riot seam to be dIfferenre between gen'tis •and to-night riders and bate not as Yet corn- sanity
meted any Alt In that.
**chine. The last appearance of the
band was arade :ast Friday night.
The Re.. C. G. Remote. a Baptist
minister, who is new engaged In
farming in that neighborhood, was
the first to discover the hand of men.
They appeared about his home for
several nights? a close watch being
kept by the minister. On Friday
and the court braree was crowded night the watchers fired on the hand
most all day. ,of men and they rapidly disappeared. ,
some twenty, frfe or thirty wit.
: but no signs of damages were found
nestles were examined and the 
testi-lafter their retreat,
many was similar to that given lee; A number of citizens In thyt sec-
tor.. the coroner's jury and fully as tion are working on several clues In
contlkting. ortls r to trace th, affair down and
punish the bend.About & p. m. Judge Sandidge ad-
mitted HardwfcI and Megan. to bail
lb the sum of $2.004, which they :- %%•%••••%••%•%•••Wsli•V:
quickly gave and were released. J.
L. Jenkins' bond was fixed at $1.54)O. sioNIE I: AFFLEs AIDENTs.
which he promptly gave and was re-
124016•••••••••WeislialsWXWA3Cleased.
Ha.,' (alight Mr. Raffles yet?NO INDICTMENT IN HEDC11.24 CASE
If not, you are the only person in
IMPI,14' %TED IN KILLING 01,'
THE %%utiles.
Peeler-yak who hais- oot.--ist --leaet-Nicholas Consity 4rand Jury ("Rabic has not thought that they have. It's
to Severe Any Evidence. i,a great game. and you 'should get in—
Caritste-: liy.. May I6.—No indict- 
°"
. .
ments for the killing of Hiram! lir. Rat"! came to Paducah last
Hedges were returned by the grand Monday, and every day since then!
jury when they made 'their report to has been Darning the local amateur,
Judge Fryer in the Nicholas as well as the roeefsionahjuki be.enln circuitaesslon s. 
and it 
pt
Is surprisitg what interest te.
has created. Three Co four times afor nine days and-bas cream:at-El over
200 witneases, but were unable to 'day some struggling Individual is
astertain who any of the members of brought into the Sun OMCP by a posse
the mob welt, who went to the home of ydung fellows demanding the Mr.
of Hedges and killed ' him on the Baffles editor to establish his Identity.
night of March 21. and hardly had the stranger come to
In their report, however, .they re-,town this week who has not been ap-
turned five indictments. all charging preached a dozen times with the m>.-
minor offense, except two. One was tie words, "are YOu not Mr. Raines:"
returned against Cassius Price.1 The ladies are In the pursuit. too.
tharging him with murder. the and some amusing incidents are told.
charge growing out Of the killing of r , their attempts to watlay him. Is
James weliams, :welch occurred in 'Wellle•s. MO MOrnialt a well known
Henryville. near here, last Sunday' young lady sale- to Mr. Charlie
morning. 1 Weil le "1 am Mother Tar-MT Riess, I
have you seen him!"
I
The ())calne Menace, - I "Sure.- replied that genial. joke'
A new-temptation, the rorainelloving individual, "there he Is over
habit, menaces adolesence. Dr. Chas.Ithere now. I think." pointing to a
Harrington, Secretary of the State:drummer, who had juat come in.
Board of Health. find lecturer at Her-I-That our has been In hers three
yard, set forth The evils of the drugltimes this morning, and evert time
and Its growing rise In various forms it. has on a different suit of clothes.
among boys, at the Harvard Modical!I know he is Mr. Raffles,"
Society on the evening of 5aturday.1 , NV:thole 'farther ado, the young
April 26. Cocaine numbs the mera'llady crossed over to the Man, and
peinciplits. and leads to premature and rapped him' on the shoulder with
graves by way of the Insane asyloms.1 a copy of The Sun.
The cocaine victim is herd to reclaim. "You are the Mysterioun Mr.Raf-
because he has no desire tp be re- ,Iles of the Rvening Sun," said she.
claimed. Dr. Harrington has him-1 It was indeed mysterious to the
self obtained preventive legislation.; man, as his embarrassed actions evi-
which has just gone into effect. dented. The young lady saw bee
against cocaine in the form of A sup- mistake.. and Mr. WPLIe saw only
pfement to the drugs act in Massa- the humor of the situation. but Im-
chtinctts, forbidding its sale in any i ntediately broke for the elevator for
form PIC f̂ pt on • doctor's order. He the third floor.
'deserves the gratitude of parents an Col. Harry Rhodes. of Rhodes-Rnr-
'of the public generally.—Boaten 1ford. also had an amusing experience
Pilo t 1which he tells with groat glop. A
!gentleman approached Mtn at his





1 A Ishd:ord in lb, firg)l'atols or
ie.litland had a '*C111)fter.' (*.AAA!. A,10
!paid hlui ten shillings a year as Ir at
for the little farm. Al the 1.11,1 of
lo• 1•1.1ond year the tenant came tip
Its.' :aildierd nod said that be was not
aide tip pay- more than the shilliesel
a %ear, rops had 1114'11 Immu. The
landlord agr,eil t:r this.
At the und-ur the eel year the
teriant appeared before the landlord
again and ...comp:email that tiling,'
sere in ih• so urmuorl, %Alb him *Lit
Its ass most alpha to pis) ovii
.antlIspid stared 10-iet him rs tit
free. 41 the uppil of the footth seir
ti-flat t ithef.'itiort• appeared bellore
the s rit and said:
-Co!toa.•',. if yeti 41,111 hull. meet
bare I"' have to twee "
phis, Ledger.
Pa. The 'Itstallr, rn‘ sAt. is













As he will be in the park in the
afternoon between 2 and 5 o'clock
and will visit the concessions.
-
Fellr  Your Cimocer to Send You Nothing But --














W 11 not heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
BRADL, BR 0$ Paducah, Kentuck• oilitobsosissanscame
'-
















If you are looking for actiOn,
something of the marvelous, ex-
citement and mystery, you will
suffer no disappointment in read-
ing "The Vanishing Fleets." It
pulsates and vibrates with life,
and is a quickener of patriotism.
Americans are credulous and
Mr. Norton has the genius to
tell • wonderful story and to
keep readers in a delightful state
of mystification and expectancy.
21rooklyn
When you are gifted with an
Imagination turn it loose; don't
hamper It; let it cavort. The
results may be astonishing even
paralyzing to the normal concep-
tion - but there will be some
doing. One concludes that
this policy of emancipation was
followed by the author •of "The
Vanishing Fleets." If this story
is any indication of Mr. Norton's








ILL IlcITRATCD •Ity NORTON
CO••••4.,R,SIS *I Foe • ••• r •
This Charming Story Commences
in The Evening Sun Tomorrow.













The story is full of dramatic in-
cidents and ingenious surprises,
not too dramatic or too ingenious
or too surprising to win the quali-
fied belief that one accords to well-
imagined and plausible fiction.
Salt Lake City Tribune
This is a novel with a purpose,
and the story is one of the most
ingenious that we have seen for
a long time. It is full of the
liveliest sort of imagination. It
is altogether a great story, and
when the things it describes
come to pass we shall all get
over our belligerent notions.
Seattle Past -Intelligent-err
Mr. Norton's romance of a war.
with Japan is enough to send a
quiver of La...itegiient thrOugh_the
reader. The romance is born to
be a winner,
liedleeirall Feeds la reenter* .tela.
Interesting reperts have been re-
celtid of Dr Stein, who is traveling
en Central Asia. CAM February tie
seerted theeigh the devert for the
ease of ehe chit er Tutiletang. on the
seeeteru (estetiseg of Kamm, folleeeng
the relate travereed by Mere° Polo
and by the leiddhist pegrisit. Naivete
allag• six centuries before the yea,-
llan explorer. Five date march from
the oasis the ruins of sone. match-
er...be re wen' Met with The ?Neater
or a g gentle suns it well etinuecied
Oen'. and A sturt investigation Stille-
'ed rhAt they were remnants of a
sy•tr•m 'relieve defense which gen-
crane resembled the great *all of
teerta. At Tunkussg Mane interest-
lug discoverits were made among Ito'
rules of tape fortification*, which were
beet two emiturlee before Christ. and ebrunbelo.
for :ion years were reittlarly held by







aII .-aiore Hein Selmer doconseats
a al. 'hey' nthele eiferree to the
diepoeltIon of the temps, sillily orders,
etc Dr Stein was &tee Ti flx the
route taken by the groat wall for a
distance of I le miles.
Dr stein inuteeeed.d In Muting A
number of most intereartIng fludrihtat
nionentents Lu the neighborhoo4. with
teey Iterortifel trete-nee and ecolourte,
reeetnblitig thos . deeesvcred at Ken,
tan. Tie y testify to the 11011re-belle
state of Buddhism even in the
days whin it Bret penetrated
China.---Loadon (England,
Is to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with-
out them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mot her
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Felon& by its pene-
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea? nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
Its weight in gold." $1.00 per
bottle of druggists. Book containing
valuable information mailed free.






Distilled in the spring 'of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•
For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is , nothing superior
elarriage et'
is
doeotation of the plate, u exerelent
the abeence of damp and the aberilute l Vegetables for Tables of Boys at Pan-hind' by the Clear se
 were, thanks to
pre** teatime Fiend ds ref stripe of t ama May be Raised in Own Gardens
liagsbeo, Mae" of ,owatel and meter la I
of siet e re feline overed wilt char-
•
Wiietffrin en-. D. C, kity ii lace
„dente' to the work of digging the tee
rcittele It Paniteme the canal commis-
!Mon Is belughle to light other meet-
:bilitles for this tropical meek of 'land.
The latest of these is tbe raising of
vegetables, the common garden ve-
riety, such as grew in mother's back
yard up here in the 'Antes. Otto ot
tee 'forres of hainereckn‘er that pre-
vails emote; the ditch dergers Is a
petelonale kneeing for the good old
string beans tbey used to hate before
they went to Panama. or the succu-
lent cucumber, or the delicious fresh
green pea.
In order to establieh a supply of
thew dr leacies and keep the workers
from norkeig back to the. old home
up north Dr Henry le Schultz has
•mahlisheti a garden of ten error--
shich is short!) to be enlarged to fie
tern—as an experimental station for
the conenieston.
Plenty to Eat.
Aa • licensed horticulturiet ticURA
delfrininetrated that hereafter the canal
uorkers Van have tomatoes, egg plant.
FAMOUS HOPE
DIAMOND.IS SOLD
1 The famous Hope diamond, latter-
ly owned bye Joseph Frankees Sons
company of New York, has been sold
here. it is reported, for $400,000. It
is believed to have been bought fur
the Sultan of Turkey.
Sale is Confirmed.
Joseph Frankel Sons of 576 Fifth
avenue, who owned tre famous Hope
diameend, confirmed the report of its
saisiWParis. They bought the gem
seven years ago and it had long been i
a white elephant on their hands.;
charles Schwab, J. J. Hill. former
Senator Wellani A. Clark, J. P. Mor-
gan and several her wealthy Amer.'
icaus consulted with Mr. Frankels;
over the purchase of the diamond'
from time to time, but they could not
agree on a price and so roueh capital:
was tied rip en the stone that four;
diamond houses were forced to the l
wall during the late financial panic.
Simon Frankel brought the Hope
diamond to this country in the fall
of Mil. lie bought the gem from
Lord Francis Hope through Adolph
Well of London. The purchase
price, it was stated at the time, was
61,50,0010. The Frankels offered it
for sale to various American million-
aires for 5250,0011.
Diatnood Ls Inherited,
Lord Francie Hope inherited the
diamond from his mother, to whom it
had ben left by her father, Henry T.
Hope, a well-known banker of Am-
sterdam. Lord Francis Hope at the
time he offered the diamond for sale
was said to be on the verge of bank-
ruptcy. The Frankele heard of his
plight, and Simon Frankel went to
London to negotiate the purchase of
the world-famous gem.
IThe Hope diamond weighs 4414 '
karats. It is of a brilliant sapphire
'blue. cut "cushion shaped,- and is
about one inch square. Its color is
unrivaled among the jewels of the
world, and for three-quarters of a cen-
tury various European monarchs
have coveted It. ;
The Hope family would not hear of
its sale until Lord Francis Hope got.
into money difficulties, following his
marriage to May Yohe and subse-,
quent divorce. The Duke of New-•
wile. brother. of -Lord Francis Hope,
prevented the sale of the diamond
the period of his kinsman's In-.
Igor the actress. lAter he
ass to keep the damond in
Staten From Indian Rajah
The splendid stone was stolen from
the crown of an Indian rajah early
l
in the seventeenth century. In 1642
it was taken to France by the famous
traveler, Tanevrier. It then weighed
112,ee karate. Louis eV. purchased
it and Louis XV. wore It In a collar
of the Order of the Golden F:eece.
It was stolen during the strenuous
days of the French revolution and
cut into four stones, the larger one of
which is the Hope diamond. The
Nee diamond and the Brunswick dia
mond, the latter ownerl by the Duke
or Brunswick, were the smaller gems
cut from the original stone.
1908 Strates
Ready for Your Inspection
You'll be interested right now in at least
catching a glimpse cf the styles that will predomi-
nate this summer. We invite you to take a look.
The illustration shows two classy new Yacht
shapes whizh will be wo7n extensively this season.
The Negligee s fc braid pul-down will also be in
high favor.
Our showing ia more extensive than ever be-
fore and we feel assured you will experience no
diffizul!y in selecting a becoming thipe.
The Ludlow 'straw at $3, $3 50 and $4
thins the same high standard of excellence in
quality and style %hich characterizes the soft and













"I have a friend," he said, "who
has one queer habit. This habit has
Its strongest Influence on special
days when hi' cover, what he calls
the cocktail route. By that he means
starting down on Fifth avenue about
Twenty-third street. and working by
easy drink stages up to about Fifty-
ninth street.
i "He walks along the avenue Incontemplate n until he Sees someparticularly proud person seated in
a motor car or carriage coming to-
'ward him. Then he sitnply stares
until he gets the person's eye and
then bows. You know hew people
'ME GREAT. It:remise:yes and then' atenuttntanees.
My filen/ Is especially pleased when
Who Knows They;he gets some proud old boy napping
and the fellow returns his silute and
then realizes he's stung.
"By the time he strikes the Fifty-
ninth street plaza my friend's likely
to be bowing to .dilvers and cabmen."
"See here, Hans: you used to come
In here every night, after your wife
died, and drink eight (Sr ten beers to
drown your sorrow: now, you've been
here an hour and haven't finished one
—have you forgotten the poor Wo-
man already?—Fliegende Bletter.
First Legislator—After the rail-
roads?
Second Legislator—Yes; I ship
compel thet_i to ran over enough cows
a year tb give a farmer a living.—
Judge.
"I 'see that a Conneetirgo, farmer
hasodo r...t his automobile IP sawingw.
"That looks to me like a great
name have escaped him, as he thinks, scheme for obviating tire trouble:.
celery, lettuee, carrots, beans of all like the homely carrot or plain bean' waging about months later? Then 
for the minute. —Cleveland Peeln Dealer.
  they are tossed into the waste bag- "Even 
too.
the
ket. Tfilenly"naraen; rt ilaksy 1 likely t   fati o B
ut a man never growls when he
, 
l
RUSSIAN EMPRESS' ROMA:VCRS. she is admired because her clos
est 
for it
;friends are not safe from her wit and 1 
"Lots of people are careless about as the men. beinio,e thecre surer of 
tees the lione
--- e 
Prim-sem illkeesearolf Den- satire Many a social engagement is 
petting stamps On envelops and paper
and tirend Duke 
wrappers. The result is that often IIIMMIIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111101mek 
1 broken on account of such wornen,i
Aleteasider. f tlood nature, like other desirable at
-before the stamp has been canceled j REITARLISHEIll 1874,
It has fallen off the letter is held
up at the other end of the line until
postage Is paid.
"A great many more folks pet on
lends, eternmberteladighee and a lot
of (Aber things if they ale merely
take rite trouble to cultivate them.
Peatewill ptobahly have to be grafted
on a native plant of the same family
to grow well, but even that will be
done If necessary. Next year experi-
ments are to be made with melons.
It is likely that even these will
flourish.
There are a lot of little things to
hinder the development of the vege-
tables which are not met with up in
the staters, according to Dr. Schultz's
report. Mere are myriads of ante, a
dozen kinds of elegise, no one knows
how many kinds of insects. But all
ot there are not sufficient to eat up
the profits of a well econchicted gar-
den, for the canal employes eat raven_
ously of these choice products after
it tang siege of cold etorage food.
They scorn pineapples and bananas
and ail the fruits that we pay to ship
green into the United State*, although
they can get them frest from the
tree.
It only goes to show that as an
agent of civilization there's nothing
'tributes, can be cultivated. One can
educated to accept little annoy-
How ninny people Stre aware that be
the the 41, Marie 
anees with complacency. The vic-
tor . ve  dis reeable thtng Ives
levodorovna. of Bustle. the Czar's
mother, who is at present In this
rountry visiting her sister, Queen
Alexandta. and who hopes to make
her brine' in Eng:and, provided one
of the most pathetic love stogies in
the annals of royalty?
Before the Empress, who was Prin-
yeas Dagmar. of Denmark, married:
Alesander III., she was engaged to'
his elder brother, the CearevItch. In
Igee, at Nice. the Grand Duke Neel-
olas fell from his horse and MRS se.
badly -injured that his lite was de-
spaired of. His fiance hastened to
him and never left his side till he;
breathed his last. The suet-eaten to'
the throne devolved on the Grand
Duke Ateeander.
He stood by. the deathbed of the
Csavevitch. who, In the presence of
the Reseterer and Empress. planed the
hand of the weeping Print-ens into
Seeing to her with almost his last
words.- "Marry my lotother, he is
as true as crystal. and I wieh It."
Enforced by political reasons, this
bequest was .aw to the bereaved girl.
—Tit-BIts
Donal Nature.
Good nature la one of the here RR.
Pet. p woman can have. A good na-
tured woman is alseleir welcome, even
when MS is rather elow-witted, and
woman of the opposite class is to
he dreaded and shunned, because
whatever brightness she posaesses
of the personal and reining kind
Many a woman, brilliant and entei-




strength to meet the next two, and 
too much postage. They slip on two
when th philosophy that teaches one 
or three stamps to a package that re-
to
e
 remedy inn when
 a remedy m
,
i(quiriensdoolneinet otnok takTehetyhearetrotouoblebustoy
possible and &crept the incurable ones
)r
with fortitude are! good nature, is 
have the package weighed and And
learned, :Ire is comparatively amooth. 
out how much postage the package
requires.
"If too little postage is put oh R
letter Uncle Sam simply holds It up
at the other ead until the postage
due has been paid. But If too much
Is put on Uncle Sam simply pockets
the excess to whirh he is not en-
titled and says nothing.-
Waite of Stampoi.
"If we waste other things the way
we do stamps.- said a stamp clerk
the other day. "we Amerksans are
just about the most wasteful people
on the face of the earth."
"Uncle Sam is much more than half
half a million dollars in pocket every
year as a result of carelessess In the
use of stamps The government
never loses anything by such careless-
ness and always gains," he told the
Chicago Tribune.
"How many stamps do you put
loose In a drawer of your desk or in
a corner of your pocketbook and
never think of again until you come
across them, aged and torn, while rum
apoke the Truth.
The resolute parent stood with the
uplifted slipper.
"Johnny." he exclaimed. sternly,
"this butts me more than It does
you."
Atid for once the resolute parent
was rIght.The slipper was two sizes
too small for him and he had six
corns and a bunion.—Chicago News.
"What's that noise.'" asked the
visitor In the apartment house.
"Probably someone in the dent-
ist's apartments below getting a
tooth oue-
You may be sere of one thing and "But this seemed to cotne from the
thee IS you can't be too sure of any- floor above."
thing. 1  "Ali! then Ws probably the Pop-
leys' baby getting a tooth in,"—Phila-
delphia Pres.
- — — •
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ICE! ICE!
Bee that you get Correet
Weights' scales on all
wagons
Independent Ice Co.
Tenth and Niadio , r
Both Photos 154
ICE! ICE!
Mr. Subtle (meter engaging cook)
"There's one other thing I suppose
You should know, Mew Flannigan,
my wife is a chronic invalid, con-
fined to her bed."
Miss Flannigan "That's fine' I
wee steely./ abs might be wan Iv thim
chronic kickers that ar're confined
th' Whom, begobs!"- Pack.
This season's buds may be next
season's wall flowers.
A mane secret Is power ellfile/after
a woman knows he Met It. -
are. Even if that man who is riding
lis cocksure he doesn't know t4te per-
'son on the sidewalk h I bow In-
stinctively. If he is isn't absolutely
sure he'll bow for fear of hurting the,
'feelings of someone whose face and
.tiare
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
CIVITED STATES DEPOSITORY.
PADUCAH. K E \TUCK Y.
Capital. Semples and terellytded Pronto  sami,noo 00
Shareholder. iteepr•oethil It y  . 200,000 00
Total Hesposisibillity to Depositors 0)0.000 00
8 8., HEGRES. President. J08. a. FRIEDMAN, Vice Preiddesit.
J. C. UTTERS/ICE. cashier. C. E RICRATIOSolit, Amt. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID ON TUNE DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. R. ANSTACTIER, R. R. IEUtiflEit, S. A. FOWLER, J. L. FRIED.
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Account. of Individuals a no1 Arms Isoi lel tool. We appreciate
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MARQUIS, the world'sgreatest Mind Reader
will make Tuesday, May 19
at 4 p. in. one of his famous
and dangerous blindfolded
automobile drive Mind read-
ing tests, in the execution of
which he will, while blind-
folded, drive an automobile
through the crowded thor-
oughfares of Paducah and
find a pin, previously hidden






Demonstrator of Physiologico-Psychological Phenomena
and Mental Magnetic Manifestations
The King of Fun Makers
In a two and a half hour performance of hypnotism consisting of 42 numbers of comedy, inter-
mingled with scientific demonstrations of Hindoo mysteries—delving into the dark occult sci-












A PRIZE of One Hun-dred Dollars will be
given away at the perform-
ance Monday night, May 18,
to the person holdipg the
lucky number, the numbers
having been previously dis-
tributed to all purchasecs of
tickets bought before 6 30 p.
m. Monday.
No free list.
Ticket sale begins Mon-
day, 10.00 a. m.
t




Will visit our store Friday and
Saturday nights
$150 Reward if You
Catch Him in Our Store
See our great ad in today's Sun for
an extraordinary Suit Sale noon.
L b. SANDERS &CO.
GENERAL INSURANCE 
Old Pheoe 765
Office 318 South Sixth
hew Moot 62
6INE 115 A StIARL OF YOUR BUSINESS
!NIGHT RIDERS HOLD MAN PRISONER i • Country Vinegar it'. hills or resting under an awn- "No-," answe
red Mr. Siriu. Barker.
I can't say 1 care for the heoks that
WHILE HIS PLANT BED IS SCRAPEDI
Clarksville, Tenn.. May 1, The keep him unaer ward. Guns we
re!
night riders, who scraped the plantlelhibilf'd in his 
preeence. but no vio- i
ilence was offered.
beds of Hadley Alien, Charley.Jack- IOne of his ,kuards asked hint why
eon and Bailey Hunt, near Palmyra. Die had :leper joined the associationd
I  i
seem to have made a clean job. The and Hunt gave his reasons. Nol
farmers re ithiependent tobacco threats were made,. and when the
growers and prominent citizens Of party was ready to leave he was re-
that (Immunity. Ail of the plants leaset
on the three farms, with the excep-1 The telephone wires leading to
Guaranteed pure apple eider. The patient was allovftel two meals are constantly being
 turned out "
40 esnts.
a day, at a in the mooting and 4 in "What literature do )ott prefer?
Two years old. In gallon jugs the afternoon. No liquor •an al- inquired the imperrillous girl.
.owerf him, but be was permitted to
smoke a certain brand of tuba, to
which Dr. Meade himself used. Thy
re suit or this treatment wilLau to make
new men.and %omen out of the pa
tie nte of Meade.— New York Tele-
graph.
M. T. RILEY
124 S. Second St. Phones 477
THF: PIUHILENI (WI LONG UWE.
.bitiefy ii. Lise I./ itea Hawdered Mis. lien —"Jest look here, John!
leaves 114(1 AcIPPears to Be I've found a ten tent piece in this
ItscreaNkag. chicken's craw."
; Mr Hen- "Wa'al thet makes one
lion of two small beds on Jackeon's Claresvfle and paimyra were cut and i Certain New Yorkers akain are authentic case. an' the feet I ever
farm, which were doubt:egg over.;eommu
nit ation to outside points wasIstirred with the laudable ambition to'knnwed. whar &ere wow money in
i looked. were completely destroyde. cut off. 
Who they were, where they keve to he 100 years old. and more if !chickens." -Judge
The riders weet to Allen's' field,leame front, or where they weet, is a:poseible. Thee., New Yorkers, who'
where he had ebout three acres of to mystery. but it is not believed they•are under the leadership Of • pity-
:bacco. and puiled it up. Allen and were neighbor* of the men who sal- deign. have maiiped out c
ourses to
Jackson did not gemw of the ra:d i fered at their hands, '
i until daylight. hnt Hunt was called Mr. Allen so:d about $1.500 worth
Ito) at 2 o'c:ock and held a prisoner of tobacco last ,ear. and his crop this
ilor some time, while the men were year would have amounted to the i One believes in gorging 00 fruit.;
,scraping his plants. !same. Jackson and Hunt's crolniorhile another declares It •is 'Voltam"
1 The plants were near his house, would hate been about the same, bet to him. One woman member of the
,and it is supposed the raiders fearediall three 
men will not attempt toIllundred Year Cub drinks meaty turn-
detection, and thought it safer to raise a crop this season. lieers of water during meals and be-,
I  'tween. while, her husband never
driaks clear water. And so it goes. ,
144111001. COURSE IN MATRIMONY. Tie my. Wandering through corridor' No one has ever been able to give -
— after corridor you get tho;- notion that reasons for remarkably long lives:,
What Makes Mee Baby Whogle7.May. only furriers and coatm
akers were in i Dr. William.fleolke Meade, il re:00st- t
be It's a Mo, thee bulldog and )011 were all read'fed phesirlan In his di'. died at his
to kive ifirthe hunt, especially whenihome in Turnbridge Wells. England.
)ou opened a door marked "Booking in 1642, at the are 'if IIS tears and
OBee" and found that that wasn't two months. Hie birth and death at's
agency-. which hae eiflleee on the third 
matters of roe ord. so there is no :OF!It Eten the head of the deteceive'
;take about his age.
follow whith 111.4 toc:lere sill resti3
In keg life. While one will eat no
meat, .anothe r eats nothing eller.
door, eou:dn'tlind the correspondence This Extraordinarv man walasked
School of Matrlineneal Education: it scores
 oftimes how  
he' prolonged his
.
above all else, no for-damn swindle at last, on the top floor, was a 
door
; life and he was never aisle to tel.,
Siemer*. Floc-Vend Week, wito-are the marked mysteriously .• — -- - 
••( s or M. 
but answered vaguely that It Prole-
E
1
brains of the institution, said that in Entrance." wed you had It. 
- --:
lably was because he never worried.
Just theme words the erst thing yes- Busily 111111111fled on Inc Job w"te i Dr. Meade smoked a Mite. which will f
terday afternoon when kindly asked Wm*. Flack. Arnoidt and Rachel. 'gratify tobacco users, anti practiced;
13 tell all. Their full names are When the faculty heard what was as a physician after he was 140 years'
Julius Week and Hugo Finch, and as wanted there was a tense silence for old. Meade's methods were simple
they told them yestgrday Raelle:• a full minute, and then Br. ;reach and are folldived by many doctors at
their typewirter girl, sneezed. Sh" spoke goftfrin English, translated into this dav. He believed in diet, open
bad she has la grippe. , it gh (14 rman. Evid• ntly his vie" air exercise and cleanliness.
This Correspondence School of Mat-
temocial Education aims to educate
you up 4,o the point of getting mart-led.
so that once you get away wilh it
you'll have sense enough to stay mar-
ried. That, at Iced. Is one of W.,: "This school," he said, and he up until he had almost reached the
Many thing's the school ;s going to hacked againet the %VHF, defiantly,' bursting point, then with red and
do when it really gets into its stride te no for-damn swindles " hioated fate and body and short
Just at present it is merely 
a baby "..
' We are going to ?tart a 
wa_lbreath he would have himself taken
I
t() Dr. Mesde at Turnbridge We le.Me, too, which I, .totteli more. than
i
the American ;Magatine, Mieneey'
41 Meade made him take cc hath night
t end morning. He forted him to go
nes hi 11 bega '45
andNi 
h
sgatzini e, thiej (:enttearty , the Dronaedcwaiy. 
tce bed at swivel. and arise with the
lark, spend all his time walking over
One! Arnoldt, who is the brains of the
publiebIng departm. at
"And maybe we buy a entire
huilliing with printing presees.- sug-






IT DRAWS to itself the
small change which you for-
merly scattered. It starts a
growing bank account and
creates a fund whiei will
nail, make you In lereDdent.
Malt• that !Iry Dop•olt





You ought to Maws in the first place
that th!s Correspondence- School of
Mate-anemia! Education, which le just
;ceding under way on the top floor of
the old building at the corner of
Broadway- and Thirteenth street, is
first reader echool, as it were, inas-
much as the equipment consetas prin-
cipally of 'Messrs. Welch, Flock, Ra-
chel and Colonel Arnoldt and an of-
fice simply decorated with a pick edi-
tion of the Long Island Railroad titue
tubte posted flat to the east wall. The
dimensions of the otelec are so planned
correspondence school one sits in, one
may read the entire list of fine vint
on the time table Sitting' in the
rorthweet corner of the echool,
you can tell that the 4,07 COPS at
Sayville on signal Just as well as you
can see It tram that side of the edul
rational institution not occupied be
the modest relltop dusk Even if you
choose the other chair, the one lam'-
(host from the window, there staring
you In the fare is the information that
No 7 drops Ito club smoker at Pat-
chogue.
Whrn the befitting on Bro4tdwn`
was entered yesterday no cne seemed
eter to have heard of the Correapond-
ence School of Matrimonial Mut*
• but that le tuitause.. !t hat been
el what should he done on so extra- In his day few Britons bothered
ordinary as oecarion met w'th ai . themselves about taking flaths. A
prove, because fie straightway •--e- fat. lazy 'squire would gorge himself
Van fearlessly to be interviewed. He with must and drink and go embattled
arose to Make his opening temarks for many months. He would swell
THE SUN'S NNW 5TOBT,
•
"And sewn we build homes for the
widows and erphene that belong to
out school of metrimonial edurateini" I
added Mr. /loch. American Ingenuity
"And this ain't so for-damn rain-
Meet" ihterptleated the eatire facet,- 
VS.
te. "We show the opening pamphlet
ea the P....Wooster and he look it over The \World's Navies
and tie' Say, 'This thing, she ran go
through thefwileall bales.' We are
honest. ttlitytkl.a Is hon-st.'•
First of "to Ono who deeiree the
A rl vantages of the eorreapondenee The Vanishing Fleets
School ge Mettrimoshil 10ducation, one.
sends In a $10 hill. After that, I
Meagre Week and Floch said yester-i 
day, eoanffet educabed steadily for






"Well, give me the Egyptian Were.-
glt pilfer "
"But yousau•I read them "
"That's what I like about, them.
I'm not expected to "- Washington
Star.
Pet .11311gpstor.
Dr. Ed Gilsion. the druggist. ot
Ninth anti Broadway has rure,‘,r1
irf allirator from a friend In Florkla.
The gagman is the feet k leneth
%rev virtue dies as 'loon as it vaunts
Itself. • en 1
THE HIKVIKET or A
woow Titti,b7T
Is solved If Jou corn" here for )0ar
perfumeries-. toilet preparations and
artteles. Our assortment of these
contains all the standard alai.. and
none or the inferior or injurious
kinds. We take pleasure In lo,611ing
tit to examine 'orb daftly wares,
know you will enjoy looking as
mem% as we do showing.





If you buy it car for what It will
dp--nut what the salesman says
&trout it—you buy the Ford, for lay
actual use le,4100 cars havr proven
that the Ford will cover more miles
Model ..S" Itoodster, 4-cydedet,
13 N. P., $730.
Other Models ler $600 to $2,800
for less; money mein any other car, even at a considerately higher price.
Twenty•eve to Xi miles per gallon of gasoline, 5,000 to 15,000 miles pc r
set of tires, repairs less than 4115.00 per year: that's what the ulcer eaves
First cost lewexte maintenance cost lowest, efficiency highest: that's
why they call the Ford a quality car.
FOREMAN ISIl08. ELECTRIC CO.
FORD -The car that lasts longer and costa least while It hats.
Automobilists and Boat Owners
SPECIAL NOTICE
We have secured the services of C. D. ROBINdON.
of Sf', bouts, to repair every description of. Gaso-
line Engine'', such as automobiles and gasoline
boats and gasoline engines of every description.
We make a 'specialty of adjusting mixing valves
and carbertoars, at the lowest prices in the city.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Work called for and
delivered vrithatft extra charge. .' .• .• .•
Mechanics Foundry and Machine Co.













ls now one of the dearest demd!! les selling and other himmer-
cial business Is more or less fluctuating and uncertain; and ni,th-
lug is mitre <erten() than death;
Consequently,
High Grade Life Insurance
Is today the cheapest, mutest and lest inveatuient in the realm of
finance and commerce;
Therefore
BUY AT ONCE Policy in
The Great New YorK
Life Inurance Co.
f riiiaLl.,n as Lu rates fir men apil •tanen and the best
form or poilicy adapted to your age and conditlen, in SOWN of
$5,000 to $100,000 each
APPLY 'PP
M. B. NASH, Agent
All pieties In this conippny are incontestable from date of issue.
BIT TIM) silltEWD.




(Berkeley, Cal.. Daily Reporter.)
In view of the commonly accepted
theories it seems to us that the fo)-
lowing facts that are within the per-
sonal knowledge of the editor de-
mand presentation. .
A few months ago we were advised
that a child of a personal friend of
the editor's, living in a Han Joaquin
ranee_ city, had Bright's Disease and
that the family physician, who is also
known to us. gave the family no hope.
We suggested that he be sent ltera-
turf concerning the new treatment. Washington. D. C., May
it was sent. portiug to the state department from
This was several months ago. We Amsterdam, Consul Henry If. Morgan
are now advised that it promptly says that possibly no country of
took hold of the case and that the im- Europe had been relatively affected
provement has been so marked that so disadvantageously by the recent
recovery is now imminent. itinancial crisis In the United States
The family physician, upon noting as the Netherlands. largiey on ac-
the abnormal change, wanted to count of the total oreiension er the
know what was bell] gdone. Being diamond trade. Whereas the exports
told he advised by all means to go's:sr the sparklers in 1906 amounted to
on with it., I $11,633.352, in 19117 they fell off to eliminate it for farms, 
and. second.
The authorities declare chronic only $7,452,604. to devise means for replanting
 the
Bright's Disease- Incurable. Do not' People who are looking for bar- open lands.
the-numerous recoveries under this gains in stones will, however. he It is predicted that t
he adoption of
treatment demand a new adjustment hints, be disappointed, as ,prices will a forest policy will do muc
h to
establish permanency of flow in North
Carolna streams, and thus increase
the efficiency of water powers, and
stop the'alarmipg erosion of soil, due
to floods from forest denudation.
NETHERLANDS '
adapted' to this state's soil and cli-
mate.
North Carolina.
With its forests ranking third In
HARD HIT BY TIMES 
3.1fis industrial importance, North Caro-
COUNTRY Stasi REPORT. 
lins has recently awakeepd to the ne-
ie-sity for perpetuating her furniture
and lumber manufactusies by adopt-
ing a &finite forest policy of preser-
Hai illation and care,
In cooperation with the United
States forest service the state pro-
poses not only to give a praetleal ex-
hibition of what scientific forestry
means, but glso to reclaim more than
750.000 acres of wild swamp land
which the state board of education
owns. This work will be conducted
jointly 'the state board of educa-
tion, the state geological survey, and
the forest service', W. W. Ashe, a
government. forester , will be in
charge.
The prob.eni to be solved is two-
fold, first. to determine the portion
of land suitable for agriculture and
of our beliefs?—Berkeley, eat, Daily
Reporter.
I sent for this treatment for cases
here and will give full information._
W. B. McPherson, Paducah. Ky.
dozen chick' us of the canary bird I THE CIIII'RCH IN ALASKA.
she. . I a
"'Here you are, twelve prime Story of Adventure's sad Heroic 
Re.
broilers.' be said, with a leer. ,Ugiosni Work In Minnie Nerds.
"'(Jo ahead,' mid the hotel man —
calmly, 'anther dozen.' - A story of heroic adventure in
e "The rest &men was of 
necessity Alaske. twice with the temperature
argyle • 72 degrees below zero, while he was
I direu•sion of a custom oScer's ...(lo on.' said the hotel mak. 
struggling for his life in a hole 'ln
tulles: 'Keep on piric/In the but.' 
the Yukon river, was told by Arch-
but not too "The' pest dozen was Ilse and 
deacon Hudson Stunk in a lecture
• overreaches Plump. and the next comprised the 
before the Churchman's club at the
4 
• • eiggest and fattest or the 
chit-keret. eNtw Carrollt
on Hotel.
orie of Miele Sam's custom offic-
e noted fortis is unmask-
tor smugglers. said the Other day in
. "One must be shrewd.
;hr• ad; otherwise one
Oneself. Ithe Capt. Harrow of Isis.-
ierough.-. -
' "Capt. Harrow of Isleeboroush
was trading In Key West in a small
easel. Business took him iin the
loam to ?snipe Hay, and he bought
evenly desin chickens from • farm-
at $1 a doses. .
' "The chickens WWII all sizes—
tome a few days old and So bigger
an canary birds: some fat had,
rge like turkey gobblers. The
"'Keep right on picking them 
At the outset the archdeacon said
out, captain.' that 
Alaska had three sections which
"Then at last Captain Harrow law 
were distinct, net only In climate, but
he* he had overreached himself. In 
nearly every other particular.
The hotel man bought his whole let First he too
k up the southwestesrn
of chickene at CI, and thus the cap-,c
oaet and told of a trip of 1.000
tab, in" on the stwe,„intion $20 in!iniles among the indentations and of
cash, to say nothing of feed and la- 
the great beauty of the peaks of
bor."--Ciacinnati Enquirer. 
rowintains that rise for thousands of
feet out of the sea. He then went
Into the interior country' along the
Yukon River, which rises at a great
11 •
PI o nia it a , Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thei
The Lips*, Quarter.
Li of




be maintained at the old level,
through influence of the diamond
"trust."
Coe rutrio.
The modern piano is a marvel of
constructive skill. An expert of the
forest service has figured out the
various kinds of wood used in -Rs
manufacture, and declares that just
as many species we represented in
the pallor grand as are used in build-
ing an cieean steamship. Piano man-
ufacturers draw on the world's for-
ests (or their material.
The life of a piano—the sounding
board—Is invariably spruce; the
frame, which holds the strings taut
and must endure the strain of tons, Is
always of elm; the visible beauty of
the exterior comes from veneering of
any of the costly woods such as ma-
hogany, walnut, resewood, oak or
ash, which bides the less beautiful
but necessary' yellow poplar. The
action. with Its innumerable levers.
bridges, hammers, be( kstops and
shanks must be of melee and cedar.
Excepting the finest quality of
foreign woods, brought in for the ve-
neer, the Toned Service declares
that the United States can furnish
every other necessary wood..
Mt 01 them. He was very shrewd ng you the healt e, h the more Melt-
e it a trade. '4 us than jewels. Try them fer head-
"Well, at Key West a hotel man ache, billoweeess, cotuitipation and
same aboard and looked the chick-
'nit over.
" 'They are fine birds,' he said.
How much!.
" 'jf >on pick them oat yourself;
aid Captain Harrow shrewdly.
cave to charge you $6 • dosen• If
- pick them out, I can let you have.
left fur e3.'
"'All right. You pit k theta out,'
• aid the hotel man.
"Captain !farrow picked owt a'
malaria. Ifstbey dh•appoint you the
prim will be cheerfully refunded at
all druggists.
Mrs. Cobwigger —"SO you think
you would be happier if we were in
swirly?"
Fre 641 -"I would be at Christ-
mas. ma. I know some boys in the
smart nee and they all have at least
two papas to gar- I m presents."--
Smart 14e1.
I OUR DRIVER IS CAREFUL
I Both I llityrivas 200. 110 7St I ?mirth St.
thir driver's duty in,Indes more than merely calling
for your soiled linen and returning the packages after
we have laundered it. lie is required to ruiike regular
calls upon our customers, to carefully mark the owner's
name on the bundle as he receive it, to avoid any
chance of error, to carefully note any r•quest made and
to report it to us for attention and to give at all times
polite, prompt service to our customers. You'll appre-




We carry the largest and most complete line.
of Mantels in the city, and invite you to get
our prices before buying.
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO
IN ••••pcb•wil•d I
"The t-41()uf..e Of Quality"
422-424 Broadway Phones 176
the sonthwest coast, but winds north-
ward and* westward for 2.500. miles
before it gets to the Behring Setae si
The most interesting part of has
lecture was that which dealt with
the third, or farthest north. part of
the eountry. The church, he said,
has a mission that is ten miles north
of the arctic (trete. The missionary
work in .Vaska, he said, cost many
tiniest that in any other part of the
world because of the great expense
of everything. A log church which
he showed cost $3,000 to build be-
cause the carpenters .had to be paid
$1.26 an hour and the laborers $1
an hour, aud every other detail of
the expenses was in the same pro-
portion.
The particular duty that falls to
Archdeacon Shuck is to Visit one after
another or the missions, and he is
thus on the go all the time. He
travels as much, perhaps, as any
other person in Alaska. He has
driven one pack of dogs 6,000 miles
over the mow. The Alaska reindeer.
he said. Is not a good riding animal
nor good for pulling sleds, and be
does not play the part In the life
there that he does among the Laps
and Eskimos of Greenland, Ind Ice-
land. For meat, though, he said Diet
the reindeer was likely to grow In
Importance in Alaska, as the herding
of them is one of the pursuits that
is 'being followed more and more
since-the government has encouraged
the idea by having a study made of
the subject.
The most thrilling story that Rev.
Mr. Stuck told was of his fall Into a
hole in . the Yukon River. He ex-
plained that even with the tempera-
ture 72 degrees below zero there arp
places where the current is so swift
that the water does not freeze, and
if at all, only the surface. It was In
such a place as this that he fell to his
waist. If his footgear and lower
clothloss had failed to keep, out the
ater and the slightest bit had gotten
In, he said, his legs would have been
frostbitten. but he came out illin-
harmed.---lialtiniore Run.
Rest Healer In the Wtvrid.
Rev. le Starbird. of East Ray-
mond, Maine, says: have used
Ilitcklen's Arnica Salve for several
rears. on my old army wound, and
other obstinate sores. and find it the
best healer in the worki. 1 use It too
with great success In my veterinary
Mediu-es." Price 25c. at all drug
ghee.
Mr resteott—Why, what are you
en ing about, dear?
Mrs. Justeott---Oh, George! The
mtee have got Into the pantry and
eaten up a beautiful custard pie
made myself!
Mr. Jeatcott —There, there! Don't
cry over a few little mIcel—Western
Christian Advocate.
"I don't know what Is going to
become of .you when you grow
Harold." said a father to his sir year-
old hopefiel. "Yon are never **Wi-
ned with anything."
"Oh. I know," replied the little
.fellow. "rm going to be a reformer,
like Uncle Get:uric — Chicago News
"I bare never loved before," he
ci
'Weil ' she replisd. "I am not
running a kindergarten "--- -Bohent
taa.
Weight of Battleship.
The nay) department has Inaugur-
ated the policy et reducieg the
weight of the battleships as far as
poesible b; the removal of some of
the boats and derits, unnecessary
bridges, heavy tops .and masts and
boat cranes. Navgl constructors have
been given instructions to follow out
the idea as far as possible and
the result will probably be the elim-
ination of the miller elaborate super-
structure which iSaractralses Ameri-
can warships..
This Is one tangible result of the
armor-belt controversey. The -"Alps
will be altered whenever any Of them
are at a navy yard long enough to
hare the changes made.
Rhode Island's Formes.
Nayatt Point on Narragansett Bay,
R. I.. where the. Society of St. Vin-
cent de Paul, of Providence. each
Summer gives poor children a sum-
mer outing, Is to be further beauti-
fied by a unique plan of forest plant-
ing. The 'forest service has an ex-
pert at work on a scheme of planting
locust, pine and spruce to act a'
shelter belts and provide coo! shads
depths for the city waifs. The so-
ciety has already planted cottonwood.
An otlidal of the service, speaking I
of this plan, stated *tit; that not-
withstanding the diminutive propore
Dons of Rhode Island,, there were
splendid opportunities for forest
planting, where such a policy would
result tveneficialy. He said that, in-
terest in forest extension had greatly
increased of late years and that al-
ready many private citizens have set
out groves Of chestnut, red oak, white
pine, Scotch pine, Norway spruce.
Norway pine, and European larch. All
I these are weed timber trees and well
A district visitor once went to see
an old Seotsh woman who was dying.
Noticing that her talk was all about
htrself and the minister, he said:
"Well, really, Jennie, I believe you
think there will be nobody in heaven
but yourgelf and the mieister."
"Ate w Pei , " said the old woman,
"an' I'm no' sae sure aboot the min-
Ister."•—eltidge's Library.
Too many men BEV with other men's
e3es.
A man's best efforts will Dever
make him ashamed.
—
HOW TO CURE SKIN DISEASES
Eczema, pimples, dandruff and
itching skin diseases are of local
origin and are caused by tv-rnis. In
qrder to cure these diseases the
germs and their poisons must be
driven to the surface of the skin and
destroyed. Salves and greasy lotions
may give temporary relief. but they
do not destroy the germs that cause
I e .sease, u s has
diecoyered a clean vegetable liquid
remedy that will draw the germs and
theit. poisons to the surface of the
sleff and destroy them, leaving a nice,
clear, healthy skin. This remedy is
known as %emu. and by its many re-
markable cures has attracted the at-
tention of the leading scientists and
skin specialists of this _country and
Europe.
Zemo has been given the most cor-
dial reception by the public of any
similar reniedy ever pftiduced, and it
is recognized as an honest medicine
that makes honest cures,
ifeeno is for sale everywhere. You
can obtain a trial package free by
writing to the E. W. ROSE MEDI-
CINE CO.. St. Louis, Missouri.
Mr. W. J. Gilbert has secured the
agency for Zeno in Paducah and will
glad:, show you proof of some of the
wonderful cures made by this re
maikable remedy.
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-








-04nother Step in (Lei?* IX.rection
SA0E, f-WOMEN'
The manufacturers of La France Shoes
have always made it a study to embody in their
product- the latest Parisian styles, combined
with the best American workmanship. ...;
They have made it possible for every woman to
have a stylish-appearing, mug-fitting shoe that shows off
her foot to the best advantage, and a comfortable
shoe as welt
The La France flexible Welt, for example, responds
immediately to al motions of the foot, but at the same
tine supports it with sufficient firmness.
They are truly elegant shoes, well made, and
serviceable.
We want you to see them and have their obvious








They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped horses are easier
to groom and you are not annoyed by horse haArs when driving. We
have an electric machine and an expert operator and will give you as
good work as can he done, at the regular pi ice.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
Incorporated.)
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
The Best Carriage
Sertice in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give proga• personal at-
tention at all times,
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
The Game of Go.
A book by Dr. L. Pfander, of Ben-
lizewhich was recently published, has
for its subject, "Ch:nese-Japanese
Go." "Go is not a new game," the
author sass, "for at was played at
least eighteen hundred years before
the Christian era, and posibly twenty-
three hundred comes nearer the time,
But the game as it is played by the
Chinese and Japanese is different
from all other forms, and it is in
many respects superior to chess. The
warfare in chess is of the antique
ilass, while the Eastern Go resembles
the modern style. In chess the king
sends his knights and pawns out to
defend and protect him and to con-
quer. the enemy. The knights fall,
and when the king has been cap-
tured the war is over. In Go there
is not one battle only, but a whole
campaign, with the emplosment of a
whole army, where the strategic dis-
tribution of the forces decides the
contest. The game is. worthy the at-
tention of chess play, ys "—New
York Tribune.
There are a good many men be-
hind the bars in this glorious land of
the free.
INSURANCE AO EN TS
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It's worth while to be sure that the man
who makes your Oxfords, makes them on lasts
especially designed for low shoes Some
manufacturers, more jealous of their profits
than of your comfort, make up low shoes from their regular line of high
shoe lasts---and right there the trouble begins. Though they look all
right, under casual inspection, they are all wrong, and in consequence
you suffer the torment of that pinching, binding and cramping which
most of us know too well. For thirty years we have followed the develop-
ment of the shoe business and experience affords us protection from
j 
 im-
position. Our spring line is at ;t6 best ust now and we can fit your foot.
American Lady Oxfords $2.50 tit $4. Amiga 6.111man Oxfords $3.50 to $5
Dorothy Dodd Oitords $2.50 to $4 Florshem Oxfords $5.00. $6.00, $/.00


















# in addition to the above valuable
and highly desirable FIRST PRIZE,
we v. ill give away a number of
Credit. Coupons
goad on the purchase price of any
new Piano, Player Piano or Piano
Player in our warerooms,
518 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
This is your opportunity to se-
cure a fine p ano absolutely free.
%Vitt- THIS OFFNIt MAIW: TItis extristirdium7
offer is made beeamor of out desire to congide a Tailing lite of
all tlw hooves without instiuments in our selling territory.
our experience has iittoWn the value of !ilia ardent. lwrause,
by its use we CAR secure the informalboi desired more quickly
Tulore economically than we could by stwitding twice the aunt
by uaing solicitor% and canvassers.
The Baldwin Company
wrilles every person in the United Skate% to know that the
line of pittn..I tlwy manufacture — the ilaidwin. Ellington.
Hamilton, Howard, Valley (.em—or, unexcelled In tone. dura-
bility and sioricrruinship. The awards of the Grand Prix.
Parts. 1900, and the two Grand Prizes, St. Louis, 1904. are
the highest ever Matte for piano excellence, and these are (Al-
1 km confirmation of what everybody already knows of the
wonderful superiority of the Baldwin product. No other man-
ufacturer has ever rinoeived ihla recognition. We desire to in-
delibly impreaa theme facts upon the mind of every (me, and
have, therefore. derided to subtaiit this extraordinary protiosi-
tkni.
What the Contest Is
This is a (mutest baaed mem the ,orre.t solution of the
rebus ittpArie farm IN here I(!. 111 ti f ornint ion 10 it118 lOst to
the solutioni cif the puzzle.
Special Notice
We trust every one In the surrounding territory will par.
ticiptite Iii this context, as no hampering eonditlons are •t-
tacIntl and everybody has equal chance.. There Is no fee to
pay or obligation of any.kind incurosi in entering the contest
We believe that this contest will surely contribute greatly to
the I•neouragrinent and stimulation of 'uteri-at In maide, with
all its refining house inameneen; Again we nay—
Don't fail to participate, as

















For Solving This Puzzle
W. T. MILLER 6 BRO.
Factory Representatives
Will Give Away Absolutely FREE
One $315 Hamilton Piano
And Other Prize's MID Stated Elsevy here
/Information Blank
•
• Please till out this blank and write plainly It is lot ne“.•ary to use this partirttlar form. We print this
•
for your convenience, and you may ase It or any ol.her form desired •
Nome  
Postofffra




 .agrolai alltyllumber or Rural Route 
Have you a Plano or Organ   If 10, what male or how old! ..... . ..... .....
If Possible, iti‘e us below the names of two of your uelghhors whom 3ou hat', moos to believe would con-





















































































the solutiona of the Rebus an
V1111 he opened for ticcord a allort
on ̀Which the awards are to be male.
he examined In the peen...nee of tla",e
.4 the highest Integrity and whii
filth the Illn•le lthdlistry, who... de-
Irrriocable.
within aaaligned territory aulirtilt-
corrert solution we will [serail-tit ah-
the beautiful le173.90 Plano.
in their order of merit will he pre-
antollous: 13 at $73 each. 90 sit 1170
.1100, 40 at $33, 50 at 1430 each.
accepted by us upon ate terms staled as
new piano mataufacharell by us at its
rue . w"'
than one correct answer. Off should
...rr...1 or nearest correct in their
then he made upon petnelliAlitlp and
completeness of cotil.,itanta papers.
in getting one 04 tliew• credit COO-
a piano. the coupon mss be dispose.,
fortunate, providing iineh traie•fcr is
111'
or restrictions or to the number of
and on prise will he awarded out
i. Went Kentucky. Went Tennennee and
one conpon ran be applied on the pur-
will not be awarded to
employed by or connected in





All Pianos Marked in Plain
Figures
II'. ha'. I...en our custom for many years past. esery In-
sliumen1 Is marke.1 In plain figures at the rinrolar selling
pri...... and not only will the romans be accepted as at, mach of
a (-05111. NO the balmier of the ',archway price can he &P.
ranged on monthly payment.. if cleaned.
1- ter) Instrument, is fully guaranteed by us. Ilandwifin•
d•-.1 and ...ter free with eau It pi/Mel.
Read These Instructions
Carefully
- (.Ii,- Itte olo)kitignik of the rebus. Men oll out Ow informa-
tion blank. giting your full name and all other Informati.m
fullest for mate what kind of Instrument pm hate. if any,
and giie mimes and correct seldreseses of two or more .4 your
friend. or neighhore, whom vow believe might w ant it piano,
Mario player ur plairPr plants. Niaill (sr (II? Ii- your solution,
together ylith the Itiformatiortt !stook to
1 Rebus Department
This is your oppor-
turtity. Get busy
W. T. MILLER ec BRO.

















Caae of such interest eyes tried last
Tuteday before Judge Eatery, where
Get.rge Ficklin, of this city, WY
charged with selling lutozleatIna
/lusters, and the erldeace allowed he
sold Dr...Flez, Cream and Vivo, pre-
puree' by A. M Laevieon & Co., and
the proof all weut to show these bev-
erages were non-intoxicating. and the
case was dismissed, as no violation of
the law could be proven.
The declaims of the court will act
favorably with the sale of Dr. Flu,
Vivo and Cremo, which are prepared




WILLA HOLD ANINVAlh EDIENCIL AT
LOUISVILLE.
Program 01 Seaalotas of Eptecupal
electing UM er Which iiistrog
l'resides.
Louisville, May 15 --Representa-
tives of every Episcopal church in
Kentucky will be in Louleville next
week to attend the eightieth annual
council of the dioceee of Kentucky:,
which will be in session three days.
The meetings will be held at dt.
Paul's church and will begin Tues-
day. May 19. Bishop Charles Ed-
ward Woodcock will preside. The
program is:
Timidity. May 19.
Celebration of the Holy Cona-
Deguelma gitto li,,ittrnt.t.. harked by (ghats Mission, 9 a. in.
It so iloileges, 5305,000.00 capital, 50.1 111 eats bishop, celebrant, inahtled byrs 111 *score ssellteer u 'idea
Pita hie otointl II ions or 
rei 
und tunkm, the reeler. the Rev. John Mockridge;
BOOKKEEPING Ilessesee'seore-&welters, by not the Rev. Frederick Thompson, Ph. D.,see,pti„, ',le and the Rev. Irving Goddard. •
po posit 1011 eOlietsle (ILO teachos 1D.e•
Was'akkeeping. in 111110.E months thga they
lo In ell. Draugbou can convince I oU.




Wilt.. the system of Shorthaml Draughoe
tenches. hecature tht.y know It la THE
FOR ter:F. CATALOGUE and booklet "Wht
Learn leleinwphyr %well islain ill.





Broadway, or St. Louis or Nadiville.
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Fratentity SuUdi,g - Roos 215





Thee" are the foundathins upon
which we are builaiug succer&
Our homes are grotaned to the
pink if condition &leapt &odour
equipment the hest, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.









The following reduced rates
are announced:
Baltimore. Md. - Genera
conference M. IC. church
Dates of sale May 3. 4 and 5
Return limit Kay ZIE Round
trip $31.Y5.
J. T DONOVAN.





AIM CURS ma LIMOS
- Kinvitt,te Di:. g's -
New* Discovery
FOR C8E811* ..eaft..
AD Au. TIMOAT /4110 WM TROUBLES
GU D SATIBTAGEOR
1112EVEMED.
Annual sermon of the Council-
iThe RS. Francis W. Hardy, Ht. An-
rdrew's church, Louisville.
Immediately after.this service the
council will organise for businese
bestion.
The bishop wEl deliver his annual
address upon the organization of the
council.
Recess for lunch, 1 p. In. to 2:30
e. in.
Business session, 2:30 p. in. In
30 p.
EevenIng session. 8 o'clock.
Subject- Diocesan Missions.
Neakers The Rev. John Mock-
/liege. at. Paul's chur.h.
the Rev. David C. Wright. Grace
church, Paducah.
wedneeday. May gO.
Celebration of Holy Communion.
7:30 a. in.
The Mellor. celebrant, assisted be
the Rev. Charles Lewis Biggs and
the Rev. Cillnallis Lee Price..
Moraine prayer, 9:30 o'clock-
The Rev. William: K. Marshall an
Rev. 0. C. Abbitt
fluidness session, i.10 a. al.
Recent for lunch, 1 p. in. to 2:30
p In.
Busineste session, 2'30 IL ita-
Therwilay. May 21.
Anneal meeting of the Kentucky
breach of the Woman's Auxiliary to
the board of Missions.
Holy communion. 10 a.
Sermon by the loiehop of Kentucky.





.enoway the obese female oe • ha.
t,sit grit% n •.iiset habit looks corn
••
hilltritiriE 11Kit HI SHIM)
0111 what he'd lake I.1 be • new
/Mit of dottrels by having us clean
and weer eons, Co( the istkil swede
getements--dyeing them if need
he
theme 21111111. We tall for sad ilellaire
%ark.
MODEL STEAM DVE WORKS.
log Neigh Third hit.. Paducah. Ky.
• ,
All the patent rnotileinee and
toilet articles advertieed in this
paper are on sale ati





workmen and you will
find no cheap goods on











Are the result &!aa
abnormal condition of
the mt)re prominent nerve
branches, caused by con-
gestion, irritation, or dis-
ease. if you want to re-
lieve the pain try Dr. Miles
Anti-Pain Pills. They,
often relieve when every-
thing else fails. They,
leave no disagreeable
after-effects. Just
pleasurable sense of re-
lief. Try them.
'1 have neuralgia headatir• right
ever my eyes, and 1 arn really afraid
that my eyes will burst. 1 also hare
neuralgia gain around my heart. I
knive been taking I 'r. Mlles' Anti-
Tani Pills recently and find they re-
lies* these troubles quickly. I seldom
Snd It necessary Ito take more than
two tablets for cemplete relief"
MAR. KATHERINE BARTON
1117 Valley St, Carthage, Ms.
.1 have awful spells of neuralgia
and have doctored a greet deal with-
out getting much benefit. For the
lest two years I have been taking
IS'. Mlles' Anti-Pain /Ills and th,y
always relieve me I have been so
bad with neuralgia that 1 sometimes
thought I would ge ersay. Sometimes
It Is necessary to take two of them.
but never more and they are sure to
relieve me." MRS. FICRRIZR.
:int I ynn St., NO.
Your druggist sells D. Milne And-
Paln Pills, and vs* authorize him Ss
return the price of first package (eddy)
If it falls to imment you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind
ORIGIN OF .111E
WORD KENTUCKY
detretary of Smithsonian leweitastion
Explains %here the Name
Came From
Washington, May 14.-Charies D.
Walcott. secretary of the Smithson-
ian Institution, aqd one of the most
eminent scientists in the country, has
writtee to-Representative Sherley, of
Louisville. an interesting !Vier on the
origin of the word "Kmatiad14.9' • .He
says:
Dear Mr. Sherley.-Yon will re-
call mentioning to me at the Capitol
the other day that the name "Ken-
tucky" is omitted from the Handbook
of American Indian, published by the'
Bureau of American Ethnology; I
mentioned the fact to Mr. Holmes who
informs me that the handbook does
not include nausea. [be are purelr geo-
dviphical in their scope. consequently
such names as Kentucky, Mississippi,
Einne rota. etc., are purposely omit-
ted. lint sill be included In the pees-
posed "Handbook of Indian Geograph-
ies: Names."
'Sir. Holmes has taken occasion to
obtain. from one of the sperialtots of
the Bureau who has loelted.earefully
into the subjere. some ialorination
gelding the early use and the mean-
ing of the name Kentucky. which
•ill doubtless interest you. The sum-
mary follows:
"There appears nothing in support
of the popular meaning . the 'Dark
and Bloody Ground.' usually assigned
to th:s name. From a History of the
Vissierippi Valley. by Speavi and
Clark 119031,- It is learned that a
leading Cherokee chief. Oconostota.
about 1775, spoke or the Kentucky
region as a 'dark and bloody ground.'
"The first known use of the name
Kentucky is under the form Cantuchr
in a deposition of Alexander Maginity
before William Alien, Chief Justice
of Pennsylvania. Vol. V., 663. 1861.
Colonial Records of Pennsylvania.
October 12. 1753. A,porlion of the
depoettion is as follows: 'Being on
their return from trading with the
Cuttawao, it nation who live in the
territories of Carotids, weer, on the
twenty-sixth day of January last, at-
tacked by a companyoe aghnawa-
aos. or French Praying -radians. from
the River St. Lawrence, betels to
number seventy fwith *born was one
white man called Philip, a low Dutch-
man), at. a place about twenty-five
mitre from the Blue Lick town, and on
the south bank of Cantucky river,
which empties itself lato Allegeny
river nbout two hundred miles buten
the lower Shawanese town.' But" in
Maglnity'e petition to the Pennsyl-
vania Assembly (Assembly Journal of
Votes and Proceedings for 1753,
elietober 1•6, page 272), the form
Ilantucqul ' is applied to a river
&filch is deseelbed as a western branrit
of the Ohio river. In Article 111, of
the Tfeety .of Greenville. 1795. thell
rive? Is desehbed as Tuttawa or Keh-
tacky.' On Hutchins Map, 17'78.
and in Morse's Gaseteer ,of North
America, 179S. the Kentucky river
Is sometimes called Cuttaws 100/•
Tit% r!ver appears on the Walpole
Grant. cif Vandalle, 1772, ae the 'Lou-
isa Ostavetss. or Outtawa: But In
the journal of Christopher Gist, the
name 'Great ChM** river' eel/tootle
means the Cherokee river, now the
Tennessee; and Hendrick Aupaundit,
In his interesting 'narrative.' in Me-
moirs 05 the Hietoric•I Society of
Pennsylvania, Vol. 11., 1127, mentions
the feet that In 1791 'three of Kut-
looliwanw riatioa, or Cherokee. sr-
riled at the Fortes.' or Anglaise. on
the Miami river, and on page he
writes Kutoohwoh. or Cb•rekee
"Several years ago I reached the
coqeloslon that, the term Ken-
Incite! Was derived from the Clair,-
taw Kantak. or a close cognate there-
old rbsieg..2 the eul114 of the alaiscsaito
10140, 41111lfy/Ng VIhing Later v;_
-d 
thenaeroot' • lareeibtx pseudo-thine,
from the roots of which the Indiana
made bread. a jelly, and hot cake*,
or fritierue William Hal-tram,
hie travels (p 239, 1792i, describes
Indian method of preparing this
tuber for IOW, lie wriLs: "They
chop the roots in piece,. which are
afterwards well pounded in a wooden
mortar, then being mixed with clear
eater, in a tray, or .trough, they
strain it through baskets; the sedi-
ment which settles to the bottom of
the vessel in afterwarde dried in die
opt-a air, and is then a very has red-
&eh flour or meal; a small quantity
of this mixed with warm water and
sweetened with honey, when cool,
bee-ornes a beautiful delicious Jelly,
atry nourishing and wholesome.
They also na'.a it with fine corn Sour,
People's Cure
for Stomach Ills
It would be fully to say that a person
should always be )4 own doctor. There
are times when one cannot be too quick
in consulting a competent and reliable
physician, but the tact does remain that
here are many ailments that can be
cuted at home at very Mae expense.
Such remedies can be bought at any
first-class drugstore for a small sum.
Among the weasel that can be eflec-
lively treated at horns are such as per-
tain to the stomach, liyer and bowels,
like constipation, dyspel5sia, biliousness,
Gatulency. sour atoinaeli. bloated storage. sick
beaderbea. heartburs, eta For these troubles




lainmy,r we& d I, I. • IS
,
lad among its staunchest friends are the doe-
Joni themselves, Is each troubles!' they know
Save sot/ring better to offer than the 
• being fried flied in fresh °U.Ita"nebetrteXestatili..eu their t lareaf:
tusked %ery good bet rakes or frIL- It. otten happens that at the commencementet an attack some people /waist- e to take such •
to • doctor, but aster
terilThV foregoink deviation would 
tosizniimids remedy, and run 
various doctors Miry finally take Dr.
srew to be much more reasonable =e1 111:srdYeTipbyPettertre18. ap/ICOtesasethefr• "'poi ant-
than those hitherto given, as "at the Iiiniitho amtiffoetreldlri.rollmerwen.totbelawreiteem„, cavi T.
. Ili..e4
hued of the ri•.-C• or the "dark and karrb of the stomach. He was given up to die




's:host what esi eat, hedPe-
traced to DO wavelet. language. Very severe pains in We stomach. and finally, mo-
ats when he himself thought he would die.
Ultimately he was advised to try Dr. Cakirre114
Syrup Pepsin and did so. and now be Is entirety
cured sad has gained ID peesde. BS naturally
bey Lie/ all auderers from weak stomach to use
Is, It can be had In 50 out aid di bettl..n. and
results am absolutely eta/smeared or money is






THIS GOAT A 1.111,'E SAVER.
Nanny Redeems Her Kin by \Danish.
Mg Naval Officer's igialry.
Through an adv;.rtisement it be-
came known that in the far ends of
the New York tial,y yard is harbored
a real life-saving goat, and that the
said goat is for sale, bays the New
York Herald.
Nanny has been a necomeary ad-
junct to the home of a naval officer.
One of his children suffered from
Malnutrition and Nanny was pur-
chased and permitted to graze and
gambol about on the freeh grass.
So rapidly did the baby improve
upon the goat's milk diet that In the
advertisement it Is announced that
NRIII4 has already saved one life. For
anyone wishing a real life-saving goat
here's a chance.
!Mop Grumbling
If you suffer from rheumatiirm or
pains, for Ballard's Snow Linim0nt
will bring quick relief. It is a sure
cure for Sprains. Rheumatism, Con-
tracted Muscles and all pains-and
within the reach of all. Price 25c,
50c, $1.00. C. R. Smith, Tenaha,
Tex.. writes:, "I have used Ballapil)1
Snow Liniment in my family for
years and have found it a fine rem-
edy for all pains and aches. I reed&
mend It for pains in the chest." J.
H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C. 0.
Ripley.
Moth 1.icense.
The highest amount paid for a liquor
liaensa./s thilhainte. of lltogatchusetta.
V here local option prevails. is $2,-
75.0. It will be paid by the owners of
reracitott Intolto Ste town of Middle-
ton. in Emelt comity, which "went
Art" foe the first time In it history
at the insult' town meeting in March.
The fee will be considerably mole
than $1.0041 greater than the amount
iiald for ikon** in Boston. Although
the town has only about 600 inbablt-
ants, there was souse spirited bidding
(or the privilege to dispense alcoholic
refreehmepts. The proprietor, of the
inn think th, license is a good thing
n hare. in view or the ant '1°
traff4 and the fact that most
larger town, and cities In that section
of the county art Low "dry."-New
York Tribune.
Maritally Rerowisneadeb tor • Rheu-
matism.
0. G. Higbee, Danville. lh, writes,
December 2. 190lt "About two years
ago I gess laid up for four months
with rheumatism. I tried Ballard's
Snow Liniment; one bottle cured me
"1 ran cheerfully recommend it to
all 'offering from like affliction " 25c,
50c and $1.000. J H Oehlchlaeger,
Lang Dross, C. 0. Ripley.
"Yiiu don t Mean to tell me," said
Mrs. Housekeep.."that you were ever
a poet?" "Yes. ma'am," replied
Weary Willie. "when I was younger.
flat was how my feet first went
astray.”-Philadelkhia Press.
A man's wife usually lies more
faith to him than he has in himself.
SUMMER HAS ARRIVED
and with it the necessity for a
raw light weight atilt. If you
Want your clothing to he thealme
of style and elegance you should
choose your fabrics from our Su
eineb Wifierfamisot, and we will fit
them perfectly. and give indi-
viduality In style such as you can't
get with ready made garment&
H. M. DAt.TON
stribread4ra7
FREE TEST eere."‘u4s Se.wt.nesniPsettle trim Infopr;sCaldbur:
Ise cm erne a tra samosa Dotal sect te nor Sore tx
Odra mna SM comoany, This CAN IS to wog that the
smedy reti es as we deign, and is only sae to Mose
ato nave neter taxon It. Send ice it If yes Save any
amebae ol stomach, aver o, bowel Orme. Gentle,'
yet most affective laxative lee cruldnes, wines are o'd
forks. A ywanteed, peresamm home cure. THE
rtaale vt SCocr: "ic twerro so sow, am Sure
as OR CALDWELL'S SSiltiP PEPStle." This avast
Sean pelt) (wanes es. 17 elartnestaa 0. C.
PEPSIN STItlIP SO,
107Caldwstl Old 111•11411011110a Si.
VANDERBILT'S BIG LAND GRAFI
Alleged to Embrace Fifty ThOtiagistfr.
AtiVa in North 0110111111.
The United States, in a test suit
began at Asheville. N. C.. by District
Attorney A. E. Holten, claims title to
all the extreme western portion of
North' Carolina, a territory Including
the greater part of eight 'counties,
many towns and villages and a hun-
dred thousand population, and a tre-
mendous sensation has resulted.
Among those who occupy the land in
dispute are four railroadin mining
companies, big timber interests, the
Tozaway hotels and property owned'
by Pittsburg men, who built their
artificial lake miles in length and
breadth, and the greater part of
George W. Vanderbilt's Pisgah forest.
Mr. Vanderbilt has 50.00.0 acres of
forest in the territory involved. flie
holdings, which may be affected, In-
clude high forest-clad Mountains. two
wned be him being higher than
Mount Washington. and vast forests.
lie has built roads through the for-
est; stocked the mountain streams
erieh trout and the woods with Imapte
ed game, and maintains wardens and
a sumptuoue hunting lodge, all of
which is now claimed by the United
States, The chief authority in this
state on land titles involved admits
'the dein of the government is well
founded, but no 'one supposed the
United States would make such a
ciaim.-New York Herald.
If You Don't
Succeed the first tints time lierbine
and you will get-instant 'relief. The
grltatest liver regulator. A positive
eure for Constipation, Dyspepsia. Ma-
laria, Chills and all liver complaints.
Mr. C-, of Emory, Texas, writes:
"My wife has been using lierbine for
herself and children for five years.
It is a sure cure for constipation and
malaria fever, which is substantiated
by what it has done for my family."
.1 H Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C.
0. Ripley.
The Lioa-Man.
The lion-men is a freak now at-
t•acting SOM. attention In eSurope,
wfie;:e. litc. all the freaks wbo have
gone before and situ will fotlow he is
be,ing "tree; veil by the crowned head*:
A Vienna news item says: "Lionel tS
really only a boy 16 years ord. Ho
speaks three languages and bas tray-
clod much. There is nothing of the
lion about Sim lait the head and
mane, but that is enough. The face
aad bead are covered with a thick
mat of blonde hair, and the human
fare can onifrhe suspecteci seem',
o 'proud of his head and think,
himself rather superior than unnatu-
ral because of It, H-e is perh.etl•
happy because his Omni-meta% bring-
him money and admiration. How
like "Lionel" we all are. Ha' e'001tw
his hall% hears prey* thy niry things
about It, coiling his money and Is hap-
py When I left the show and saw
the nortual, ehort-haered people before
nie, I said: 'They are all blobels, hut
they have' no manes.' "--New York
'Eribune.
. 'Do You Love
Your baby? You wonder why be
cries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream
Vernifuge and be will never cry.
Most babies have worms, and the
mothers don't know it. White's Cream
Vermifuge rids the child of worms
and cleans out its system In a pleas
ant way Every mother should keep
a bottle of this medicine in the house.
With it, fear need never enter her
mind. Price I5e. J. H: Oehlschlae-
ggr, Lang Eros., C. 0. Ripley.
Client -Dida't you make a mistake
Ill going into lase lastaad of the
army?
Lawyer-Why?
Client -By the way you charge
there wou'a be Itt'e left of the enemy,
Sacred Heart Review.,
It it said to he unlucky for ear on
t i put an aillITO4 la • ettollt-ritealt
a aucti0300O







W. B. Tdath•r it. .charge Watch Repair DePartment,
D Sutton. Engraver and Jewelry Repair Department,
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
CLEANED send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.




Lumber, iron, all salvtge of former Harry
Anderson stable. Purchaser to: remove debris
at once. Phone or call on
ED D. HANNAN
Plumber
Beath Phut-seem 201 132 Smith F?ourth
11111111•06. 
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
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Room 7, Trueheart Building, up-
stairs. Next to Catholic church. New
abuse 1393.
Biggs-"Do you believe that the
Use of tobacco impairs the memory ?"
Diggs-"Not necessarily. I have'
n't been able to forget that cigar you
gave me two weeks agd--but perhaps




 a wsrl'• REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST:-
Call. S•aJ or Teltehes. fen g.
HENRY MARREN, JR.. 
Mew 333, FRATERNITY BLDG,




low mass& Ilsak Wirt. Lassa 




MANN VI LLE-P.4BUIDAH PAGED?,
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers J00 rosier and Jo11111 
Hopkins. leave Paducah for BONN
ville and way landings at 11 a. R.
THE STEAMER BIM POWLICII
Leavee Paducah for Cairo and way
landtngs at 3 a. Is. sharp, daily, es
eept Sunday. Special excursion rates
sow in effect from Paducah to Cain
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good musts and table ea
surpaseed
For further information apple U
B. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, 0
(Even Fowler. City. Pass Agent. a
Towler-Crumbaugh & Oo's Ogle,
Fleet and Broadway
K. Write TICIeNteliellifi RPM
PA VILST COMP 113111.
( Ismrporaterl.)
OR TRIG TR ti
WINAMElit CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Meet
Every Wednesday at 4 go. in.
A. W. WRIGHT ..
asI
This company is not ruspoastlits
for Invoice ch•r tea unless eollestal
by the clerk of the boat •
Special excursion rate.' teem Fade
tab to Waterloo Fore for the mead
trip 1 01, Lasts Pasieeall wart




•5. A Bailey, Prep.
Ilograid and beet beset Is eats
boob og (Hi. Two large saaaple
414111411. Bath rooms, Electric LAOS.
mis ink ceatrally totaled Bolsi Is
be city.
0014111111CRAL r A Tit011 IN%
Litt AMID.
Rose Plants for ic
- .----osamerspg
Brunisofee last cut on bed,
ding plants, Rose plants, Ge-
ranium. Coleus. etc., at 3
rents Largest and best as-
sortment of roses at lowest
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THE SUN'S NEW STORY FRANCE MAKES




ufacturers to provide a paper free
from injurious elements and effects.
All the aileged harm of cigarettes
is dm. to bad paper, the dead:tett
thing a smoker can consuine. This
manufacturer's have recognized, and
the cigarette paper is now as pure and
perfect RS potable.
So light is it that live hundred of
the tiny sheets go to the ounce. They
are perfectly combustible and give
l off the minimum smoke. Before be.
!lug rolled with tobacco they are an-
'Razed to prove that they are free
froth all deleterious ingredients and
that they contain nothing but the
purest paper fibre.
Only new material-flax and hemp
trimmings—is used, and these are
thoroughly purified. Chopped by
machinery into minute particles, they
are well mixed by a revolving fan and
then reduced almost to dust. This
Rice paper, with which cigarettes
are wade, has nothing to do with rice,
but is made from the membranes of
the bread fruit tree, or more common
I) of flue new trimmings of flax and
hemp.
France makes cigarette twapers for
the eViloie world, says the London Tri-
bune, the output of Austria and Italy
teeing insignificant.
Cigartate paper should be of the
very best and purest quality obtain-
able, and every effort is made by mall-
3 is placed in a solution of lime and
Os soda. ,
In order thet every foreign sub-
stance may be eliminated, it under-
goes a thorough washing process, the
water being obtained from artesian
eels sunk for the purpose. The pulp
is again clinched and rolled out onto
paper. This is of a grayish tinge
and the pure white of the finished leaf
is obtained by an eieetrir proress.
which also cleanses it of all possible
itnpyrities.
The cigarette making machines are
among the most wonderful products
of human ingenuity and merhanir.-
skill. With a single exception thsy
are of American invention.
The machines work on two princi-
ples. In those of one class an end-
less roll of tobacco is enveioped by
an end:ess ribbon of paper and chops
Ped Into cigarettes the required
length. Other machines roll the to-
baced separately and press it Into its
The Mistress — Weat. Suzanne,
going to leave inel' Going to get
married? Ths is most unexpected:
French Maid-- Oui, madam, but eet
e*:. not my WO. riet .was only last







$16-3/1 Stalk Tbiri Strait
paper case. The former are the fast-
er makers, but they turn out a larger
!proportion of faulty cigarettes.
At one end of the machine a girl
sprinkles the fine cut tobacco on an
endless cloth, which carries the to-
bacco tinder rollers to be combed and
curried of every knot and lump. Glid-
ing along a groove through C-shaped
wheels, the tobacco becomes a
continuous roll or rod, which is car-
ried forward to the paper.
This is bearing the tobacco onward
when the machine clips the paper en-
veloping the tobacco; moving past a
brush which, imparts a tiny streak e!'
Starch paste, the edges are pressed
down and the continuous paper
enshrined roll of tobacco moves for-
ward beneath a knife, which, descend-
ing at intervals. cuts It off into cigar-
ette lengths. These fall into a re-
ceptacle. and in many cases are
'counted and packed by machine also.
I The machines turn out from 2110
to Stie cigarettes a minute. One ma-
:chine crimps instead of ants the pa-
per and thus removes one objection
to smoking.
The introduction of these machines,
necessitated 'ay the increasing de-
mand for cigarettes, has greaCy d.'-
creamed the cost. Made by hand the
cigarettes cost 2s. 6d a thousand.
while the sante number is mechani-
cally made for 2 is.d. B) hand from
1,50.0 to 2,S0e cigarettes ran he made
in a day, the output varying according
to the method adopted. In the same
time a machint• will turn out lges000
clgareUes.
Some cigarette makers roll the to-
bacco with the paper, while others
form the paper int9 a cylinder, then
roll the tobacco the required size and
push it into the paper tube.
No tape to Dir.
"I have found owt that there Is no
ere to die of lung trouble. as long ae
you can get Dr. King's New Discov-
ery," says Mrs. J. P. White, of Rush'
horn, Pa "I would not be alive today
only for that wooderfel medicine. It
loosens up a C011 it quicker than any-
th,ng else, and cures lung disease
even after the ease is pronoun." 't
hopeless." This most reliable reme-
dy for coughs and mate, lagrippe.
asthma, tevonehitie and hoarseness.
anal tinder guarantee at all druggists.
ber and Sled. Trial bottle free.
The Fastest Story.
An Englishman, an Irishman and
a Sent hrnan were one day argulnz
Is to shirh if the three countrlet
possessed the fattest trains.
Said the Englishman: "Well, I've
been in one of our traini and the tele-
graph poles have been eke R "
"I've seen the niileatonee appear
I he tombstones." said the Scot.
"Be jabers." said rat. was one
da) In A train in my conntry and we
passed a field of carrots, a field of
au-nips a field oflearsley, sine lit on-
ihns and then a pond of water. mil
dalewere going so fast that I thought
it was broth."--Philadelpitia Ledger.
Some people oleander a let of
money in trying to make, fools of
laionsoisva.








Glowing with the fresh beauty of
hundreds of hyacinths. tulips, daffo-
dils and other spring flowers, the yard
of the initiatei school bears charming
evidence of the value of the aork
done by the Out-of Door Art League
toward acheiveing a "City Beautiful."
and intelligently directing the enthu-
,idailk of hundreds of school children
along the proper lines. Last fall
many children everts given, one bulb
each of some swing flower. These,
it:irefully planted to the young gar-
Oilers and eagerly watched through
the gloomy mouths. are' now repay-
ing the care of the youngsters
Through the financial assistance
of the Commercial Club and the
: School Board, the School Yard Com-
mittee of the Out of-Ooor Art Leagies
of which Rim Knit:). Yonkers is chair-
man, his perfected arrangements
with a local sed concern by which bey
chid presenting an order from tts
tees-her may purchase flower anti veg-
etable seeds for one cent a package.
These seeds are put up in excellent
srlertions, and not less than five
packages are' sold. Thus. for live
cents. a child may acquire the means
of providing joy anti exercise through-
out the summer montha, besides ma-
Iterially aiding the work of making
the world more beautiful.
I That a desire to create beauty, troves niore rapidly than the destruc-
Mae impulses so erroneously accredit
jed to children has been abundantly
:proven by tile work of the Normal
School, so eager are the children to
protect their flowers, that when the
eeds Were first planted and the dan-
ger from sparreet threatened, the
children stood guard, one at a tines
Then when a young sugar maple tree,
recently planted. was found sto be cut
by some vandal.the sincere indigna-
tion of the children was only ex-
ceded by their desire to be of ser-
vice, and get the "tree doctor." The
tree' doctor, in this case, being rep-
resented by an application of tar, and
thus the gaping wound in the poor
sugar maple was staunched, and Os
life saved. -
The value of suggestion along the
lines of beauty 5:15 abundantly dens:
°nitrated when, after three sugar ma-
ples had been planted in front of the
Normal School, a neighbor planted
five and the church near by planted
seven.
The work is, of Course. done by
the children after school hours, and
they are now busily engaged in bar-
veeting their third crop of onions in
the 'back yard gf the sellout, prepara-
tory to replanting the garden with
summer vegetables. They have made
shout a1l? front this work, which is
being invested In flowers, shrubs and
other -green things a-growinS" which
will materialiy contribute to the beau-
ty of Isoulsvilie school sards and.
homes. .
The work of the Normal School
is especially mentioned, hut equally
noteworthy indications of the success
attending the efforts of the Out of'
Door Art League are to be rivet with
in al: sections of Louisville. In Crea-'
cent Hill, for instance, we find a'
clay bank converted into a beautiful
garden, and in other sections of the
town hardy shrubs replacing barren,
wastes where only tin cans had grown
beforr the blossoms in the homes of
childfen where hitherto a sprig of
grass his been a novelty, and, hest of,
all, the desire for a really beautiful'
world firmly implanted in the hearts
of hundred* of' our future men and
women.
Letters have been received from
Points as far away as Buenos Ayres
nuking for advice and direction in re-
gard to beautfilng school yards. etc.
—Loulaville Herald.
Ilia First ter of Chloroform.
The other evening at the' Metioxiist
hospital banquet, as Dr John M
Kitchen was admirlag the arrange-
fronts for talialping the operating
toom, he dropped into reminisrenre,
believe." said the doctor. "I was
the first physician in Northern Indi-
ana to make use of chloroforni. I
was a young fellow, a very young fel-
low, not remit past 21.years old. the,
ink hardly rime CM my sheeprOxin. when
a man came luta my office to have an
aching tooth 'milted out With modern
sepliances we should say 'extracted.'
but In that rime the inatruments were
harbarous I had • small bottle of
chloroform, and with the hardihood
of youth I made up my mind to use
It on this victim. He readily went un-
apt- the Influence of the new anactothe-
tic, I milled manfully and the grinder
came out I waited, but the patient
did not return to conscioudricas I
was badly frtgittesed, and hastily
seizing a bucket with about two gal-
lons of weter in It I poured it over
him. Gimping. he came out from the
!I, ftUflOCP of the chloroform Then he
wanted to know what I meant by giv-
ing him such a soaking.
-Mtlitering $li not profeealonal
sangfroid I cafmly replied 'That, sir.
Is a part of the treatment.' and he
went away, greatly to not relief en-
erely satisfied "- Indianapolis Star.
Try 'MS; Scheme.'
Mra. lartrson—̂ Your husband,
kissed sour rook."
Mrs Woreison--sq told him to.
The rook thinks pie is getting ahead
o; me and will never leave.-- Judy.
"Don't you think a man ran smoke
and still be a Christian?'
"Not the Wild of cigar. yogi
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Fourteen Years of Pain
Mrs. 0. U. La Beaumme,
1)e Soto. Mo., praises the
wonderful health-giving
qualities of Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey.
For fourteen wearisome
winters grip and the
"tired feeling" were her
constant companions.
Duffy's restored her to
vigorous health.
In gratitude Mrs. La Beaumrnes
writes:
"I have beenasufferer from Grip for
/4 winters. When cold weather set
in I would have those miserable ach-
ing pains, and a tired feeling which
never left me till warm weather. Just
before Xmas last I had a terrible time
with Grip and a cough, also a severe
pain in my left side. I had often
been advised to try your Malt Whis-
key, but as I had often tried various
remedies I was skeptical and concluded
there was no relief. However, as I
was made a Christmas present of two
bottles of Duffy's I used it, and before
I had finished using them I felt so much
better that 'l used four more bottles,
which stopped the aching pains, the
cough, the pain in my side, and made
aim.G.N. LA ISPAUSIVIR 
me feel like a new person generally.
"I have recommended Duffy's to my friends, who are now using it
. I shall always have some in the house,
ior it has certainly done wonders for me."—Mrs. G. H. La B
eaunune
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being u
sed to have every kernel thoroughly malted,
thus destroying the germ and producing a predigested 1t41l fo
od in the form of a malt essence, which is the
most effective tonic stimulatit and invigorator known to s. ience ; softened by
 warmth and moisture its palata-
bility and freedom from injurious substances render it so that it cem be retaine
d by the most sensitive stomach.
If yOU wish to keep youna, strong and vigonsais and haic on your checks the
 glow of perfect health,
take Dutiv 's Pure ?Oak Whiskey regularly, according to directions. 
It tones and strengthens the heart
-action and purifies the entire system. It is recognized as the great family me
dicine everywhere.
CAUTION.-- When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy's Pur
e Malt Whiskey be
mire you get the genuine. Its the only absolutely pure medicinal malt whis
key and is sold In sealed
bottles only; never in bulk. Look for the trade-mark, the -Old Chemist," on 
the label, and make sure
the seal over the cork is unbroken. Prkf $1.00. Write Dr. I. Curran, Consu
lting Pilysiclan, furs free





Thoughts That %larked II,, Passing
of   N.4.11 %len.
There is a to.ite lion of "last
words" of celebrated tnen whirg con•
ta.ns many beautiful and startling
phrases.. Whether they sere really
uttered by the men to whom they
'have bee' credited, say•• the liar-
Inner Peet, is Another matter. "Thtts
the words of Augustus, 'The comedy
Is at an (lid--sdid I play my part
%ell'!" are known to ntwriv eaterS
reader. The faille:Bon of. hat words
of great physiciana publisthed by The
British Medical Joutnai• gives Hailer
credit for RC; trig, 'The artery beats--
ft tetats no-tnerts• and sais of Noth-
nagel that he wren.: 'The. night of
July 6, after a violent attack of an-
gina pectoris. • • e I will die
of arterial calcination.' • Cooper.
Bright and Brodie dl. rt th 13E8
upon their lips and Darwin looking
death ratmly---to-sthe-daraans-stalt
real', do not 'fear death.' Loeols*s
last words were flippant: 'Au revolts'
gentaimen. At the autopsy we seal
meet again.' None of thew clasele
sentence.. however, imprers one so
much as did the word, of une of the
Ow Mortals tio to our knoaledge
went into the unknown with mintis
undimmed. Be WAN an old man who
had lived a pod and full life. With
hit last ho all' he raid: 'It is not
yet time. I want to stio'—that was
the voice of nature."
Mr ailina.r') Do you know, that
af:ir tame just haunti, tur.
Mrs. Singer!) -No wonder -after
the !ray you've murdered
- May Smart Set.
the New le.ra Evening Pest he was
sumeneed by many to lack • sense
of humor. Hut those in his eniploY
who stood elose to him knew better.
One morning he pent for his young
city editor.
"Loaf night," said Mr. Godkin. "I
read In the Pont an account of a sui-
cide of a boy Your news paragraph
reported as the metive that the boy
twas resisted at home- In a premature
l'inclination to marry Mr Blank,
lean you Imagine how the father fet
when ott accused him, for what sae
don,' no doubt in a wreak of Maim:
duty, of being the (taupe of the death
of his child "
The young city editor stammered
an apology.
"thank you for your explanation."
said Godkin. "But." be went on la
a more decided tile, "If anYthing
like that ever happens aga h. I give
you fair warning, sir. that I will
taelee 11! work-
for • pager that says things No cruet**
--daer,i4 magazine.
Forsook tie- -I aides. • , Sinter el Yosr daughter, sir -
When }: J. 4•„,.! • 01 editor of wet% er--that she told me to
come to you- -she nays you
Pater-- "Quite two-- I underatan.
Let's see, are you Mr. Brunson or Mr.
WIbblevi,"
Bettor "Why. 1.in Mr.
akaiall for Everybody.
Mr. Norman R Coulter, a ProMin-
OW architect, in the Delbert Mudding,
San wraneiseo, says: folly ewdo rte.
sell that has teen said of Ilertrir Bit-
ters RN us ttatle nitiljelre It is good
for everybody it corrects Werner's,
liver and ainey disorders IS a Peonliii
and nianner and builds up
the a_ tem " Metre. Hole's is the
twit spring niedeine ever eiMil over •
druggist's ...sinter, as a blood puri-
fier it is untAtinled afic at el: drug-
gists
























Friday and Saturday at Gullett's
FRIDAY and Saturday arc going to be mighty inter-esting days at Cullen's, for we have just received
and are opening up now acme of thc springiest styles
in Kingston Clothes you cycr clapped your eyes on;
gingery patterns, snappy Cut and the fabrics the best
the money can buy anywhere.
$15, $20 and $25
And we want to impress upon you that there is style
to be gained and money to be saved in buying
your complete outfit here; there's nothing a Man
needs that we don't carry in splendid variety, from
the best straw hat in the world at $1.50 to $3 to the
famous Crossett Shoe at $3.50 and $4.
U. G. MLITT & CO.
tlwrorpormird o
Take Your Feet to Oullett's. 312 Broadway
We Base the I 'lieu attire tiaras
•••••
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